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—

Egg-CoUeding in the Busliveld. By Austin Roberts.

There is, perhaps, no renion in South Africa which has such

a blend of charm and difficulties for the egu-collector as that

of the busliveld. To be successful there one must be prepared

to face an intense heat, seldom relieved by a breeze of any

sort unless it be a hurricane precursor to heavy showers, and

absence of water to relieve the heat, the persistent attention

of flies, and innumerable diflficulties in the way of actual

collecting. Against these drawbacks is set the novelty of the

wildness of the region, together with which there is a great

variety of birds which have been very little studied, by very

reason of the difficulties mentioned. To my mind there is

also a charm in the sporting chance of finding nests, for the

nature of the trees is such that when starting one would

antici[)ate little difficulty in locating nests ; but it soon

becomes apparent that, with the lack of dense concealiutr

foliage, the birds have learnt to more cleverly construct their

nests and watch for intruders. During the early summer
months the busliveld is very dry, and it is then most trying

to collect there ; but as many species breed before the rains

set in, the inconvenience must be faced. If the excursion

is so fortunate as to fall during the first heavy rains, the

experience well repays all previous trials. Such was my
good fortune during a trip to Platriver on the 17th November,

VOL. IX. 1
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and I am likely to foro-et the temporary inconvenience in

the subsequent })leasure ot" being present at the awakening

of life.

On tlie way to Platriver all was dry and parched ; then

suJdenly dark clouds loomed up, thunder was heard, and in

a very short time such a downpour of rain surrounded us

that we marvelled that anything was left alive. Frogs

suddenly found their voices, and the air buzzed with their

various-ioned utterances. Looking out from our shelter

when the rain liad passed, it was as though frogs had come

down from the clouds. There was not a sign of them before,

and now we found them everywhere. Large yellow ones

were to be seen in all the larger pools, which a few houi'S

before were nothing but a hollow patch of dry veld
;

little ones, no bigger than the first joint of a man's finger,

hopped alarmedly out of our way or persistently puffed out

tlieir throats, causing the shrill vibration we heard on all

sides, and we had but to search to find numbers of different

kinds. It was not long before frog-eating birds, such as

Storks, Herons, and Wild Geese, put in an appearance, en-

hancing the change we saw on all sides. Birds soon found

their voices and at once showed their appreciation of the new

state of things, so that our own exhilaration of spirits seemed

to find an echo on all sides. It might well be said that there

is no life in the bushveld, except on sucli occasions as these

and in the early mornings, for during the greater part of the

year the heat seems to overpower all animation.

Most of my collecting was done at Zout[)an, an interesting

extinct volcano situated twenty-five miles from Pretoria.

This extinct volcano is salt-beai-ing, there being a small

" pan" in the middle, which usually carries rain-water, and

at one time was the site of a refining station ; but since the

advent of railways the place has been almost deserted, and

all that now mark the station are a tall chimney-stack, some

large steel refining-pans, and the foundations of a few

buiidinos. The pan itself is circular in shape, about eight

hundred yards across, surrounded by a rocky rim which

stands out slightly above the surrounding bushveld and
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about fonv Inindred feet above the water in the pan. Round

the outside oE the rim of the pan the thorn-trees are fairly

open—principally of the heavj'-topped variety, and the grass

fairly short. Inside, the pan is more thickly clothed with

thorny and thornless scrub on all sides but the north, and

nearer the water the scrub is re[)laced by large thorn-trees.

At one place on the margin of the water there is a patch of

reeds and rushes, close to which there is said to have been

—

strange to say—a " fontein " of fresh water when the pan was

being worked. There is no fresh water in the pan itself at the

present time, but not half a mile away, in a gully, there is a

pond of water fed by an unfailing spring, and those birds

which recpiire water have not far to go. In this hot and

luxuriant spot, so different from the surrounding parched-

looking bushveld, it is not to be wondered at that the bird-

life is extraordinarily varied, though shy. It is a place of

surprises ; first the extraordinary pan in such an apparently

unvarying country, and then the bird-life itself. The pan is

situated in the middle of a wide stretch of more or less wooded

country, varying in character according to the nature of the

soil. On the dry, higher, sandy ground we find the trees are

more scattered than in the valleys, most of them thornless,

and here and there are tall, gnarled giants standing out con-

spicuously above the surrounding trees. In the valleys the

bush is more inclined to form matted patches, and there is

a preponderance of tangled thorn-trees, some fairly large,

with bare trunks and heavy matted tops, and others of

smaller size down to little bushes not more than a foot high,

all armed with innumerable fish-hook-like thorns. Thorns

are so constant a source of annoyance that they seem almost

to be alive and reach out to catch one, so difficult is it to

avoid them. Through the larger valleys gullies wind their

way, often breaking in an uncertain manner into open ground,

which is formed into marshes for short periods ; sometimes

the gullies are intercepted by reefs of rock, with here and

there stagnant pools of water, which dry up after the rains

in proportion to their capacity.

These pools of water mark the places where birds are most
1*
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numerous, for in this arid region water is of the first im-

portance to many species, though, as might be expected,

tliere are many kinds that do not need it and are to be found

far away from the gullies. Even the species to which

water is not essential are often to be found near the gullies,

and it is only when one is anxious to secure the eggs of those

species which are to be found nesting in the tall gnarled

trees of the sandy higher ground, that one need go far from

the water-supply. Where human habitations are to be

found water is invariably obtained from a "fontein"' {i. e.

an excavation in some moist locality near the gullies), that

in the pools being quite undrinkable. Even the water

from the " fonteins " is not of the best, and the fastidious

would have to be hard pressed to drink it without boiling

and adding tea or coffee to disguise the colour. The best

season for egg-collecting in this region is during the months

of October, November, and December, as it is then that the

majority of small birds are to be found nesting. Many

species, however, nest at other times, and others again breed

throuo-hout the year. As this account is more particularly

concerned with some special trips made for the purpose of

getting eggs of some of the little-known species found

breeding during the above-mentioned months, I shall have

to confine this narrative to what was then noted, Indeed,

there is still much to be learnt, as the eggs of the larger

birds of prey, which nest in the tall gnarled trees in the

barren and wilder parts of the district, were already hatched

in most cases, and it was not worth while making a search for

them ; such birds as Francolins and Korhaan I was unnble

to learn anything about, and I also hunted in vain for the

eo'gs of a number of smaller birds. Besides the birds found

in the bush veld itself, several sjtccies are to bo met with in

the oixm veld en route. Some of these deserve mention, and

I shall therefore deal with tlie subject as it occurs to one

when making an excursion.

The road to Zout()an leads through Wonderboom Poort,

past the Government Bacteriological Laboratory and the

Pyramid hills into an open stretch of country. Our first
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impression of reall}^ wild life is made shortly after passing

the Pyramids. On the outskirts of a stretch of thorn-bushes

a black-and-white Korhaan rises with its startling alarm-

notes, sounding something like " AVa^'^-krack, /(•/«c'/i-krack,

Xy'a<'^-krack," rising slowly upwards with rapidly-beating

wirgs, and then hovering or slowly moving away, its alarm-

notes becomino: weaker and weaker until no lonoer audible.

After hovering thus for a time it descends slowly and settles

in a suitable place some distance from us. More often than

not the bird utters its cackling notes by fits and starts as it

rises, and when hovering keeps them up more uniformly but

less loudly.

On the outskirts of this stretch of thorn-trees both the

common Black and Pied Crows breed annually in September

i\ni[ October ; the former chooses some isolated thorn-tree of

the common kind i^A. Jiorrida), and the latter the tangled

branches of a camel-thorn. Their eggs are well known and

need no re-description.

Here also we find a few common species^ of which I need

only mention the liufous-nuped Lark {Mlrafra africana

transvaalens'is). This Lark is common even in the suburbs

of the city, but its eggs are seldom taken. It has a habit of

perching on the top of some conspicuous place, such as an

ant-heap, small tree, fencing post^ or even the roof of a house,

and from there pours out its song, which sounds something

like " Chiritu-eh," and at each repetition flicks out its wings.

Its nest is usually very cleverly hidden at the foot of a thick

tuft or tufts of grass, well concealed by a heavy hood of

grass-blades, under which a passage leads to the nest. The

eggs are in the Transvaal usually oidy two in number, rather

elongated in shape, and of a dark cream-coloured ground,

very profusely spotted, sometimes only speckled, with slate-

blue and various shades of brown, as a rule, forming a halo

round the thick end ; they measure, in a clutch taken at

Potchefstrooin on Gtli November, 1902, about 24 x 1() nun.

Passing then from the patch of acacia thorn-trees into the

open veld, we meet with several more species which deserve

mention.
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The Rufous Lark [Mirafra ratipUea) is to be heard as it

rises about twelve or fifteen feet from the ground with

rjipidlj-flapping wings, and floats gently downwards again

with a clear whistling note, sounding something like " Pho-

hee/' with the last syllable drawn out in a melancholy note.

The nest of this species is placed between or under short tufts

of grass and rather exposed, so that the eggs can be easily

seen. The eggs are usually laid in December or onwards to

March, according to the fall of rains and the consequent

condition of the veld ; they are three in number, white

thickly covered with patches and speckles of slate-blue and

various shades of brown, and measure 20-21 X 14*9—

15*3 mm.

The Latakoe Lark [Mirafra cJuniana) is common in suit-

able places, such as open grassy valleys, and during certain

periods of the day many of the males may be heard singing

their best in competition with one another high up in the

air ; they imitate all manner of birds and, failing this, com-

pose little trills of their own. Their nests are very cleverly

concealed, as a rule deep under a thick tussock of grass,

and a very careful search is necessary to find them, even

when the place from which the birds flew up has been marked.

The eggs are variable in colour ; in a clutch taken at Pretoria

in January they are so profusely speckled with two shades of

slate-brown that the ground-colour cannot be made out dis-

tinctly with the naked eye ; in one of tliem the markings

form a ring at the obtuse end ; they measure 20"2 x 14 mm.

Pink-billed Lark (Spizocori/s ronh'osfris).—Small parties

are sometimes met with before the nesting-season, during

which single birds only are to be seen. TIjc nest is usually

placed under the partial shelter of some broad-bladed weed

or small tuft of grass in some ojien situation. The eggs vary

considerably in all characters, though they seem not to be

marked with large spots ; they measure 17-18 x 12*5-13 mm.,

and from two to four eggs form the clutch.

Red-capped Lark {Tephrorori/s cinerea).—This species is

common in all parts of South Africa in " outspans " in open
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country, but its nest is not so well known. The ncstinji-

season is usually the winter, and the nest is placed in so

open a situation that one does not think of looking for it

unless knowing the bird's habits ; a hollow is scratched in the

bare ground, usually a soft hollow such as tliat made by the

hoofs of cattle during the preceding rainy season, and in this

the nest is made of dry grass-blades wiih a finer lining of

rootlets in the shape of a neat little cup ; the grass is then

carefully covered with bits of earth or dry cow-dung, so that

all there is to catch the eye is the neat little cavity containing

the eggs. As these birds nearly always squat close to the

ground until one is close at hand, they are not particularly

noticeable when they fly up from a nest, and in this there

is an additional protection. The eggs are usually two in

number, rather paler and more finely speckled than in those

of the majority of larks found in the Transvaal, and measure

about 19 X 14-7.

Finch-Larks {Pyrrlndaitda smitlti et P.australis)iive often

met with in parties or small flocks near the road^ l)ut I have

not so far found their eggs.

The Tawny Pipit {AntJius rufnlas raalteiii) is found singly

or in pairs in most valleys and sometimes in the open veld.

So far, no one seems to have noled that this Pipit rises sky-

ward and sings like a Lark ; this it does frequently, and

though its song is not very remarkable, yet it is something to

be noticed in places where so few birds are to be seen or

heard. It rises in a series of short, sharp stages, and dijjs

down every now and then uttering a few notes like " (Jhirri,

chirri, chirri.'' Its nest is placed in a variety of situations,

usually in the middle of a patch of grass, or, in places where

it is much disturbed, in the middle of a dwarf " inispel wacht-

een-bietje" bush. The eggs are laid throughout the earlier

summer months, three or four forming a clutch; they vary

somewhat in colour, as a rule being heavily clouded, espe-

cially at the thickest part, with didl, earthy reddish brown,

and with a little slate-colour; sometimes the markings are

suff"used with slate-colour, while in other clutches the
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markings are move thinly distributed in spots rather than

blotches, which may be lighter coloured and with a greater

amount of slate-colour than in the redder-coloured ones.

The usual size o£ the eggs is 19"5-21-5x 14:-5-15"5 mm.

The Cape Longclaw [Macronyx capensis) is found in moist

situations in the valleys. Its nest is usually placed in the

middle of a patch of grass, and the clutch consists of three or

four eggs. The eggs are variable in size^ specimens from

different localities measuring :

—

Albany District . . . 26-7x19
Howick, Natal . . . 25-5-26-3 x 18-2-18-7

Transvaal high veld . . 22-3-25 x 17-3-18-3

In an abnormally small clutch taken by F. 0. Noome at

Pretoi-ia in August, the two eggs measure respectively

22'3 X 16 7 and 20 x 16-7. In colour the eof>s are also

somewhat variable, some being heavilv blotched and others

more clearly spotted ; in this respect there would seem to be

an analogy in the ('ommon Pipit (.1. r. raalteni), which

occurs in the same places, so that very likely the food or

food-supply has some effect upon the eggs.

The Quail-Finch (Orft/gosjnza polyzomi) is nearly always

to be found in damp spots on the nuirgin of marshes or in

hollows where rain-water has formed pools. It breeds rather

late in the summer months, during that period being seldom

found in parties as at other times. Its nest is a domed struc-

ture of grass cosilj^ lined with feathers and sott flowery tops

of grass, kept in place with a few rootlets, and is placed in a

hollow scratched in the ground ; it is cleverly hidden, even

Avhen placed amongst thin growths of grass, and though the

l)ird may fly out at one's feet, it is necessary to search very

carefully before locating it, and it is not an uncommon occur-

rence for one to tread on a n(>st, so innocent does its concealino:

tuft look. The eggs are pui-e white, four or five forming a

clutch, and nieasure about 14 x 11 mm.

Having passed some distance along (he road through ojien

veld and a large native village, we leach the higher part of
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an open valley where several notable birds are to be seen,

species which do not occur elsewhere on the road. A pair

of Blue Cranes (^1. paradisea) apparently had a nest in

November and December, but search as we woulil, after

watching the actions of the birds as soon as we came within

siiiht of them, we failed to find the eogs. I have been

credibly informed by those who have watched these birds

very carefully in a wild state, that the egos are always found

about a foot apart on the ground ; this is said to be on

account of the parent's habit of tucking the eggs under its

wings when brooding ; the bird is said to be very careful,

when it sees the approach of an intruder, to put the eggs

down and creep away unobtrusively for some distance before

standing up and exposing itself to view.

At a sandy place where the road crosses the valley a few

AVheatears (^Scuvicola pileata) are nearly always to be seen
;

young ones were seen in September. This is the only spot

in the district where I have noted this.

Near here the young of Temminck^s Courser (Cursorius

temmiiicki) were seen in September. The road now takes us

to the top of the ridge overlooking the bushveld. From this

place we gaze upon a wilderness of open forest, which is only

lost to sight many miles away to the north, where some hazy

blue hills can just be made out. Beginning at the top of the

ridge in the form of a few scattered and barren-looking trees,

the northern slope of the ridge gradually becomes more

heavily wooded until, at the base where the rocky or stony

ground gives place to sandy soil, the typical vegetation of

the bushveld begins. The road passes down an open valley,

in the middle of which there are pools of water, and here in

the stony ground one finds several rare species more akin to

the Western than Central Transvaal fauna.

The Vaal Korhaan {Oti,s ludwigi) is heard on the top of the

ridge loudly challenging in its harsh and discordant voice,

and a solitary Kestrel (6". rujiiroluides) may be seen perched

on an ant-heaj).

The lUifous Long-billed Lark (Ceithilundu alhofasviata) is
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found in family parties inquisitively eyeing one, and when

disturbed flitting erratically for a short distance and suddenly

turning over as it settles, with its face towards one. It

his a comical appearance, and does not fail to stimulate

interest. This bird is found at all times in small parties,

except during the breeding-season. Its nest is placed in

some open situation, under scanty shelter, during the earlier

months of summer, and two or three eggs form a cluccli.

The Grey-collared Lark {Alunnion semUorquatus) attracts

attention by a clear whistling note, something like " Pholi-

lie-ie," as it drops downwards after a short flight in the air.

Its nest is placed under the shelter of some stone, and its

eggs are usually easily distinguished from those of other larks

by their pink colour ; they are rather elongated in sliajte, and

measure 22-2-23-4 X 15-8-lG mm.

The Fawn-coloured Lark [Mlrafra africano'ides) is found

amonost the rocks and scattered trees on the border of the

bnshveld, but is rare, and does not seem to occur in any other

kind of veld. It was apparently nesting in December, but I

failed to locate its nest. It seems to be an extraordiuarily

silent bird, for I did not hear it utter a note at anytime, even

Avhen it flew up in alarm and its mate was near. I suspect

that a clutch of two eggs which I took at Potchefstroom on

29th November, 1902, belongs to this s[)ecies. I was doubtful

at the time of taking them as to their identity, but now know

that the locality is exactly such as one might expect to find

this species in. The eggs are rather more richly coloured

with brownish red than those of other si)ecies found in the

Transvaal, rather elongated in shape, and measure 21-6 x 14

and 21 X 14.

The Transvaal Pipit (Antlnts h-iicopJir^s vaxden.'fi.'i) is some-

times to be seen, either singly or in pairs, near the road, and

it usually flies off with a quiet " ('hisik.'''

Nicholson's Pipit (AnfJiu.^ nichol.^oni) is to bo found in the

stony ground and is fairly connnon. Its note is clear and

ringing, something like " Kilink/' uttered in flight. The
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nest is plnced under tlie slielter of n stone, nsiiall}^ one where

there is a small tuft of grass growing at the side. The eggs

are somewhat simihir to those of Ant/ius r. raalteni, but rather

rouuder ; they measure 20 7-22 X 16-5.

The Banded Sand-Martin (Cotile cinrta) was found nesting

in holes in the bank of a gulley, but I was too early for eggs

on the 10th December by a few days.

The Rufous Grass- Warbler (Cisticola rufilata) is not un-

common in the trees orowing amonost the jocks on the

border of the l)ushveld proper, and does not appear to stray

to any other situations. Jt is a very silent bird, having the

habits of Apalis, and also much resembling Frinia in many

respects. It appears to nest in December, but nests were

not discovered.

Beyond a rocky belt which cuts across the road the bush-

veld proper begins, and except for an open glade here and

there the road passes for many miles through wooded

country. A few Boers are encam{)ed in the valley, not far

from the road, but their dwellings are so unobtrusive

and they themselves so seldom seen that wo hardly notice

their presence. Although nearly all the common bushveld

birds are to be seen in the upper part of the valley down

which the road passes, there are two notable exce[)tions,

namely, Textor niger and Plocepasser mahali. The reason

for this is not apparent, for the nature of the bushveld seems

to be the same, and yet they do not occur to the south of the

pan. Having travelled some five miles through the bush-

veld, we reach a point opposite the tall chimney-stack and

turn off to encamp. The place where I always encamp is on

the property of Mr. W. Bernard, who also owns part of the

pan, and I have to thank him for his kindness on many
occasions when I should have spent an uncomfortable night

had he not rjiven me shelter durinfj thunder-storms.

Mr. Bernard very kindly gave me leave to collect there

whenever I chose, although he rigidly protects the game on

his property, and it is due to this action on his ]>art that
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there is so much of interest on every side. With tlie object

of protecting the wild life, he has practically exterminated

the destructive jackals in the neighbourhood ; this he has

done by leaving poisoned birds about the veld and near the

footpaths, the etficacj of which is fully testified to by
the number of skeletons to be found near by. Thanks
to his protection, all manner of small game is to be seen

and does not display the timidity one finds in other parts

where it is hunted. Wild osti'iches are increasing, koodoo

are to be seen, and korhaan, i)artridge, steenbok, duiker,

and hares are plentiful.

These i)oints are soon made evident to lis when we have

encamped, and it is not long before we are searching for

nests. At first we see so many about that we do not know
how or where to begin ; but after a few trips we soon learn

which species are breeding at certain times, and where

to search for their nests. During the first day's collecting

we are practically learning; for though many nests may be

seen among the branches, it is our sad experience to find

that most of them are old ones. The lesson is a severe one

at first, for the trees most favoured bear terrible hooked

thorns that seem to defy all access to the nests. Having
perha})S incautiously ventured to thrust an arm amongst the

tangled branches to get at a nest, one soon finds that it is a

veritable trap. Draw the hand back and turn it whichever

way one will, there are sure to be a number of twigs armed

with sharj) hooked thorns ready to prevent one from getting

free ; and in the end one has very carefully to disentangle

each thorn and break it off or push it out of the way and

slowly and gently withdraw one's hand, otherwise the arm
will be terribly lacerated and clothes torn to shreds. This

is no exaggeration, and we must be specially prepared

and experienced if we wish to meet with any degree of

success. A sharp pocket-knife is necessary to cut away
the twigs lj(!fore venturing to thrust one's hand near the

nest ; a hatchet for larger branches and trees ; strong

kharki drill to stand the wear and tear; and a stiff

" Biiden-PowcU " felt hat to save the head when climbin<r.
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Even with every precaution hands and body, not to men-

tion clothes, are sure to be in a deplorable state when

the day's work is over. A sharp light hatchet is indis-

pensable, for besides being useful for clearing away the

branches in almost every case where nests are found, without

it is impossible to get at the nests of those species which

breed in holes in trees ; it is also useful for extemporising

ladders when the tall gnarled trees have to be negotiated.

When out collecting, it is always handiest to use a large

fishing-creel to put the collecting apparatus in, not for-

iretting; some lemons or a water-bottle. But the outfit

must be reduced to a minimum, on account of the fatigue

soon resulting from the heat and tree-climbing, and when

away from the pan itself one may tramp many weary

miles to meet with success. On account of the fatigue

it is always advisable to spend at least two days at one

})lace, though to protract the excursion wears out the novelty

and one does not so well appreciate the outing.

After the first day's collecting one need not fear insomnia,

and the following morning's awakening is one of the greatest

pleasures of the visit. At the first signs of dawn we are

awakened by the harsh " Krack, kraek, krack, krack-krack-

krack" of a crowing Korhaan ; shortly afterwards a

Fternhtes may be heard challenging in a loud ' Quar,

quar, quar, qxiarrie quarrie (pmrrie " ; then a Swempe
(Fraiicoiinus coqui) chimes in with a shriller penetrating

" Che, che, che, che-che-che.^' And as daylight slowly

appears the more musical notes of the Long-tailed Shrike

(^Urolestes melanoleucus), the Drongo {D, afer), and nume-

rous other species gradually join in to welcome the new day.

At Platriver I was awakened by one of the most beautiful

and varied songs it has been my delight to listen to, and it

was with the greatest impatience that I waited for daylight

to reveal whence it proceeded. To my sur])rise the bird

turned out to be the very common Bower-Finch {Ploce-

jnisser mahali), which no one would suspect of having such

a sweet voice. As soon as daylight was strono- enough

for me to clearly make out what it was, it stop[)ed singing

and left the thicket in which it had been roostin"-.
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I have said before that the bnshveld is full of surprises,

and^ indeed, this is so true that even those who reside tliere

are often surprised to see sometliing new to them. It looks

so barren, and so many things are lost to sight in its A^ery

barrenness, that one must look carefully indeed to find its

secrets.

To return to our daybreak experiences. As soon as the

sun has risen we begin to gaze around in the trees near

the camp. It is at such times of leisure that we find there

are nests in almost every tree, for in the ordinary rapid

survey during the busier part of the day we miss much.

The grass is too wet with dew to allow of our going far, and

we just stroll along a road, if there be one near, and note the

trees we will visit later in the day. After an early breakfast

we start the search again, and he would be hardened indeed

who could keep up an unabating interest throughout the

day ; by the end of five or six hours we have done

enough, and either " inspan " and return home late in the

afternoon, or search with less diligence in the vicinity of

the camp.

Such, then, are the conditions of the bushveld as they

strike the excursionist; but there are so many points of

interest that one could continue the description at consider-

able length, and we must therefore confine this discussion to

the little that was noted.

Southern Ostrich (StrutJiio australis).— Ostriches still

occur in undisturbed parts of the bushveld, and during the

early summer months they could be heard booming their

challenges. Individuals and small parties could also be

seen occasionally, but made off at once when they found

themselves watched. Attempts have been made to tamo

them, but without success. They are easily scared, and

when stampeding rush into the fences and are cither killed

or break their legs, which necessitates their 1 eing killed.

Mr. F. 0. Noome informs me that he has often found nests

with only one egg, which is said to be due to the jackals

eating the rest : to break the eggs, jackals are said to
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roll the eirirs down tl:e side of the nest and knock them

together to break them, bnt havino- nothing to break the

last one against have ])erforce to leave it. In this district

Ostriches are said to be very partial to the leaves of an

aloe which is very connnon everywhere and known to the

Boers by the name of " vijbosch."

The Red-crested Korhann {Otis ruftcristd) is the com-

monest Korhiian of the bnshveld, but is not often heard

except at daybreak. It is not easily discerned when it

has its back towards one, and usually lies low, cree[)ing

quietly oil' when approached.

The Kurrichaine Button-Quail {Tnrnix lepurana) is very

common during the midsummer monihs, and numbeis of

nests with three eggs were found on 12th and 13th De-

cember. Incubation seems to be performed entirely by the

males. The nests were shallow^ cups scratched in the soil

under the shelter of some tuft of grass in the open, wdiere

trees are scattered, and lined with dry strips of grass. The

eggs mntch their surroundings so well that they are difficult

to locate, and one may have to flush the sitting bird several

times before finding them ; they are rather round in shape,

the thinner end tapering only slightly, and are of a cream-

coloured ground rather thickly spotted and speckled with

brown, red-brown, and slate-colour : they measure 19'5—

21-5X16-6-17-8.

There is an old nest of Scopus nmhretta on some rocks on

the inner rim of the pan ; but the birds themselves were not

seen nor heard, and had probably left the neighbourhood on

account of the drought of the two ])receding years.

The Damara Turtle-Dove {7'urtur capicola damareusis)

was found everywhere, especially near the ro-ids and niealic-

lands. Its characteristic call of " Cuck kurr idi, cuck

kurr-uh," is uttered at all times of the day, and some-

times at night. When courting, the male flies into a tree

where his mate is perched, uttering a harsh " Karr-eh,

karr-oh/" and alights on the same branch ; she generally
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takes exception to his attentions and hops on to another

branch, where he follows, now uttering a softer cooing note

and puffing out the feathers round his neck, bowing re-

peatedly as he does so. More often than not she objects to his

attentions, and hops first from one branch, then to another,

and finally fhes away altogether. Eggs are laid at all times

of the year, though October and November seem to be the

most favoured months in the Transvaal. The eggs are

rounded at both ends, as a rule, and two eggs the invariable

clutch ; they measure about 28'5 x 21'5.

The Laughing J)o\e {Titrhtr se)iegalensis) \s not so common
as the last species. It is not so noisy, and its call is a gentle

" Coo coo coo coo-coo-coo-. '^ It lays at about the same time

as T. capicola damarensis, and its nest and eggs are difficult

to distinguish from those of that species ; but the eggs of

this species are smaller. Neither are particular in the

choice of a nesting-site, though in the bushveld the matted

branches of the heavy-topped thorn-trees are preferred.

Long-tailed Dove {Oena capensls).—The Namaqua Dove

is found near the old camping grounds and homesteads, and

amongst the thorn-bushes of the valleys. It is a quiet bird,

more often than not startling one as it rises from the open

ground where it has been feeding or from its perch on

a small dry bush. Its nest is a thin platform of roots

placed on the leaves of an aloe within a foot of the ground,

or on a dead bush, but never more than five feet from the

ground. The two eggs comprising the clutch are laid, as

a rule, during the latter winter months (July-September)
;

they are pale yellowish in colour and measure al)out

21-5 X IC mm.

The Transvaal Guinea-fowl {Xinuida coronata transracd-

ensis) is plentiful in such ])laces as the neighbourhood of the

pan, where it is protected. No search was made for nests,

though old ones were observed in the heart of matted patches

of dwarfed thorn-bushes.
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The Nortlierii Red-necked Pheasant (^Pternistes sicalnsoni)

is common in the thicker patches of thorn-scrub and in the

pan ; but nothing was learned about its nesting habits.

Mr. F. 0. Noome and I found this species at least five

miles from water, on a dry sandy ridge, and it does not

necessarily occur only near the streams, as has been stated

by some writers.

The Swem])e {Fraiicolimts coqu'i) is the commonest species

of Francolin in the bushveld, and is usually flushed in

covej's of four or five. Its call has already been noted

as being heard at daybreak. During the daytime this

sounds like " Quek-queh, quek-queh." A member of the

F. levaillanti group was met with on stony ground, but

specimens were not procured.

African White-backed Vulture {Pseudogyps africanus).—
This species nested some years ago in tall trees some ten

miles to the west of the pan ; but when Mr. Noome and I

visited the place in September 1911 we found that the nests

were deserted. At the time they were found nesting there,

a number of young ones were taken in October and kept

alive in the Zoological Gardens for five or six years ; but

they did not assume the typical adult (grey) plumage. Our

trip was made to prove whether these represented a different

species or not ; but, as already stated, it was not a success,

owing to the departure of the birds.

The Secretary Bird {Serpentarms secretarhis) is fairly

common in the more open parts of the bushveld. It nests

on the top of low thorn-trees, which have tangled tops or

are covered with creepers. Eggs are laid in September,

and during incubation the bird sits very close, often not

flying off even when stones are thrown at the nest.

The Chanting Goshawk {Melierax canorus) occurs in the

more open parts not far from the pan. It is usually found

in pairs, perched on trees within sight of each other, and is

80 wary that specimens can be procured with a shotgun with

difficulty.

VOL. IX. 2
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The African Buzzard-Eagle (^KmipifaJco monof/rammtcus)

was sometimes seen, but was shy.

The Many-banded Goshawk (Astar jw^i/•conoides) is the

commonest of the small predatory species, being often

met with perched in the larger thorn-trees. It usually

darts out from a tree as one approaches, and, rapidly

skimming and dodging the trees, alights under the shelter

of another as soon as it considers itself beyond pursuit.

The Gabar Goshawk (Mieronisus gahar^ w;is occasionally

seen under similar conditions to the last species.

Circaetus pectoralis, Spizaettis hellicosus, and S. coronatus

are found in the bushveld at one part or another, but are

very shy on account of the persecution to which they have

been subjected.

The African Hawk-Eagle (Ilieraefus sp'ilogaster) breeds

during the winter months in certain of the tall gnarled trees.

A young one, about a month old, was taken from a nest in

September ; in the nest were remains of a " Swempe '^

{F. eoqui) and a "Pheasant^' {Ftpvnistes swainsoni).

Wahlberg's Eagle (flieraetus loahlhergi).—A nest with

a single much-incubated egg was found on the 3rd of

November ; it was in the same tree as a number of nests

of the Buifalo Weaver [Textor niger), and was lined with

green leaves. The egg measures G0'5x50 mm., and is

marked by blotches and streaks at the thin end. Sometimes

two eggs form the clutch, and then one is usually ])]ain and

the other streaked and spotted.

Steppe Buzzard (Biiteo desertoruni).—This species is not

uncommon. Judging by the clamour made by Guinea-

fowl when this bird is about, and its evident ill-intention

towards tluun, I think that it sometimes attacks them.

The Bateleur Eagle {Ilelotarsus ecaudatus) is the com-

monest of the larger birds of prey. It doubtless breeds in

the bushveld, but I have so far not seen its eggs.

The Egyptian Kite (AfUoif (rgi/jit'nui) is not uncommon.
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The Large African Kestrel [Cerclineis rupicolo'ides) is

essentially a bird of the open veld, but is occasionally to

be seen in the bushveld. A specimen was procured to the

N.E. of the pan.

Giant Eagle-Owl (Bubo lacteus).— The remains of a

specimen were found on a road to the InI.W. of the pan,

having apparently been shot by some passing Boer.

The Cape Spotted Eagle-Owl {Bubo maculosns) is not

uncommon. It generally chooses some corner amongst

rocks to roost in during the day. Two or three eggs form

a clutch and are laid in October on the bare ground amongst

the rocks ; they measure about 52 x 44 mm.

The Cape Barn-Owl (Stri.v flammea macnlata) was found

in the old Haminerkops (Scopus umbrettd) nest already men-

tioned. It breeds in April as a rule, laying its eggs at odd

times, so that very often the last egg is laid after the first

has hatched.

The White-faced Owl (Asio levcotis erlangeri) is not very

common, or at any rate is not often seen. I took the eggs

(three) of this bird between Johannesburg and Pretoria on

28th October, 1907 ; they are white and measure 39-39-4 x
32-32*5 mm., and were in different stages of incubation.

The nest was the flattened top of an old Sparrow's nest

situated in a large thorn-tree.

The Pearl-spotted Owlet (Glavcidmm perJatum) is a very

common species and not strictly nocturnal, though it seems

to call only at night. I took a clutch of three fresh eggs of

this species on the Magaliesberg on 16th October, 1904,

capturing the sitting bird, which lived for five years in

captivity in the Zoological Gardens. The nest was that

of a Barbet—probably of Tracliyplionus cafer. The eggs

measure 30-31'3 x 24-25 mm.

The Marsh-Owl (Asio nisiiella) occurs in the marshy

valleys. It nests during the cooler months of the year,

laying two or three eggs in a dense patch of grass. The
eggs measure 39*8-40*G x 34-35 mm.

2*
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Transvaal Parrot {Poicephalus mei/eri transvaahnsis).—
Small flocks of these Parrots are to be found in the larger

trees in and around the pan.

Grey Lourie (^CJnzaerlds concolor).—Numbers of nests

were found, but only two were in use—one containing

three young in November and the other two fresh eggs

on 12th December. There is a clutch of eoos in the

Transvaal Museum C^ollection, presented by Miss Kathleen

Rorke of Kloppersdam, which was taken on 7th July;

and it would seem, therefore, that this bird lays at all

seasons. The nest is a slightly hollowed platform of sticks,

with a little grass in the hollow, placed amongst the matted

branches of a heavy-topped thorn-tree. The eggs are

bluish white and measure 41*5-43'5 x 33-34 mm.

The Black-crested (^Clamator serratus), Stripe-breasted

(C^. cafer), and Black-and-grey Cuckoos (C jacohimis Jn/po-

pinanus) are all found at the pan.

The Black [Citculus clamosus) and European (Uickoos

(C. ca7iorus) are also found there. The last is the species

I mentioned in my paper on the Boror birds, of which

specimens were procured but not preserved. It was re-

cognized by its call, but it was only after several attempts

to follow it that 1 was able to get within rano-e and secure

a specimen.

Golden Cuckoo {Chrijsococcyx cupreus).—This bird is

fairly common in the bushveld, and eggs were found in

nests of Ploceus cahanisi, being easily picked out from those

of the Weaver by the dififerent shade of colour and some-

times slight marking. A pair of Sparrows may often be

seen in pursuit of one of these birds, and I think this is

done with the intention of drawing the owners away
while the mate of the Cuckoo deposits its egg in the nest

undisturbed.

Greater Honeyguide {Indicator indicator).—These birds

are fairly common and, together with the smaller s})ecies,

often try to induce one to follow them, especially when one
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has been chopping trees. So fearful are they that one will

not follow them as far as the actual nest, that they practise

a mild deception, leading one first to one old tree, then to

another, chattering hard and peering into the trunk to spur

one on ; this may result in one taking a veiy erratic course

before the actual bees^ nest is reached. When wishing to

indicate the nest, they chatter softly and usually take a bee

on the wing as it enters or leaves the nest, and then remain
silent. In places where bees^ nests are numerous one can

often induce these birds to show one quite a number of

nests, by lapping the tree to show the bird that the nest has

been marked, and calling it ; if in the humour, it will fly on

in the direction one takes and soon stop at another tree,

acting as it always does when the nest is reached. One may
often see these birds, and yet, talk to them as seductively as

one will, they will take no notice. It was at the pan that I

first learnt to distinguish the whistle of the bird, which is

loud and clear, sounding something like " Twitche^ twitche'

twitche'.'" In following one of these birds I found a pair

of Dendromus hennetti and their nest ; and as one of the

eggs taken from the nest was fresh and the other two

] artly incubated, it is not unlikely that it is that of the

Honeyguide.

Lesser Honeyguide {Indicator minor).—The Lesser Honey-
guide is also common in the bushveld, and in habits does not

differ from the larger species. I have not so far heard it

utter any other note than the chatter it makes when wishino-

to guide one to a bees' nest. On the 10th November, 1907,

I witnessed a little comedy that is worth recording. Having
taken a clutch of eggs of a Barbet (Tricholcema leucomelaii),

I sat down not far ofE for a few minutes' rest. An excited

twitter caused me to look up, and I found that a Honeyguide

was about to enter the Barbet's nest, not knowing that the

nest had been cut open on the opposite side. The instant it

attempted to climb through the hole one of the Barbets

attacked it, driving it away and pursuing it through tho

trees. Before they were out of sight the mate of the
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Honeyguide tried to enter the nest, and the instant its

intervention was seen the mate of the Barbet drove it away

and followed in pursuit. Soon afterwards, in the course of

the chase, the first Honeyguide returned to the nest, but its

attempt was again frustrated by its pursuer ; then the second

one tried again, and was again met by the angry mate of the

Barbet. This continued for fully a quarter of an hour, until

all four birds were tired and sat panting in the trees near the

nest. Eventually, having to continue my search elsewhere,

1 shot one of the Honeyguides, and subsequently found that

it had a shelled egg in its oviduct, unfortunately broken by

the shot and fall.

Bed-collared Barbet (^Lybius torquatiis).—Fairly common,

and found nesting during November. The eggs are white

and measure 23-25 X 17-18 mm. ; four eggs comprise the

normal clutch.

Pied Barbet {'Tricholceina leucomelan)

.

—This common

species was found nesting at the same time as the preceding.

Three eggs form the usual clutch ; they measure about

20-5 X 15-5 mm.

Exton's Barbet [Barhatula extoni).— -A. few individuals

were seen in " Boekenhout ^' trees ; but it is not a common
bird and is usually only to be found feeding on certain

small berries, to which it is very partial. Its call is

apparently similar to that of B. pusilla.

Trachyplionus cafer.—As I have elsewhere remarked, this

species may be quite common in a district and yet one may
not be aware of its presence ; and the same nuiy be said of it

in the bushveld, where very few were seen. A nest with

four fresh eggs was taken from the dead trunk of a tree
;

they measure 26-27 x 19*5-20 mm. The birds sat quite

near me when I was at the nest, and evinced much alarm l)y

setting up a series of harsh grating cries.

Bennett's Woodpecker (^Dendromvs hennetl'i).—A nest of

three eggs was discovered when I was following a Greater
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Honeyguide ; and as one of these Mas fresh and the others

were advanced in incubation, I think it not unlikely that it

belonged to the Honeyguide. The eggs are glossy white,

the two measuring 25 x 18"5 and 26*2 x l&O, and the fresh

one 24 X 19 mm. The nest was made in the trunk of a green

tree, at a height of about five feet from the ground, situated

in a fairly open stretch of wooded veld. Both parents were

secured, and this is the only time I have seen the species in

nature. The birds were very wary, but easily recognised,

even at a distance, by the greater amount of golden colouring

and larger size than in other species found in the bushveld.

Bearded Woodpecker (^Alesopicos namaquvs).—A specimen

was secured near the pan in April 1910, and others were

heard subsequently ; but it may be regarded as a rare

species. Its resonant tapping, in the peculiar manner noted

of the Boror birds, was easily recognised.

Cardinal Woodpecker (Mesopkos guineensiii)

.

—This species

was very common, but I did not succeed in finding nests

with eggs, probably on account of its breeding at a different

time from that of the Barbets.

Red-faced Coly {Colius Indicns).—The Red-faced Mouse-

bird is very common everywhere and numbers of nests with

eggs were observed. The clutch varies in number from two

to four, the eggs being of a cream-coloured ground more or

less streaked with blood-coloured markings ; thej are very

rough in texture and measure 20"2-22'5 x 14'8-15'8 mm.
The nests are made of wool loosely arranged on a platform

of twigs, and situated in the matted part of a small thorn-

tree, as a rule.

Young birds might well be mistaken for another species,

for as soon as they can fly, all the feathering is complete,

but on a smaller scale ; the head is then lighter and more

uniformly coloured, and the soft parts are yellow.

South African Grey Hornbill {Lophoceros nasvtus epirhinus)

.

—This species is very common, especially in the tiiller trees

of the pan. Though males were seen flying to and fro in
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November, I did not succeed in finding a nest. An egg

in the Transvaal Museum collection, taken by Streeter at

Hector Spruit, is rough and soiled, and was evidently much

advanced in incubation when taken ; no date is given ; it

measures 38*2 x 28 3 mm.

Yellow - billed Hornbill (LopJcoeeros leucomelas).—This

species is quite as common as the preceding. A nest was

discovered by my observing a pair going down to the gulley

and returning with mud to a certain tree ; it was situated

quite close to the ground, and as the holes had not all been

closed up, I left it undisturbed for a fortnight. On visiting

the nest on 18th November, I found that the nest must have

been disturbed before the time of my first finding it, for it

contained a dead young one, though the hen had again shut

herself in. Visiting it again on 12th December, I found

that the birds had deserted it. Two eggs, taken by Streeter

at Hector Spruit, are like that of the preceding species,

though less soiled, but smaller in size, measuring 34"2x 35"5

and 355 x 26-2 mm.

Striped Kingfisher {Halcyon cJielicuti).—This bird was

sometimes seen in open forest, usually under '' Boekenhout "

trees. It occurs at Wonderboom and Baviaanspoort on the

Magaliesberg, near the city of Pretoria, and I have there

found young ones in old Barbets' nests in September.

Little Bee-eater (^Melittophagusmeridionalis).—A few pairs

were observed in the open gullies. This bird breeds regularly

every year, in October, in sandpits around Pretoria, laying-

three white eggs. The nests are nearly always made in a

low sand-bank, and the entrance, which, being snuill, is

easily overlooked, leads straight into the chamber, which is

situated about three feet from the entrance ; the eggs are

roundish, glossy white, and measure 18-18*5 x 15*5-16.

I oncetooka young Honeyguido from the nest of this bird

and found three apparently fresh eggs in the chamber

together with it; this is hard to account for, unless they

were laid after the Honeyguide was hatched and the foster
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parents compelled to leave them in order to search for food

for the voracious parasite.

The African Hoopoe {Upupa africana) was sometimes seen

in more open parts of the pan. It breeds in August and

September at the Fountains, Pretoria, as a rule making use

of a hollow antheap for a nest. Four or five eggs appear

to be the normal clutch.

Rufous - cheeked Nightjar [Caprimulgus rvjiyena).—
Numbers were to be seen in the twilight flitting about or

settling on the bare ground or roads. This species breeds in

the vicinity of Pretoria in October. Its eggs, normally two

in number, are cream-coloured, thickly clouded with purplish

slate overlaid with patches of brownish pink, and measure

about 27 X 20 mm.

Pearl -breasted Swallow (^Hirundo dim'nilafa). — This

Swallovv was sometimes seen flitting about over the water in

the gulley, and young ones were seen with the parents about

Christmas time in 1909 ; but though I searched diligently,

I failed to find their nest.

The White-throated {Hirundo albigvlaris) and European

Swallows (rvsiica) were seen in fair numbers in the vicinity

of water.

Smaller Stripe - breasted Swallovv (IHrumlo jnwlhi).—
This species was very common and is a resident. Eggs were

taken during the early part of December, and a young

one was shot as it was flying about the same time. It

builds under overhanging rocks and under the disused salt

refining pan.

Ped-breasted Swallow {H'lriindo semiriifa).—This species

is also a resident. It always builds after the heavy rains in

December. A pair builds regularly every year in the

ceiling of Mr. Bernard's dining-room and has always been

left undisturbed. The eggs are white and measure, in one

clutch 19-3-20 X 14-9-1G-2, and in another 21-1-22-5 x 14-5-

14'8 mm.
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i\Iariqna Flycatcher (Bmdornis )nari(juensii<). — Large

numbers were found amongst the matted thorn-trees near

the gulley. Many young ones were amongst tliem in

November, but I at hist found a behited nest on the 10th

November. The nest looked so much like an old one that I

had turned to go away, when what I had taken to be a piece

of rag caught my eye, and on closer inspection proved to be

the tail of the sitting bird. The nest was a shallow one

composed of wool and a few twigs and roots, and placed in

the matted overhanging branch of a thorn-tree. The eggs

are pale greenish with very faint indications of speckles, at

the thickest part forming an indistinct ring ; they measure

respectively 19-5 x 14 and 183 x 14 mm.

Fiscal Flycatcher {Sif/elus silens).—This quiet bird was

found nesting in a thorn-tree at the camping place ; it was

seldom seem elsewhere. The nest is like that of the Fiscal

Shrike, though slightly smaller, and is equally ill-concealed.

The eggs are pale green with a thin suftusion of minute

speckles, that are usually most pronounced at the thickest

part, and they measure 20-7-21-7 x IS'S-lO'l mm.

The Spotted {Aluscicapa (jrisola) and Dusky Flycatchers

{Alseonax adustus) were found in the pan, usually perched

on the bare lower twigs of the larger trees.

The White-flanked Flycatcher {Bads molitor') was not

uncommon and usually found in parties in open forest,

restlessly moving from tree to tree. It has some clear notes

})y which one can usually trace its whereabouts ; the most

noticeable is a series of three loud ones rapidly repeated

while the wings are sharply flapped, as the bird flics from

one tree to another ; another simpler one sounds like " Quit
"

and is followed by a sharp clicking of the beak. Two eggs

taken by Kirby on the Magaliesberg are of a pale greenish

ground-colour, prettily and clearly marked with spots of

light reddish, brown, and slate-blue, most ])rofusely distri-

buted round the thickest part of the egg ; they measure

17 X 13 mm. The nest is a small cup-shaped structure fixed
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to the fork of some dead branch of and under tiie slielter of

some hirge tree; it is composed of shreds of bark, cleverly

disguised externally with pieces of lichen.

Fairy Flycatcher (^Stenostira scita).—This species "was met

with in the open forest in the higher reaches of the Zoutjtaii

valley. It has the lively manner of Troc/iocerciis ajanomelas

and Parisoma plumhei(m, but 1 have not so far heard it utter

a note of any sort.

Smithy's Wood-Shrike (Euroceplialus anguitimeiis).—There

are a number of these birds resident in the pan ; but they

are so shy that one has seldom more than a fleeting glance

of them as they fly off. Two nests with fresh eggs were

discovered on 3rd November^ one of the clutches being

taken. On the 19th November another clutch was taken

from the same nest and the nest itself cut down and brouoht

to the Museum. Again, by the 12th December, another

nest had apparently been constructed by the same pair of

birds in an adjacent tree and was ready for eggs. Other

nests were found at the same place during this period, and

were not disturbed ; the young were either just about to

leave the nest or had already done so on the last occasion.

The nests are very neat bowl-shaped structures, slung to the

thinner projecting branches, well protected above by the

matted tops of the thorn-trees ; they are composed of grass-

stems very firmly bound together and neatly plastered

outside with strong strips of cobweb, and measuring 120 mm.
across the outside, 85 inside, and 45 in depth inside ; their

position was so unassailable on account of the matted

branches of sharp, hooked, thorns, that it was only possible

to abstract the eggs by means of a long stick with the round

lid of a tin inserted in the tip. The eggs were four or five

in number, white with clearly defined spots, of various sizes,

of pale slate-blue and browni with a tinge of green; they

measured, in the first clutch, 27-3 x 22-8, 27'5 x 22, 28*5

X21-5, and 30x21; and in the second, 27-8-28 x 21-5-

22 mm.
The alarm-call and general api)earance struck me as
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being much like these of Jardine's Babbler (Crateropus

jardinei).

South Africnn Helmet Shrike (^Prionops talacoma).—This

species was only met with once, when a party was found

travelling restlessly through open lorest, ahvays on the

lookout for insects.

Brubru Shrike {Nilaushruhru).—This bird was more often

heard than seen. Its nest is usually placed in the slanting

fork of a white-barked tree, and so small and cleverly con-

structed that it is most difficult to find. Very often all

there is of a nest is a rim half-an-inch high at the lower part

of the fork, with a slight raising at the upper part ; it is

very small and only one or two eggs form a clutch. In

Pretoria District it lays during the months of October and

November, sometimes also in December. The eggs are

hardly distinguishable from those of our common Blackhead

Sparrow (P. meJanurus), being light greenish white very

thickly—rather longitudinally—marked with dull slate-blue

and greenish brown ; they measure about 20*5 x IG mm.

Three-streaked Redwing Shrike [Pomatorliynchus australis).

—A nest wath one newly hatched young one was found on

3rd, and another with three fresh eggs on 18th November.

The nest is a thin basin-shaped structure of reddish coloured

roots firmly bound together and to the supporting twigs with

cobwebs ; an open bush with very few leaves is the site

usually favoured, and the nests are very hard to find despite

their scanty protection. The eggs are white with splashes

and streaks of purplish slate overlaid with red-brown, also

in irregular nuirkings ; they measure 21*5-22 x 15'5-

l;r8 mm.

The Black-crowned Redwing Shrike (P. senegahai) was

also frequently observed.

Northern Rufous-bellied Shrike [Laniarius mfiventris

hijhridus).—This bird is common in the thick scrub of the

pan, but does not appear to occur outside in the more open
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country. The nest is situated in a thick bush amongst dry

twigs as a rule, and is composed of a few strips of bark with

a scanty binding of finer fibres. Eggs are Laid in November,

two or tlu-ee forming a clutch ; they are pale greenish in

colour, thickly covered with reddish speckles that I'orm a

cap at the thicker end, and measure about 24 x 18*3 mm.

The duets of these birds sound something like " Come

here''—"Quick."

Ch-imson - breasted Shrike {Laniarius atrococcinevs).—
Abundant opportunities were afforded to study these

beautiful Shrikes, so much so, that I could almost tell by

the intonation of their call-notes whether their nests had

eggs or young. The alarm-note is a loud metallic " Quot-

quot," rapidly repeated, and at other times a less metallic

note which can be heard a long way off. The nests were

found in various .situations, usually from six to ten feet from

the ground, in the receptacle formed by twigs growing out

from the thicker stem of a heavily-leaved thorn-tree. In

one case the nest was slung between the upright branches of

an open thorn-tree, and in another was placed on the stump

of a " Kareeboom." The nest was always loosely composed

of stri])S of bark, and either two eggs or two young were

found in all cases. The eggs are light greenish with clearly

defined spots and blotches of brown and slate-blue, and

measure, in different clutches, 23-5 X IT-l-lTS, 22-24 x 17,

and 25x17 mm. The young assume some of the crimson

colouring before they leave the nest and then present a

patched appearance of crimson and dark brown. The parents

often came down to within a few feet of me when I was at

the nests, though normally they are amongst the shyest of

the bushveld birds. AVhen pursued they invariably resort

to the densest bushes or malted thorn-trees, and when driven

thence, fly out on the opposite side, so that one has few

opportunities of shooting them. This is perhaps fortunate,

for their brilliant plumage must attract the attention of many

wanton shooters.

Puff-back Shrike (Dri/oscopiis cnhla).—Fairly [dentiful. •
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Lesser Grey Shrike (Lanius minor).—A few specimens

were seen and one secured amongst some trees in an open

patch, the okl site of some buildings that existed when the

salt was being worked.

Red-backed Shrike (Lanms coUvrio).—A very common

bird, especially in the vicinity of deserted homesteads.

Long-tailed Sln-ike {Urolestes melanoleiicns).—A very

common bird and found breeding during November. The

young birds assume their long tail-feathers before they leave

the nests, and subsequently they can be distinguished from

their parents only by the glossier a})pearance of the feathers.

The family parties are very noisy when the nest is deserted,

the neighbourhood ringing with their loud, metallic, whistling

notes. Five eggs comprise the normal clutch, and in

different clutches there is a considerable difference in the

size of the eggs, three measuring 26-27x19-8-20, 24-5-

2G-5 X 19-19-5, and 28-5-29-5 x 19-5-20 mm.

Drongo (Dicrnriis afer).—Several nests with young and

one with a single partly incubated egg were found during

November. This single egg is pale pink with darker pink and

some pale coloured markings, and measures 24:-5x 17-7 mm.

The series of clutches in the Transvaal Museum collection

shows considerable variation in size as well as colour : those

from Albany district, and a single egg from Potchefstroom,

are largest, measuring over 2G X 19 nun.

Black-headed Oriole (Oriolus larvatus).— Decidedly rare,

but sometimes found in the larger trees of the pan.

"Wattled Starling (CVm^o/>/(ora caruncalata).—Small parties

were sometimes seen.

Plum-coloured Starling {Cinni/rlc/nclus verreau.ri). — A
])art,y with three very young ones, apparently just out of

the nest, was observed in November. It is not so common

in the bushvfdd as on the Magaliesberg, where there is a

more constant suj)ply of the berries and wild figs upon which
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it lives. I have not seen this bird in the Transvaal during

the winter months.

Lesser Red-shouldered Glossy Starling {LamprocoUiis

pJioenicopterus Uspeculans).—The size of this subspecies varies

in the Northern Transvaal, some specimens being quite as

large as the typical Cape birds ; but the amount of copper

on the slionlders and blue on the wing-coverts is greater.

This Starling is common in all parts ot the country where

thorn-trees {Acacia horrida) are found in abundance. Its

nest is a collection of soft material, such as wool, feathers,

hair and fibres, and invariably a snake skin or two, placed

in some natural hole or crack in a tree, sometimes within a

foot of the ground. The clutch consists of three eggs,

which are pale greenish blue, sparingly speckled with light

red, and measure 28"8-30x 20*5-21 mm. November and

December are the nesting months.

Burchell's Glossy Starling {Lamprocolms australis).—

A

pair of these Stai'lings was found nesting in a hole in a tree

not five feet from the ground ; but I was too early for eggs

and the birds deserted it. They must have made another

nest, as they did not leave the neighbourhood, but, search as

I would, I could not find it. Mr. P. J. Pienaar found a

nest with one fresh egg during our trip to Platriver on 18th

November : it was in a natural hole in a tree at a height of

about twelve feet from the ground. Others were seen in the

tall gnarled trees some distance from the pan, but were too

difticult to get at to bo worth the trouble of examining.

The egg taken at Platriver is of a uniform pale greenish

blue colour, and measures 29*3x22 mm.

Buffalo Weaver
(
Textor nhjer) —This bird is very local

and is not often seen at places other than where it has its

nests. To the West, North, and East of the pan several of

the large trees bore numbers of their nests.

Eggs were not laid until about the 16th of November, and

as those examined contained only one or two fresh eggs, I

do not know what the normal clutch is. Those that were
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taken show a considerable variation in size, the extremes

being, in actual specimens, 24 x 20 and 32*5 x 20'5, and in

the aggregate, 24-32*5 X L9'3-21 mm. The bundles o£

thorny twigs contained about six nesting chambers, which

were lined with green grass, and it is not unusual to find

half-a-dozen of the bundles in one tree.

Bower Finch (Plocppasser maliali).—This species is found

locally to the N.W. and N E. of the pan. It has been said

of this species that its eggs are laid on a platform between

the two entrances to the nest ; but I certainly have never

found such to be the case, special nests being always con-

structed with only one entrance, the eggs being deposited in

a large chamber at the opposite side, at the place where the

second entrance is situated in the other nests. Eggs are

laid during the early summer months, two to four forming

a clutch ; they are beautifully coloured as a rule, being of

some shade of pink, with beautiful marblings of darker pink,

})urplish, and dark red ; sometimes they are uniform pink
;

they measure 22"5-25*3 X 15*3-17 mm.

Scaly - feathered Weaver {Sporojnpes squamifrons).—
Although this species is essentially a winter-breeding bird,

a nest was taken at Platriver on 19th November. The

Sparrow-like eggs measure 15*2-10x11*4-11*7 mm.

Cabanis Weaver {Ploceus cabamsi).—This species has a

remarkable likeness to Ploceus auricajnllus, side by side with

which it is often found nesting ; it is to be recognized,

however, by its blue-grey coloured legs and feet and less

brightly coloured rump. The nests are thinly woven

structures, round at the chamber, and with a long entrance

leading up to it ; fine strips of reed-blades are used in con-

struction, and little lining, if any, is added. The eggs are

always pure white, rather elongated in shape, and measure

20*7-23*5 X 13-7-15-4 nun. Nests are attached either to

reeds or to the drooping br;inches of tall trees ; they are

often to be seen in the branches of tall trees in the city of

Pretoria. I have taken eggs and seen yoinig Itirds of the
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Ooklen Cuckoo (^Chri/sococci/.v cupreus) in the nests of this

Weaver.

Lesser Masked Weaver (Ploceus auricapillus). — This

species was found nesting in great numbers in the thorn-

trees ; some trees presenting a pretty picture with the dozens

of nests and excited birds busy about them. Sometimes the

nests have a slightly protruding entrance, but they cannot

be mistaken for those of P. cahinisi, being thicker-walled

and constructed of coarser material ; they are warmly lined

with sweet-smelling flowery tops of grass and occasionally a

few feathers. The eggs are variously coloured in different

clutches, and measure in specimens taken at Zoutpan, 19"5—

23'5 X 13'3-14'3 mm. Chri/soccoccyx cupreus sometimes

deposits its eggs in the nest of this species, but apparently

only when there are one or two nests in a tree.

Southern Pink - billed Weaver (^Quelea sangninirostris

latluimi).—This species was found in small flocks. A deserted

nest, which was indistinguishable from those of P. auri-

capillus, was found wnth three greenish-blue eggs ; and as

these eggs are smaller than those of P. auricapillus, it is not

unlikely that they belong to the present species, though 1

do not think the nest was constructed by it ; they measure

18"9-19*1 X 13"5 mm. A clutch of three eoos laid in an

aviary, presented to the Museum by Mr. A. Duncan, gives

measurements of 19-20 x 13"5-14 mm. ; these are altogether

paler coloured than the three from the Zoutpan attributed

to this species, perhaps on account of their having been laid

under unnatural conditions.

White-winged Widow-bird (CoUuspasser oJbonotatus).—
Flocks were very often seen in the open forest near and in

the pan. The breeding-season is December in Pretoria

District, and nests are w'oven oval-shaped structures hidden

amongst, and attached to, rank grass on the border of streams

and livers; externally they are composed of green strips of

grass and internally lined wath fine dry stems, some of which

are left protruding out over the entrance in a hood. The
VUL. I.v. 3
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clutch is normally comprised of three eggs, which are like

those o£ C. ardens, but as a rule more heavily marked ; they

measure 19-20 x 13'5-14 mm.

Long-tailed Widow-bird (Dlatropura procne).—A single

male in full breeding-plumage was seen in an open grassy

valley near the pan.

This bird is remarkably clever in hiding its nest, and one

can seldom find it unless the hen is seen to fly out ; it is

})laced in a dense bunch of mixed old and new grass in open

country, often a long way from w-ater, although grassy

valleys are preferred ; the growing stems of grass are inter-

twined, but so cleverly, that one can only detect it by close

inspection ; under this an oval nest of dry grass is made,

with the entrance well hidden at one side. Three or four

eggs comprise the clutch ; they are greenish white, thickly

covered with markings of various shades of dull l)rown, and

measure 21-23x15-16 mm. Nests may be found from

November to February.

Pytilia nielba, Amadina erythrocepluda, Estr'dda astrdda,

Uneginthus angolensis and U. granatinus, Lagonoslicta hrun-

neiceps and L. ruhricata.—These species were all observed,

but nothing new noted of them.

Black - checked Waxbill {Estrdda erytlironota) .— This

species was found only in the scrub of the pan. It has a

sweet little voice and sings softly.

Pin-tailed Widow-bird (Vidua serena).— For the third

time I feel called upon to write on the subject of the nidi-

fication of this bird.

In January of this year (1913), my attention was drawn

to a mass of dead branches at the foot of a bush, by a bird

flitting away from them. Peering in, I saw the nest of a

Common Waxbill on the ground amongst the branches, and

then, looking about me carefully to make sure of the bird,

saw a hen of V. serena, eyeing me from a tree not thirty

feet off. While still looking at it, I heard a rustle amongst

the dead branches, and was just in time to see a Oonmion
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Waxbill struggling to get through the branches farthest

away from me. On examining the nest, I found it contained

one large and three smaller eggs, all of which agree with the

respective measurements I have already given of the eggs of

the two birds. Since then I have taken another nest of the

Common Waxbill near Pretoria, in which there were four

small eggs and a large one, these again agreeing with the

measurements I have given.

Quite recently, by accident, my attention has been drawn

to a criticism of my first article on this subject, and I

must admit I cannot see for what purpose it was written,

as it certainly throws no new light on it and merely

throws doubt on my observations. I am referring to Dr. A.

G. Butler's paper entitled "Is the Pin-tailed Whydah
Parasitic? " published in the ' Avicultural Magazine ' (vol. 6

of series 2, page 121). Dr. Butler, in order to support his

own argument, makes reference only to one naturalist's

observations, though there are four others who might equally

be considered, each of whom gives a different account of the

nest ; he seems also to have overlooked the important fact

that Capt. Shelley gives no particulars as to how and where

the eggs he attributes to this bird were obtained ; again, he

contends that the eggs of Waxbills are notoriously variable,

quoting from his experience of them when laid in aviaries

!

But strangest of all is a subsequent paper, in the same

volume of the ' Avicultural Magazine ' (page 182), in which

he brings to light an old well-known fact, which had

been disregarded by the "scientific" mind, in regard to

the parasitic habits of the Black Cassique. His remarks

anent my paper having been founded on a Negro (? Bantu)

proverb certainly seems to me to be uncalled for, seeing

that I gave the available proof I had, and wrote with the

object of getting others to take up and confirm or disprove

my thesis. That this bird is parasitic I have now not the

slightest doubt, and it only remains for future observers to

confirm the statement.

Shaft-tailed Widow-bird [Tetrcemira regia).—A few were

seen, but nothing noted of their nesting habits.

3*
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Grey-headed Sparrow (Passer griseiis).—Not uncommon,

especially near homesteads.

Black-headed Sparrow [Passer melanurus).— This common

Sparrow was fairly common, though not as plentiful as in

the vicinity of the roads near the city, where every thorn-

tree contains a nest.

Yellow-throated Sparrow [Petronia svpercil'iaris).—This

species, like P. griseus (on the nidification of which I wrote

some years ago), makes use of old Barbet and Woodpecker

nests.

The eggs appear to be darker than those of P. griseus,

and measure, in a clutch taken at Pretoria in November,

19-19-5x14 5 mm.

Poliospiza gvlaris transvaalensls, subspec. nov.*—A few

were seen amongst the trees on the rim of the pan, and it

was fairly plentiful amongst the Boekenhout trees in the

higher parts of the valley. This bii-d is very common in and

around Pretoria during the spring and early summer months,

when it is to be found nesting. Its nest is placed in some

small tree, and is not distinguishable from that of Serimis.

The eggs, which are three in number, are bluish white,

sparingly marked with dark brown at the thickest part, and

measure 19-20 x 14-14'5 mm.

Icterine Seed-eater (Serinus icterus).—Like the Black-

throated Seed-eater {S. angolensis), this species usually nests

in Sugar-bush trees (Protea), building a small cup-shaped

nest lined with soft material. The eggs are three or four in

number.

Kendall's Seed-eater {Anomalosjaza imherhis).—There is

some evidence to support the thesis that this bird, like

* Specimens of this species from the Transvaal are larger in size,

have a larger white patch on the throat, which is also not spotted on

the middle line of the upper part, and on the whole are paler than

specimens from the Cape Province. The type is a female taken at

Ilennops River, Pretoria District, on 3rd August, 1909, by F. O. Noome

(T. M. No. (ir)Si')). Wing 8.". mm. ; tail i>(>
; tarsus 14 ; culmen \-J.
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V. Serena, is parasitic. Many years ago my brother shot a

young one which was being fed by a pair of Cisticola tinniens;

and Mr. Noome informs me that the type and co-type of

Ileliospiza noomel (which are the young of this species) were

shot whilst being fed by some Warblers. I shot a young

one in January in the grass out in the open veld, where

there were only Grass- Warblers of the open veld-frequenting

species—liarks and Long-tailed Whydahs—about. I would

not venture to assert that this species is certainly parasitic,

but the subject is worthy of investigation. It is a very shy

and mysterious bird, and one seldom has an opportunity of

observing it closely. It is usually found consorting with

Finches.

Yellow-breasted Bunting (JEmberiza Jlavlventris)

.

—A nest

wiili two much incubated eggs was found on the 12tli

November ; but as I was on the way out collecting, I left

them in the nest, and on my return found that they had

disap[)eared. The nest was an open shallow structure com-

posed of grass-stems and placed in an open thorn-bush at a

height of five feet from the ground.

Rock-Bunting (^Fnngillaria taha2nsi).—The Rock-Bunting

is very common on the stony ridge on the border of the

bushveld and at the pan. In two nests, with two and three

fresh eggs respectively, taken at Pretoria on 10th January,

the eggs are dull white thickly crowded with brownish-red

speckles, and measure 16*8-19'3 x 12-3-12'8 mm. The nests

are open shallow structures composed of roots and hair,

placed in some open situation amongst the rocks, usually on.

the ground where the grass is short.

Antlius spec. ?—A large species related to leucoph'7/s and

nichulsoni was frequently seen in open ground near the pan

;

but a specimen obtained could not be identified as it was

moulting.

Large Short-tailed Pipit [Anthus eaffer).—This species is

common in the bushveld and the foot of the Magaliesberg.

It is shy and quiet, and often settles on trees when alarmed.
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A nest with three fresh eggs was taken near Zoiitpan on

3rd November ; it was placed under a tuft of grass and

exposed to view. Another nest also with three fresh eggs,

taken at Wonderboom on 9th February, was more carefully

concealed under a tuft of grass, and was found, after the

bird was seen to rise from the ])lace, by carefully lilting up

the overhanging tufts. The nest is Lark-like, and not dif-

ferent from those of some other members of the genus.

The eggs are white, with a quantity of small^ clear, spots of

pale reddish, brown, and slate-blue, and measure 18-18-7 x
13*5-14 mm. Those taken at Zoutpan are a little more

thickly marked than those from Wonderboorn.

Bushveld Lark (Mivafr'a sahota).—This is the commonest

Lark in the bu.-hveld, and often attracts attention by its

lively imitation of the calls of other birds ; it is more often

seen perched in trees than on the ground. Nests taken at

Zjutpan on the 3rd November were placed under the shelter

of tufts of grass and exposed to view. Three eggs seem to

form a normal clutch ; they are clearly spotted like those of

Antlius cajfer, but larger, measuring 195-20 x 15-15'3 mm.
" Sabota " is the Sechuana name for the Larks in general.

Rufous-naped Lark [Mirafra africana),—A few individuals

were seen in the more open parts near the pan ; but they

were very wild, and despite long pursuits I failed to get a

specimen. The call of " (Jhiritu-eh" did not sound quite

the same as when uttered by the birds in the more open

country near Pretoria, and very likely the birds belong to

one of the [)aler races described by Sharpe.

Finch-like Lark (AUmfra frinf/UIaris)

.

—I was not aware

of the presence of this Lark until the 18th November. On
or about that date they started singing, and on the 12th

December so many were to be heard that the monotony of

their calls was quite irritating ; they sing at all times of the

day, and individuals are to be heard throughout the night.

Their call may bo described as " (liloritwe,^' repeated scveial

times, either when the bird is hovering or when perched on
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some tree near the nest. Mules alone appear to hover and

sing, and should some voiceless hen be startled from the

ground her mate invariably drives her back to hiding

amongst the grass. They appear to prefer parts where the

trees are scattered and the grass short and patchy. Nests

are placed in patches that are thin and apparently ill adapted

to conceal them ; but despite this, they are difficult to find,

as a thin hood o£ grass-stems of the same colour as the

growing ones is placed over the nest, effectually concealing

the eggs. Three eggs form the normal clutch, which is

laid during the early part of December ; they are rather

heavily clouded with earthy brown and a little slate-colour,

and measure 18"7-19'5 X 13"8-15 mm.

Layard's Balbul {Pyoionotus Layardi).—This precocious

fruit thief was frequently observed, though it is not so

common in the dry bushveld as on the Magaliesberg. The

nests are thin, bowl-shaped structures, placed in all sorts of

situations in the branches of trees, and composed of fine

stems neatly bound together with fibres. The eggs vary

very little in colour, though they do in size, giving in dif-

ferent clutches 19"7-238x 15*4-1G'6 mm.; two to four form

a clutch ; they are white thickly covered with light red

spots and a little brown and slate which is hardly noticeable

in the general effect, the red being the prevailing colour.

The midsummer months may be taken as the nesting-season

in the Transvaal.

Black Sunbird {Chalcomitra amethystind).—A few indi-

viduals were observed at the red flowers of an epiphytic plant.

In a clutch of three eggs taken at Karkloof, Natal, in March,

two are rather pointed at the thin end, white in colour, with

longitudinal markings of blue-grey and grey- brown, and
measure 19-2-19"5x 12-5-13 mm.; the third egg is quite

different, being altogether darker in the ground-colour, more
marked, though less sharply, with dull brown of various

shades, and in addition has a few black spots irregularly

placed about the thicker end ; it is also smaller and
blunter at the thin end, and measures iy"5-13'2 mm.
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This smaller egg may be that of the Emerald Cuckoo, which

is found there. Another single egg taken at the same place

is like the two larger ones in the clutch of three in shape,

though the markings are slightly different ; it measures

20*2 X 12'3 mm. Others taken at about the same time did

not differ materially from the elongated ones mentioned

above. Specimens from Albany District, taken in January

and February, differ in colour inter se ; but are elongated

in shape, and measMre 20"2-21 x 12'5-I3 7 mm. Nests are

suspended from the lower drooping branches of large trees,

often at a great height from the ground.

Greater Double-collared Sunbird [Cinnyris afer).—This

species was often observed, es{)ecially at the tubular flowers

of parasitic plants. Its nest is usually placed on the droop-

ing boughs of small trees or creepers overhanging rocks
;

the eggs are white with a patchy suffusion of earthy brown,

over which there are smudges, spots, and streaks of dark

brown, and they measure 18*5-10 G X 12-12*5 mm. The

breeding-season is October to Decf^nber, though much

depends ou the flowers it is partial to.

White-breasted Sunbird {Cinnj/ris lencogaster).—This is

essentially a bushveld species, and perhaps the commonest.

Southern Bifasciated Sunbird (Ciiini/ris mariquens'is).—This

species was described from specimens taken in what is prac-

tically similar country to the bushveld of Pretoria District.

It is fairly plentiful. Eggs taken at the Crocodile River in

October are coloured like those of C. amethysthrus, though

somewhat smaller, measuring 18'7-19*5 X i;5-8-15 mm.

Black Tit (Parns niger).—This species, together with the

next, is often to be seen in the larger trees. A nest taken

from a natural crack in a tree on the Magaliesberg at the

end of October contained four much incubated eggs ; they

are white with numerous markings of light red and a little

slate-blue, rather round in shape, and measure about

20-7 X 14-7 mm.
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(jtrey Tit {Paras afer).—Eggs taken in November in the

Wolmaranstad District on 28th November are white with a

fairly heavy sprinkling of light red and a little slate-blue,

and measure 17-4-17-7 x 13*8-14-G mm.

Tit-Babbler {Parisoma suhccvruleum)

.

—This noisy bird is

very common throughout the bushveld. Its call-note always

attracts attention, and in following it the excited gestures of

the bird are easily distinguishable amongst the matted trees;

the call sounds something like " Tirr te-te-te," though this

hardly expresses the sound. The nest is a neat thin affair

composed of grass-stems firmly bound together with cobwebs

and placed amongst the overhanging branches of a small

tree, usually at the base of a cluster of twigs of an epiphytic

growth. The eggs are two (rarely three), with beautiful

marking's of greenish brown and clearly defined underlying

markings of blue-grey, and measure 17'5x 14 mm.
When searching some nests of Plocepasser maliali at

Platriver, I found in one of them two partly incubated eggs

of this bird. I was naturally much surprised, and thinking

that they might be those of some other bird, looked about,

and there, not six feet from me amongst the branches was

the parent anxiously but silently watching me, leaving no

doubt as to their identity, 1 think that when the storm

arose the previous day the intelligent bird must have realized

its danger in the exposed nest and transferred the eggs to

the more substantial one of the Bower Finch. At CJrocodile

Hiver some years ago, I was caught in a terrible hail-storm,

that left the mountain above covered with hailstones, in some

places five feet thick where they had drifted, and subse-

quently I found several dead birds and broken nests of this

species besides numerous others. Doubtless the intelligent

bird above-mentioned must have learnt by some exjierience

of this sort and profited by it.

Smith's Grass-Warbler [Cisdcola cldniana).—Though very

common throughout the bushveld this Ijird is not very often

seen close at hand; it is very wary and seldom allows one

to a[)proach it. The males sing loudly from the top of the
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highest trees in the neighbourhood, uttering a monotonous

note like " Churr churr che-che-chee." At other times they

make an irritating churring note from the middle of some

thicket. The nest is placed in a mixed bunch of green and

dry gr;iss on the edge of a small thorn-bush or fallen branch

of a tree ; in shape and composition it is like that of other

members of the genus. A number of unfinished nests were

found in November, but were always deserted by the owners

after I had inspected them ; one with a single egg, discovered

oil 13th December, was also deserted ; this egg is bluish

white, much spotted with slate and pinkish brown at the

obtuse end, and measures 18 x 12 mm.

C/innamon-crowned Grass-Warbler (Cisticola ruficapilla).

—This species is the commonest member of the genus in

the bushveld ; though its small size and quiet voice do not

attract attention. I have elsewhere* given a description of

its habits, and need not, therefore, here repeat it.

Levaillant's Grass-Warbler (Cisticola tiniens).—A few

pairs were seen near pools of water. The habits of this

species have also been elsewhere described at length.

PaleWren Grass-Warbler {Cisticola lavendulce).—Whether

specimens from the Transvaal are identical with the recently

described species (kalaliari) from Kalahari I have not the

means of proving.

Possibly several races are to be found here, as the class of

country they frequent is of great variety ; there certainly

are several slight differences in shade and colour, but the

series in the Transvaal Museum Collection is not largo

enough for one to judge by, and these open veld frequenting

species vary more between the sexes and seasons than they

do specifically. This bird is common in more open parts of

the bushveld, and another species, if not more than one,

appear to be found side by side with it.

Barred Wren-Warbler (^Calamonastes fasciolatus).—Occa-

sionally found in the bush near the gully, but nothing was

noted of its habits. It is decidedly shy and rare.

* ' Aimals of the Transvaal Museum,' January I'JliJ, p. 244.
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African Reed-Warbler (^Acrocephalus hivticatus),—A pair

or two of this migratory species breed every year in the bed

of reeds in the pan.

Tawny-flanked Wren-Warbler (^Prinia mystacea).—A nest

with three eggs was found on the 2nd December in a small

tree amongst the rocks on the border of the pan. As has

been my experit^nce in numerous cases of other birds, I was

not aware of the presence of this species at the pan until

finding the nest ; I waited to see one of the parents, and as

expected, found it to be of this species, both parents coming

quite close to me as I watched. Tlie nest was compactly

woven with green grass to the leaves of a neat little thorn-

less tree, and the interstices of the nest were filled in with

soft fluffy material. The four eggs are greenish blue,

marked with large spots of thin purplish slate, brownish red,

and dark brown, with thin wavy lines of different shades of

brown round the thicker end; they measure 15'8-16'4:X

11'5 mm. Eggs taken on the streams near Pretoria were

almost always of a pinkish colour, with markings of a darker

pink.

Black-chested Wren-Warbler (^Piinia flavicans)

.

—Quite a

number of nests were discovered in small thorn-bushes in

more open parts near the pan, and they contained fresh eggs-

about the first part of December : eggs may, however, be

found several months later in some cases. The nests are

made of strips of green grass woven to the tangled thorn

branches of the bushes in which they are mostusuallysituated,

but by the time the eggs are laid the grass has turned to a

reddish yellow which shows up against the green leaves,

though partly hidden by them. Eggs are marked with

rather larger blotches than those of the preceding species,

though they vary considerably ; they are also of about the

same size.

Fleck's C'roinbek {S>jlvietta fiecki).—More often than not

one overlooks this bird, unless it be the breedino-season,

when they may be heard calling ; but even then the birds

require to be carefully lookeil for to be seen. I may safely
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say tliat I have found as many nests as birds, and usually

found the nest first. They are most partial to the trees near

tlie gullies, and hang their nests to the lowest drooping

branches of thorn-trees, or sometimes other trees, over-

hanging the banks of gullies, seldom at a height of more

than five feet from the ground. The clutch is invariably

comprised of two eggs, which are white with dull markings

of greenish slate and brown, and measure 19 X 125-13 mm.
Nests are made early in November and eggs laid a week

later, all those examined being in about the same condition

on the same dates.

Dusky-faced Bush-Warbler (^Eremomehi scotops).—Parties

were sometimes met with in the taller thornless trees on the

sandy ridges and the higher part of the Zoutpan Valley.

Brown-throated Bush-Warbler {Eremomela vsticoU/'s).—

A

few examples wore seen in the pan, and one secured by

Mr. Noome in September. It is connnon on the Magalies-

berg, but I have not so far found its nest. The amount of

light brown on the breast varies considerably, and is some-

times absent. A specimen from this district (where the type

was captured) was sent to Prof. Reichenow and identified

with his J^. haumgarti, and I am doubtful, therefore, whether

that species is to be considered distinct.

Willow-Wren (Plujlloscopns trochilus).—Large numbers

were always to be seen in the scrub and trees in the pan,

where they seemed to be quite at home, uttering a lively

*' tweet "" as they searched restlessly amongst the foliage.

The Garden-Warbler {Sylvia sim]>hj:) was not uncommon
in the pan.

Pied Babbler (Craferopus hicolor).— Large numbers of

nests with young were found in matted thorn-bushes on .3rd

November, and one with two fresh eggs a week later. They

were made of grass, strips of bark, and other coarse material,

lined with roots, and were like those of Thrushe. , tliough

containing more material and no mud. The eggs are bluish
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white, very rough in texture, and measure 25 and 27 x l9 mm.
The youno- n ben they leave the nest are brown like those o£

C. jardinei. Parties of these birds often attract attention by

their harsh choruses, which may be likened to, first a single

note, then two, followed by grating notes like " churra,

cburra, churra/''' in which a number of individuals join in.

Ground-scraper Thrash (Geociehla litsitsirupa).—The
Kurrichaine Thrush was found only amongst the large trees

in the course of the gully and on the Northern, lower, edge

of the pan. Nests were seen at several places in November,
but none contained eggs. The Latin name must have been

borrowed from the natives, who very often name birds

after their call-notes, which is certainly well expressed in

the present case if the penultimate syllable is drau n out.

Transvaal Rock Thrush (Monticola jn-etoriw).—Several

individuals were observed amongst the rocks of the pan, and

a young one secured on the stony ridge on the border of the

bushveld. I took the eggs of this s[)ecies in October 1904,

on the Magaliesberg, the nest was like that of Saa'icola

monticola, and placed under a stone on the hillside; and the

eggs are uniform light greenish blue, roundish in shape, and

measure 23'8-24"2x 18'2 mm.

White-shouldered Robin Thrush {Cossyplia liumeralls)

.

—

A

common, but shy bird in the scrub of the pan.

Smith's Ground Robin {JErytliropygia pcend).—One of the

commonest birds in the more open scrub, often attracting

attention by its loud cries and excited gestures. Nests are

made in thick bunches of grass growing in patches of dwarfed

thorn-bushes, aud are cup-shaped. Eggs are two or three in

number and laid during October ; they are white thickly

covered with brownish-red and b.'ue-grey spots, and measure

19-5-20x14-15 mm.

White-browed Ground Robin [Ergiliropijgia leiicophrys).—
A common species in the pan itself, but not observed out-

side. Nothing was learnt of its nesting habits, though search

was i'reciuently made.
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Additions to the List of Birds of the District of Matatiele,

E. Griqualand. By 0. O. Davies, M.B.O.U.

Since writing my first list of the birds of this district, I

have collected the following 25 species, which brings the

number to be recorded up to 225. I have also to record a

second specimen of Sylvia simplex, shot last summer by my
friend Dr. Jacottet, a keen collector who has given me much
useful information about the birds found in his part of the

district, and has very kindly lent me several specimens. My
thanks are also due to Dr. Gunning and Mr. Austin Robei ts,

of the Transvaal Museum, for kindly identifying some of

my birds.

The Lark, recorded by me in my previous list as Cerlhi-

lauda semitorqiiata, has been since described by Dr. Gunning
and Mr. Austin Roberts as a new species, to which they have

done me the honour of attaching my name. The Shrike,

recorded in the previous list as Laniarius major, should have

been L. ferrugineus. I have, as before, followed Gunning

and Haagner's new C'heck-list, and have continued the

numbering from the previous list.

201. Nettapus auritus. Pigmy Goose.

An adult female, shot on the 26.11.11, was given me in

the flesh, and two more specimens were shot by a friend

about the same time. This species does not seem to have

been met with before in this district.

202. TuRNix nana. Natal Button Quail,

I shot a single specimen of this bird last summer^ but I

have seen no others.

203. Herodias alba. Great White Eo-ret.

Lnst summer I saw one of these birds on two or three

occasions. It was very wild and I could not succeed

in shooiing it. It was always seen associating with a

number of //. hrachf/rhyncha, and its large size was very

noticeable.
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204. Neophron percnopterus. Egyptian Vulture.

I have not met with this species myself, but several trust-

worthy observers have told me they have seen specimens,

and Dr. Pope tells me that a pair were always to be seen in

former years frequenting a krantz near the town.

205. Circus pygargus. Montagu's Harrier.

A few appear in this district every summer. The adult

males can easily be distinguished, when seen close, from

C. inacrnrus, but females and young males of both species

look exactly alike when on the wing. I shot an adult male

on the 12.3.11 and saw another at an unusually late date,

viz., 8.7.12.

206. AsTUR TACHIRO. S. African Gosahawk.

A few generally appear in various parts of the district

during the autumn months ; these all seem to be young birds

of the year.

207. Bubo capensis. Cape Eagle Owl.

A fine adult female was sent me in the flesh by Mr. Gould,

who shot it in the act of killing a fowl^ and its claws were

still full of feathers. This individual had been doing con-

siderable damage amongst the fowls for some time.

208. Strix capensis. Grass Owl.

I have only seen one or two specimens, which were flushed

from marshy ground while duck shooting.

209. CucuLUS GULAiiis. S. African Cuckoo.

I have not met with this species, but a specimen was shot

by Dr. Jacottet last summer.

210. Mesopicus griseocephalus. Olive Woodpecker.

I shot a pair in a small wooded kloof on the 22.9.11, but

I have not met with any others.

211. Apaloderma narina. Narina Trogon.

A tine adult male was sent me in the flesh in April of this
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jenr. It was shot in a oarden in the vilhige of CeJarville in

this district. It is curious that such a forest-haunting species

should be found in such a phice, as there is no bush within

miles.

212. Caprimulgus EUROPyEUS. European Nightjar.

I shot two adult females near the town- last summer, but

saw no others.

213. DiATROPURA PROCNE. Great-tailed Widow-Bird.

Very common all over the district. Last year I secured

two females in semi -albino plumage ; they were both a

creamy white colour, with brownish feathers here and there;

both are now in the Pretoria Museum.

214. Amadina erythrocephala. Red-headed "Weaver

Finch.

In 1910 this species was very common, so much so, in

fact, that a friend, hearing I wanted specimens, shot 20 at

one shot. Last year, however, I saw none, and this year, so

far, I have only seen one pair.

21.5, EsTRiLDA ASTRILD. Common Waxbill.

Fairly common all over the district in suitable localities.

21G. EsTRiLDA SUBFLAVA. Orange-breasted Waxbill.

Small flocks are sometimes to be seen in the mealie hinds,

but it is not common.

217. Ortigospiza polyzona. Little Bar - breasted

Finch.

Extremely common everywhere.

218. Hypochera funerea. Black Widow Finch.

I was very surprised to see two pairs of this northern

species in the garden of the Moravian Mission in the

Mvenyuiie on tlu^ 8.2.10. Mr. Bauer, one of the teachers,

told me they had been there all the summer. They were

not seen in the i'ollowing year.
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219. PoLiospiZA GULARis. Streaky-headed Seed-eater.

Common in some parts, but, taking the whole district, it

is a rather scarce bird.

220. ZosTEROPS CAPENSis. Cape White-eye.

Last summer I met with a good number, associating with

Z. virens in some of the gardens and plantations.

221. CiNNYRis CHALYB.EUS. Lesser Double-collared Sun-

bird.

I shot a single male o£ this species last summer ; it was a

a single bird associating with NectarinaJamosa and Fromerops

gurneyi amongst the sugar-bush.

222. Sphencecus intermedius. Eastern Province Grass-

bird.

Dr. Jacottet, who kindly sent me a specimen, tells me
that they are to be found in fair numbers amongst the long

grass in a valley near his house. I have not met with any

myself.

223. CiSTICOLA lavendul^.

A small Grass-Warbler, which I shot in some marshy

ground near here, was identified for me, by Dr. Gunning, as

belonging to this species.

224. CiSTICOLA CISTICOLA UROPYGIALIS.

I have secured several specimens of this species, which

have been identified for me by Dr. Gunning. I have always

found them amongst weeds and long grass, in the vicinity of

water. In its habits it much I'esembles C. terrestris, but is

not such a ground-haunting bird ; it has the same habit, in

the breeding-season, of flying round at a good height utter-

ing a " ticking " note. Its longer tail, however, distinguishes

it from C. terrestris.

225. Hemipteeix minuta.

This species is not uncommon ; in habits and appearance

it much resembles Cislkola terrestris, in fact I could never

VOL. IX. 4
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tell which was which until I shot them. I found both

species frequenting the same localities in about equal

numbers, but this species is often found in more hilly

ground than C. terrestris.

I should like to record two interesting additions to the

birds of this district, viz. :

—

A specimen of the Golden Oriole (Oriolus gallmla), shot

on a farm about ten miles from here on the 21st by

Mr. Gould, and brought to me in the flesh ; it is a young

bird in the green, stripe-breasted plumage ; I could not

ascertain the sex as it was in a very decomposed state.

The other is a fine specimen of the Booted Eagle {Hieraetus

pennatus), shot by myself on a farm about five miles from

here on the 17th November, 1912. It is a young female, I

think, as it answers very much to the descriptions of young

birds given by both Sharpe and Sclater, and the ovaries

were very minute, in fact I had some difficulty in finding

them.

I am not very well up in the literature of H. pennahis, as

my library is limited, but I believe there are two forms of

plumage exhibited by this Eagle, a light- and a dark-breasted

form. Sharpe, however, in the ' Catalogue of Birds, British

Museum,' vol. i., does not mention this. Sclater, in the 3rd

volume ' Fauna of S. Africa, Birds,' after describing the

plumage of the young, says: "Some birds retain the dark

brown of the under parts for a long time and even breed in

this plumage." In 1875, however, Dr. L. Bureau wrote an

article on this species in one of the French scientific journals,

in which he stated that after a long and careful study of

large numbers of specimens, both adult and young, and after

observing them in a state of nature, he had come to the con-

clusion that th(M-e are two distinct forms of plumage, both in

the adult and young—a light- and a dark-breasted form—and

descril^es and figures specimens shot by himself and others

in all parts of Europe. He found dark-breasted birds
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breeJing too'ether ami sometimes dark and lioht birds

breeding together, and further and further found nestlings

in the same nest, one of which was light-bieasted the other

dark. Ha also gives figures of a dark male and light female

together with their nest and two young, one of which has

dark feathers appearing, the other light. I have no copy of

Dresser's ' Birds of Europe ' to refer to, but I have three

plates from that beautiful book, in wliich this Eagle is

floured. In one of these a liojht-breasted adult is fio-ured,

together with a young bird with p:de rufous under parts

streaked with darker. Another plute shows two nestlings

in the nest, both are partially feathered, one being dark on

the breast, the other light, and an adult approaching in the

distance is apparently dark-breasted.

My specimen had the breast dark brown with a rufous

tinge. The total length in the flesh 22|- inches. The eyes

dark brown, cere and feet wax-yellow, the bill bluish, tip

black.

This species seems to have a liking for chickens, as a fine

adult 9 (light-breasted) shot by me in E. Pondoland, had

taken several of my chickens before I shot her. The present

specimen was also eviJently after chickens, when I first saw

it it was about 200 yards from the farmhouse and at a tre-

mendous height, circling round and round, while I was

watching it ; it suddenly closed its wings and dropped like

a stone, until about 12 feet from the ground, then it came
dashing straight towards the house, round which a number
of fowls were feeding, and would no doubt have had one if

I had not put an end to its hunting for ever. It was in

good condition, but the crop and stomach were quite empty,

wliich may account for its boldness. Anyone v.ho examines

this little Eagle in the flesh cannot help being struck by its

handsome colouring and powerful compact build, set off" by

the clean, game-like, head and neck, and the snow-white

scapular patches.

4*
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III.— 77t-' White Stork hi South Africa. By Alwin
Haagner, F.Z.S., Hon. Mem. Royal Hung. Bureau o£

Ornithology; Hon. Sec. S. A. Ornithologists' Union.

(Reprinted from the ' Aquila' for 1912.)

At the request of the Director of the Royal Hung. Bureau

of Ornitliology. I have written the following brief sketch of

tha White Stork in South Africa. I must apologise for its

meagreness, but we have to fight against many odds in this

country.

The White Stork was origin illy considered a summer

visitor to South Africa and is still such in the main,

although during the last two or three years more and more

of them have remained throughout the winter. Their move-

ments in the country were also at one time guided by the

presence of the locusts swarms then devastating the country,

and the bird was rightly considered to be one of our chief

locust destroyers. During latter years, however, owing to

the exertions of the South African Locust Bureau, aided by

our many feathered friends, locust swarms have been few

and far between, yet the White Stork has arrived and spread

over the country just as usual, and the question now before

us is, what governs their wanderings at present? *

Scarcity of food in one place will of course cause them to

move on to the next, but why are the flocks found at such

large distances from one another? and what is more im-

})ortant still, why should a few individuals be found

hundreds of miles from the nearest flock ? Another thing

which puzzles me is the fact that in several instances the

bird *vas reported from a Southern Station first, i. e. that

the earliest date for a Stork is from the most Southerly

Station. Of course this may arise from the fact of our

meagre white population and consetjuent few observers, and

that the birds come down the coast and then spread inland

* Cfr. Sclater, W. L. :
" On the Migration of Birds in South Africa,"

p. 190. 'Journ. of the South African Orn. Union,' No. 1, 1905. Vergl.

' A'^iuila," lOOf', Bd. xri, p. xxvii.
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as they travelled. Their food appears to be insects of varions

kinds, but chiefly locusts, grasshoppers, and mantis, and while

they may be seen all over the veld, and along the railway-

line, they seem to prefer the cultivated lucerne and barley

fields, and wet marshy localities as feeding-grounds, where

the latter furnish them with small frogs and possibly earth-

worms as an additional diet.

By means of the practical experiment of placing an

aluminium ring bearino; a number and other data on the

leg of the nestling Stork, we are enabled to obtain accurate

knowledge of the distances traversed by these wanderers,

and speculation has been turned to certainty.

The White Stork is now protected in South Africa by law,

consequently the number of marked birds procured is worthy

of note, inasmuch as if they were not so protected, it stands

to reason that the number would be much larger still. Most

—nearly all in fact.—of the ringed birds seem to have met

with accidenfal deaths. In Basutoland the natives call the

bird the " Mokotatsie," literally "one who picks up locusts."

They, unfortunately, kill the bird in fair numbers and even

eat it, although they state its flesh tastes like horseflesh, and

is not much liked by them.

Arrivals : In 1907 the earliest date of arrival was 20th

September (Komatipoort, Major Hamilton), which is so far

the earliest record we have for South Africa. This is fol-

lowed by 26th September (Modderfontein, near Johannes-

berg, Haagner). This, in turn, is succeeded by five records

for November—two, strange to say, in the Eastern C;ape

Colony and Pondoland, being on the 9th. One date in

December (12th, Kimberley, W. Kirby) ; from which data

we see that the birds were practically a month earlier in

1907 than in 1908 or 1909.

The earliest date of the birds arrival in South Africa in

1908 (i^ide Migration Report, summer 1908, Journal

S. A. O. U. August 1910) was the 28th Septeml)er at Ernielo,

Transvaal (0. H. Taylor), followed b}' the 17th October at

Umtamvuna, Pondoland (on the South Coast) by (J. G.

Davies, which iti turn is followed by 2r)th October at Pirie,
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East Cape Colony (Miss Cany Ross), and 12th November at

Olifants River in the Eastern Transvaal (Major Hamilton).

We have four dates in December, and one even as late as

January 11)09. Now it is quite obvious that the birds were
in (South Africa towards the end of September, but so far as

can be ascertained, only arrived in flocks during December,
which would account for the great difference in the recorded

dates. The birds we^e late again in 1909, although only

four records are available: East Griqualand, Pirie, Maseru,

and Pretoria (18th, 25th and 30th November, and 1st

December respectively).

In 1910 they appear to have turned up a little earlier than

in the two preceding years, although our records are very

meagre. The earliest date is 28th August for Wepenerj

0. F. S. (Hardiman) for a single specimen ; and 26th

October, Lindley, 0. F. S. (P. E. Hale), followed by
10th November at Ermelo, Transvaal (C. Taylor), and

12th November, Pirie, Cape Colony (R. Godfrey).

Departures : The latest date for the White Stork is appar-

ently 29th April, close to the Delagoa Railway near the

border (Hamilton), so far as migratory movements go.

In 1908 they left. Pirie in the Eastern C.ipe Colony on the

l.'>th March. In 1910 the last individual seen by me in

I'retoria was on the 30th March. Rev. Godfrey reports

migratory departures from Pirie on 20th April, and

Major Hamilton from the Sabi, Eastern Transvaal, on the

7th April.

Unfortunately the records of the departure of the birds

are still fewer than those of the arrivals. In 1911 many
Storks W'inlered over, this will, however, be dealt with in

the succeeding paragra[)h.

Residents: The first mention of residential White Storks

is in the 1908/09 Report, wherein Mr. 0. W. Barrett reports

having seen these birds on the Zambesi River on r.Oth Jul}'.

We were somewhat sceptical as to the identity of the birds,

but in view of subsequent events we see no reason now
to doubt Mr. Barrett's record. Sgt. Davies, M.B.O.U.,

reported a few present at Matatiele all through the winter,
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Rev. Robt. Godfrey from Pirie on the 11th June and

24th July. Inspector Hale, of the 0. F. S. Police, from

Bloemfontein in July. I saw four individuals myself near

the Zoological Gardens on June 4th, two or three weeks

later reports of a small flock near the town were brought to

me. I have jnst heard from Mr. Murray that 8 birds were

at Maseru on the 11th May, 1912.

Marked Birds : So far 55 ringed Storks have been pro-

cured in South Africa. 31 Hungarian (?'. e. marked by

members under the auspices of the Royal Hungarian Bureau

of Ornithology), and 24 German (Vogehvarte Rossitten).

The greatest distance traversed by a marked Stork is

a])parent]y 10,000 kilometers.

IV, Note on a Three-toed Ostrich Chick.

By John Hewitt, B.A., Director of Albany Museum.

The only skeletal abnormality found in the specimen here

described was a fairly large internal toe on each foot, the

occurrence of which seems worthy of record if only because

such abnormalities appear to be very rare in this two-toed

yet primitive bird. At first it was suspected that the

additional toe might prove to be the original second toe which

normally is only represented in the Ostrich by the reduced

metatarsal forming the small inner component of the tarso-

metatarsus ; such, however, is not the case^ for on isolating

the skeletal parts this second metatarsal was clearly shown

in the same state of development as in a normal example.

The basal segment of the supernumerary digit is a little

depressed and sharply bent inwards at the middle, whilst

proximally it articulates with the end of the tibio-tarsus on

its inner side ; this is succeeded by three phalanges, the end

one of which carries a fairly strong claw. The basal segment

i?eems to be most probably a metatarsus, and the rest of the

structure thus becomes a toe of three phalanges. On
account of its position in the series this toe might be regarded

as a true hallux, the rudiments of which are known to occur
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in the Ostrich embryo (see Broom in Trans. S. A. Phil.

Soc. XYi, pi. ix), but if such be the correct explanation the

presence o£ 3 phalanges is very remarkable, for the hallux

of birds and other sauropsida in general has only 2 pha-

langes. I do not, therfore, consider it as a hallux, and in

view of the fact that this additional digit is altogether out of

place in the system of symmetry of the limb whilst on the

other hand it more or less balances the third toe about

the reduced second, it seems best to regard it not as atavistic

Left foot from below.

but merely as a meristic variation. According to Mr.

Bateson {' Materials for the study of Variation ') when
dealing with some instances of 5-toed fowls in which the

additional digit is likewise on the inside of the foot, the

most usual arrangement has the digital formula 3.2.3.4.5
(instead of 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 in normal fowls) ; this seems to me a

fairly parallel case to the one under consideration, although

the fowPs additional toe does not connect directly with the

tibio-tarsus as in the Ostrich chick. The cliick only lived

about a fortnight and was very clumsy in its movements,

being unable to stand ; it was presented to the Albany

Museum bv Mr. Dold of Grahamstown.
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V. Field-Notes on Birds Observed and Collected in the Boror

District of Port. East Africa. By F. Vaughan Kirby,

F.Z.S.

1. ACTOPHILUS AFRICANUS (Gm.). African Jacaiia.

Several of these birds frequented a marshy spot near

Miirielas Kraals. They move at a great rate over the leaves

of the water-plants, and when running, present a curious

appearance seen from behind. The neck and head are

stretched out below the line of the body, so that only the

body and long legs are visible from behind. A wounded

bird sank the entire body, neck and head under water, only

the bill reniainino- above.

2. LiMNOCORAX NIGER (Grm.). Black Crake.

Numbers of these wary waders frequented the same

marshy ground, with A. africanvs. I found them extremely

difficult to get a shot at, and still harder to gather after

shooting. I waded in shoulder-deep after several specimens

I had wounded, but never retrieved.

3. ViNAGO ORIENTALIS, Gg. & Rbts.

Numbers of these birds arrived at my Povarello camp

during the second Aveek in September. They appeared

solely to feed on the berries of the lofty " Netshenga " trees,

amongst whose dark green foliage they roosted. They

remained till the berries were finished—about a fortnight,

then vanished as suddenly as they had arrived.

4. PTERNiSTESHUMBOLDTi(Ptrs.). White-ringed Pheasant.

I found them more commoner round the Malava Station

than elsewhere. They frequented the extensive cultivated

lands round the station in coveys of from four to seven in

number. I frequently saw them dusting themselves in the

sandy foot-paths at an early hour. They are difficult to

flush.

5. MiLVUS .EGYPTius (Gm.). Yellow-billed Kite.

Exceedingly common in September. In the Povarella one

day, when shooting birds in that place with a diminutive
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native *' Uefana " in company to carry tiie spoil, I witnessed

a very bold feat on tbe part of one of these birds. I bad
shot a Barbet wliicb fluttered to the ground, but rose again

and flew weakly to the lower branches of a thorn-tree, where
it struggled for foothold but again fell. The Kite stooped

at it when it first fell, but the youngster gave chase and
frightened it off. It was once more overhead when the boy
picked up the Barbet under the thorn-tree. Stooping so

suddenly as to startle the youngster, the latter dropped the

bird, which the Kite seized before it reached the ground and
flew off with in triumph.

6. PoiCEPHALus ROBUSTUs suAHELicus, Reich. Red-
crowned Parrot.

Very swift high-flyers. Small flocks frequently visited

Murielas, but they always kept out of range of my little

" 410.^' Unlike fuscicapillus they would never settle for

any length of time, except on such trees the berries of which
they feed upon. F.fuscicapillus, on the other hand, remained
perched in one spot for a long time, and is partial to dead
withered trees. I one day saw nine P. rohustus splashing

and enjoying themselves in a small pool (back-water) of the

river.

7. PoiCEPHALUS FUSCICAPILLUS (Verr. Desmurs). Brown-
headed Parrot.

Very common in the cultivated lands of Murielas.

8. Lybius zomb^ (Shelley). Zomba Barbet.

Seen near Murielas Kraal and at the Povarello.

9. CORACIAS WEIGALLI, Dresser. Fawn-breastod Roller.

Seen at Manta (scarce) and at the Povarolla Elephant
Forest, where they were numerous. Often in company with

E. afer. Very wary and perched high.

10. EuRYKTOMUS AFER (liatli.). Cinnamon Roller.

Singularly plentilul on the outskirts of the Povarella.

Invariably })erched high up on the tallest trees showing
marked preferenci' for leafless ones. From such coign of
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vantage they kept up a constant chattering-call, and I

found them rather shy and difficult to api)roach, though if

C. loeigalli and E. afer were in one tree, the former always

took alarm first. Their flight is swift and somewhat erratic,

and they were in the habit of repeatedly returning to a

certain tree after the cause of their alarm had disappeared.

11. CORYTHORNIS CYANOSTIGMA (Rupp.). Malachitc-

crested Kiiigsfisher.

12. Ceryle maxima (Pall.). Giant Kingfisher.

A pair of these birds, wary as usual, frequented the Kane

River at its junction with the Mungeesi, where they had a

regular beat.

13. Merops nubicoides, Desm. & Puch. Carmine-breasted

Bee-eater.

Only one seen—this at Giyu, hawking for grasshoppers

in front of a grass fire.

14. Irrisok erythrorynchus (Lath.). Wood Hoojioe.

Numerous and widely distributed. Particularly numerous

along the Mungeesi. They seem partial to lately burnt

areas in the forest, in which several parties could be seen at

once, hunting for food.

15. HiRUNDO PUELLA, Temm., Schl. Striped Swallow.

Very common along the Mungeesi and Kane Rivers.

16 & 17. HiRUNUO MONTEiRi, Hartl., and H. albigularis,

Strikl. West-(/Oast and AVhite-throated Swallow.

Large numbers of these Swallows congregated at Malaver

in August, stayed a week and then vanished. H. aliiiyulav'ts

was more numerous than monteiri.

18. Hyliota barboz^':. Barboza's Flycatcher.

Frequently seen at my camp near the Masambnlanda

River, and also seen at a spot some eight miles along the

track, thence to Mundira. In parlies of six to eight. Very

restless and shy. Flight rapid. It was very interesting to

watch their revolutions when in pursuit of their insect prey.
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Thej would alight on a tree and be " all over it " in a few
seconds, only desisting from their energetic search for food

amongst the leaves to dart down upon some passing insect,

after the capture of which they eagerly resumed their hunt

amongst the branches. This completed they flew off in a

paity to a distant tree.

19. Platysteira PELTATA, Simd. Wattle-Eye Flycatcher.

At Povarella. Of very retiring nature. Never showing

themselves in the open, but keeping to cool dark spots in the

Oluse Bush, never far from water. Though shy, they allow

one to approach fairly closely, if the approach is made
cautiously, apparently trusting to their dark plumage to

escape observation. When moving about in the bush they

keep up a constant twittering ; their call being very insistent

in this respect reminding one of Apatis tlioracica wh'^n their

nest is approached. The birds were in pairs. [September.]

20. TcHiTREA PERSPiciLLATA (Sw.). Paradise Flycatcher.

Seen at Murielas and Manta's. One which I shot at

Murielas appeared to have marked difference in coloration

from the ordinary South African species.

21. SiGMODUs RETZii TRICOLOR (G. R. Gray). Zambesi

Helmet Shrike.

C'Ommon in open forest country, in parties of six or eight.

Rather quicker on the wing than Prionops and fly greater

distances.

22. NiCATOR GULARLS, F. & Hartl. Yellow-spotted Bush

Shrike.

Common along the Mungeosi River, where it frequented

the dense river- bush. It seldom takes to flight ; its call at

times is very mellow and musical. It would commence with

a few single call-notes which were followed by others ra})idly

altered, witli oriole-like richness of tones.

23. Laniarus MOSSAMBICUS, Rchw. Mozambique Pufi-

back.

Seen occasionallv in the scrub-bush around Murielas
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Gardens. A pair seen nt Nyariegier's Kraal, near Malava,

and numerous on the Mosambalanda.

24. Oriolus larvatus rolleti, Salvad. Lesser Black-

heiided Oriole.

Frequently seen in the thick bush along the Mungeesi

River.

25. CiNNYRiciNCLUs vERREAUXi (Bok.). Plum-coloured

Starling.

Very common on outskirts of Povarello Elephant Forest

in September and October. They were somewhat shy and

difficult to approach, usually perching on the topmost

branches of the highest trees. I frequently saw them

feeding on the berries of the " Netshenga" in company with

green pigeons.

26. Ploceus stictifrons (Fschr. & Rchw.). Spotted-

Headed Weaver.

Frequented bush-jungle on the Mungeesi River, where

they were invariably seen in pairs. (August).

27. Petronia superciliaris (Hay & Blythe). Diamond

Sparrow.

Very common in neighbourhood of the Povarello ; they

became quite accustomed to the camp, and fed about

amongst the trees within a few yards of the tent-door. The

two specimens secured—as also all those observed here

—

appeared exceptionally dark on the under-parts, with very

conspicuous diamond breast-spot. One I saw at Malava was

much lighter on the breast. Insects and seeds found in the

stomach.

28. Phyllastrephus capensis suahelicus (Rchw.).

Swahali Bristle-necked Bulbul.

Very common round Malava in the vicinity of water, also

on the Mabolobodi River. When disturbed they do not fly

far, but settle in the nearest shaded tree, amongst the foliage

of which they hide very cleverly. Very restless, running

up and down the tree-trunks, and over and under thd"
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branches in their search for insect food. Once T saw tliree

or four on some newly burnt ground—round a still flan.ing

tree-trunk in fact—in company with some Glossy Starlings.

29. Anthreptes coLLARis* (VieilL). Little Collared Sun-

bird.

1 only met this bird in the thick bush along the Masam-
balanda River near Malava. They consorted in parties of

ten or twelve, and were most partial to the bush above-

mentioned, amongst the branches of which they constantly

moved to and fro, in a restless fashion. C. aniethystina and

C. gutluralis were always found about these bushes, and I

noticed that when alarmed, the C. gutturalis flew right

away, C. amethystina sought the topmost bough of a neigh-

bouring tree, but the little Anthreptes never flew high, seldom

perching over ten or twelve feet from the ground.

30, 31, 32. CiNNYRIS GUTTURALIS, AMETHYSTINUS, and AFER.

All these sjiecies of vSun-birds were common on the Masam-

balanda River and the spruit around Malava. They

appeared to feed almost entirely on the insects around, and

the pieces extracted from pink aloe flowers and a brilliant

flowering bush, bearing much resemblance to the " plum-

bago '^ of C^:>e Colony. Both these grew in great

luxuriance in the district.

33. Parus NIGER, Vieill. Black Tit.

Seen near Marielas Kraal on the Mungeesi.

34. Heliolais kirbyi, Haagner. Boror Redwing Grass-

Warbler.

Fairly numerous in Povarello district, where they

frequented open marshy ground covered with long grass.

Their call note is rather loud. When flushed they always

flew to one of the few trees scattered at intervals in the open

grass-land. I should judge that they were amongst the

earliest, if not quite the earliest, birds to be on the move in

the morning.

* [This should perhaps be A. hypodilus, She!., but severnl ornitho-

logists diflfer on thi& point.

—

Edd.]
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35. Crateropus jardinei, Kirki.

Coininon throiio-lioat in the low bush around cultivated

lantls.

36. TuRDUS LiBONYANUS TROPiCALis, Ptrs. Peter's Thrush.

Common near Manta's Kraals, and less numerous at

Malava. Very shy and retiring and seldom seen out of

thick bush.

37. Thamnol.ea shelleyi.

Twice seen in the Povarello Elephant Forest.

38. Pratincola torquatus (Linn.). S. A. Stone-Chat.

Fairly numerous at Manta.

39. Erythropygia zambesiana, Sharpe. Zambezi

Ground Robin.

Two specimens shot at Manta's Kraals, but both too much
damaged for preservation. They were in a small detatched

clump of bush in the lands.

VI.— The Nidijication of the Crowned Francolin{F r'^^x\co\\wu9,

sephsena) in Captivity. By A. K. Haagner, F.Z.S.,

&c., Supt. Tvl. Zoological Gardens.

The Pretoria Zoological Gardens possesses three of these

pretty Francolin, which I had transferred to the new Phea-

santries in the month of July. I had a compartment allotted

to them, and had this planted with dwarf bamboo, some

small cypress trees, and in the one corner of the day cage a

couple of clumps of long coarse grass planted close together.

Insi<le the night-house I had some sheafs of manna and

oat-hay placed against the wall in a corner. Some weeks

after they were put in one of the birds commenced chasing

another, and later on would not allow this one to come out of

the bouse at all. I concluded these were two males, so had

the " pursued " removed, and left the remaining two to

themselves. There was much calling on the part of the

male bird, especially at sunset. On the 17th October, li»12.
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they had made a nest right in the centre of the tufts of grass,

by treading down the grass, and lining the depression with

a few roots and feathers, and laid the first egg. Four more

eggs were laid at irregular intervals, but several were

broken and the bird sat badly. Eventually—on the 9th of

November—the remaining two eggs were cracked, and she

left the nest. On the 25th November—a little more than a

fortnight later—she laid again, the first egg of the second

batch, and regularly every other day until the complement

of five was reached. On the 4th December she commenced

to sit, and on the 23rd of the same month brought off a brood

of five strong healthy chicks. The period of incubation is

thus 18^ to 19 days.

The old birds were assiduous in their attention to their

brood, and showed great excitement upon the ingress of

myself or the keepers— raising the crest, drooping the

winos, and making a loud clucking noise. Owing to a sudden

heavy thunderstorm three of the young ones succumbed

shortly afterwards, but two were safely fledged.

The newly-hatched young were of a reddish buff above,

with a broad red-brown stripe down the centre of the head

and back. Wings and sides blotched with dark brown.

Under parts huffish. Chin and throat white. Legs fleshy

straw. They are about the size of a Bantam chick.

Description of the egg : I cannot find the egg of this species

described anywhere, so give a rough description herewith:

—

They are of a blunt ovate, broader and flatter at the " big
"

end^ and measure 350 mm. X 280 mm. They are of an

opaque white colour when fresh, but soon change to a dirty

greyish white. The shell is distinctly pitted all over with

pores.

VII.— Occasional Hotes.

1. Albino kxampli!: o*' Ant-eating Chat (Afi/nneco-

cichla formicivora)

.

—The following extract from a letter sent

by Mr. A. Pieters, Koseberry Plain, Coalbrook Station, O.F.S.,

was "iven usbv Mr. C. B. Hardcnbcrg, Entomologist of the
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Transvaal :
" I noticed yesterday an almost white " Black

Piet" bird—I am referring to the little Black Bird, larger

than a Sparrow, always found on anthills, which feeds on

ants, has white wings, and breeds in holes."

[The bird is undoubtedly the Ant-eating Chat.

—

Edd.]

2. Spotted Crake in Basutoland.—Miss M. E. Barrett

of Leribe sent me a skin of an example of the Spotted Crake

{Ortygometra j)orzaiui), which she picked up dead. It must

be rare here. J. P. Murray.
Maseru, Basntoland.

3. Records from Port Elizabeth and District. —
White-backed Heron {Nycticorax leuconota). We have

received two examples of this Heron from Hankey.

Wood Ibis [Pseudotantalus ibis). A specimen of this

pretty bird was shot on the banks of the Zwartkops River,

close to the town. This bird is a very rare visitor here.

Honey Buzzard {Pernis apivoms'). A specimen of this

rare bird was shot at Walmer, a suburb of this town, in the

beginning of February. This is a record. There is no doubt

of the identity. F. W. Fitzsimons, Directoi

.

Public Museum,

Port Elizabeth.

4. Honey Buzzard in Pretoria.—At midday to-day my
landlady's fowls were heard making a great commotion, and

a moment afterwards the native servant came in to tell us

that there was a large bird in a tree in the garden. I went

out with the collector's gun and a charge of No. 10 to

frighten it away. To my surprise the bird dropped dead

with the discharge, and I was still more surprised to find

that it was a young specimen of that rare visitor the Honey
Buzzard [Pernis apivorus). According to Sclater only six

specimens have been recorded from South Africa.

vol. IX. 5
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When skinned the specimen proved to be very emaciated,

probably a sign of its having just arrived from the North.

Its crop contained \vasi)-grnbs and otlier larvse.

Austin Roberts.

Mare Street, Pretoria.

Nov. Dth, 1912.

5. Early breeding of Burchell's Courser.—I saw

to-day a Burchell's Courser {Cw'sorius rufus) with two chicks

at least a week old. Owing to the early date, this seems

worthy of remark. K. (!owper Johnson.

Westminster, O.F.S.,

Aiigust 8th, 1912.

G. Two Albinos from Lindley, O.F.S,—A specimen of

an albino Blue Korhaan (Otis ca'vuJescens) was shot on

Liebenbergstroom, near Lindley, on 14 August, 1912.

Curiously enough an albino Red-wing Francolin (Franco-

linus gariepensis) was shot on the adjoining farm (Waaihoek,

397) a few days previously. Is this a coincidence, or due to

climatic or food influence ? Roland Chambers, R.M.
Lindley, O.F.S.

,

August. 16tli, 1912.

7. From England to Natal. Remarkable journey

of a Swallow.

Dear Sir,

In sending you the attached, which I think cannot

fail to })rove of interest to your readers, I may mention that

the readers of 'British Birds' Magazine have now placed

over 32,000 rings on wild birds of many kinds, and that this

is leading to results of great interest and importance in con-

nexion with the study of birds.

Should ringed birds ever come into the hands of your

readers I hope they will notify me at once, stating tlui name

on the ring and the number, as well as the date and ))lace
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where the bird was found. I will then at once inform them

when and where the hird was ringed.

Yours faithfully,

H. F. WiTHERBY,

Editor ' British Birds.'

32(3 High Ilolborn.

London, W.C.

Extract from ^British Birds,' FeJjruari/ 1913.

A Swallow Ringkd in Staffordshirk and Recoa''ered in Natal.

The followinc>; letter has just reached me :

—

Grand Hotel,

Utrecht, Natal,

" Witherby," •27th Decemhcr, 1912.

High Holboru, London.

Deab Sir,

On December :?;Jrd a Swallow was caught in the faruihouse

of the farm " Roodeyand," 18 miles from this town, with a metal label

round its leg, with the words : Witherby, High Holboru, London, and

on the other side B.8.30.

The farmer, Mr. J. Mayer, took the label off and has it in his pos-

session. As I am interested in birds of any sort and the migration of

same, I shall be glad to know if you receive this letter safely.

Yours truly,

C. H. Ruddock, Proprietor.

The ring B.830 was put on an adult Swallow by Mr. J. \{.

B. Masefield, at Kosehill, Cheadle, Staffordshire, on May (Jth,

1911. This bird was one of a pair (Mr. Masefield thought

the female) which nested in a porch. Its mate was also

cauoht and ringed. At the same time Mr. Masolield

ringed another pair nesting in the same porch. In the

summer of 1912 he aoain caught the Swallows which had

come to nest in his porch and found that only one of them

had u ring, viz. B.827, which was one of the birds nesting

there the year before. Neither its mate nor the other pair,

of wdiicli the present B.830 is one, had returned to this

particular spot.

That this Swallow, breeding in the far west of Europe,

should have reached so far to the sovii\\-east of Africa as

5*
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Natal, seems to me extraordinary. Unfortunately tlie few

records we have as yet of ringed Swallows recovered during

migration do not afford a clue to the routes taken, and it

seems to me unreasonable to suppose that our birds proceed

southwards down the east side of Africa as migld be inferred

from this Natal record.

It is, indeed, quite impossible to theorize on a single

recovery of this kind, and we must be content at present

with the bare fact—perhaps the most startling fact that the

ringing of birds has as yet produced.

We are most thankful to Mr. Ruddock for reporting this

extremely interesting recovery, and we hope that the details

of it will become widely known in South Africa and thus

produce further results. H. F. Witherby.

8. The following circular has been issued by Dr. Hartert

of the Tring Museum in England. The subject is a difficult

one, and without entering into the merits of the case we
hope an International C-ommittee will be formed to deal with

the subject once and for all.

A Plea for Priority.

For some thirty years or more workers in all branches of

Zoology have striven to reduce to order the chaos which has

reigned in zoological nomenclature. The International

Zoological Congresses have taken the matter in hand and

have elected commissions to regulate nomenclature on the

basis of the accepted International Rules of zoological nomen-

clature, and to draw up official lists of irreproachable names

to be approved of by the congresses ; in nearly all branches

of systematic zoology the oldest correct names liave taken the

place of those that continually changed according to the

personal tastes and prejudices of various authors. Uniformity

and stability in nomenclature was thus gradually being-

realised everywhere ; at last we had international and gene-

rally-accepted strict rules, so that final stability and consent

were in sight.
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One would have expected that these efforts and this pains-

taking work would have been universally encouraged regard-

less of temporary and personal inconveniences.

This is, however, not the case. At the annual meeting

of the German Zoological Society, 1912, resolutions were

carried in the form of four paragraphs, for the " restriction

of the law of priority.'^ These resolutions are, according

to the text in the * Zoolog. Anzeiger,' 1912, p. 155, the

following *
:
—

"Section 1.—Lists of generic names shall be made which

shall not be affected by the law of priority, and these

names shall never be changed and never be trans-

ferred to other genera. These lids shall he enlarged

continually hy special commissions.

"These lists shall contain chiefly those generic names

which have become current before 1900 and which

have principally been used in teaching.

" Section 2.—The transfer of generic or specific names to

another genus or species shall not be admissible, if it

leads to permanent confusion or errors.

" Section 3.—When deciding about priority, certain works

shall be disregarded, for example (here follows a list of

twelve works). This list shall be continually enlarged

hy the commissions.

" Section 4.—In deciding about priority, publications in

the following; categories shall not be taken into con-

sideration. Statements in encyclopaedias, popular works

on travel, journals on sport or fishing, catalogues,

horticultural periodicals, economical and farmers'

publications, popular and political journals, newspapers

and similar non-scientific publications which have not

had an essential influence on scientific systems and

which have been almost disregarded."

These proposals received 635 signatures. They are almost

equal to a complete abandonment of the principle of priorit3%

* Translated by E. Ilartert.
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If lists are to be made, and contiimally to be enlarged, of

names which are never more to be changed, it means that

one can never be certain if a name which is correct according

to priority will not be changed next year.

Moreover :
" These lists shall contain chiefly those generic

names which became current before 1900 and which have

principally been used in teaching." In other words they are

to be made in order to spare temporary inconveniences ! Is

that a reason for the departure from a universally accepted,

correct, and logical principle ? What are names which have

become current before 1900 ? Are they the same in different

countries and in different educational manuals ?

It is also proposed that other names besides those in common
use before 1900 are to be put on the list of proscribed names,

for the resolution says, " shall contain cliiefiii those generic

names," etc. What the other names will be, we arc not

informed. Therefore, an end of the " list" is not in sight
;

and should these proposals be accepted, stability will be

henceforth problematical, and confusion will reign as it never

did before.

These proposals have been made principally by university-

professors ; but the regulation of nomenclature is most im-

portant for systematists and specialists, and they must have

the first voice in these matters : if they are willing to put up

with temporary inconvenience, their efforts should be doubly

considered and encouraged. If this is not done they will be

forced to disregard the rulinos of those who do not wish to

accept the names which are logically correct, according to

priority.

An index of nomenclatorially-forbidden books is also to

be made. How can such a proposal be acce])ted without

knowledge of tlie kind of books which are to be disregarded?

The examples given do not explain the nature of such v/orks.

Therefore these proposals open the door to arbitrary and

autocratic action.

Last but not least. Section 4. This paragraph must cast

doubt on the seriousness of the proposals. "Encyclopedias,

catalogues, pojuilar books on travel,^' etc. are to be dis-
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regarded ! In such works, however, often the most funda-

mental zoolooical treatises are found. We need only instance

the great French encyclopaedias, in which are to be found

the fundaments of systematic entomology ; the " Catalogue

of Birds," which is the greatest work hitherto written on

Ornithology ; the scientific appendices to many popular books

on travel, and others. Besides such cases it would be very

difficult to draw a line between " popular and scientific
"

works, and a decision about this question would take years,

and there would be continual differences of ojjinion. Until

all these questions were settled we should be throvv^n back

into chaos !

Probably the authors of the resolutions had meant to say,

that such works should be disregarded in so far as they had

had no influence on scientific systems ; the wording of the

paragraph, however, does not express this, but implies that

all such works had no influence on scientific systems.

It seems to me doubtful if all those who have given their

support to these proposals, have properly considered what

they are doing.

We are of opinion that only absolute priority can lead to

stability in nomenclature, and that the proposals of the

German Zoological Society do not inspire confidence. We,
therefore, protest against their acceptance, which would be

equal to an abandonment of the principle of priority.

Eknst Hartert, Ph.D.

VIII.

—

Short jyotices of Ornithological Publications.

1. llie Ibis: a Quarterli/ Journal of Ornithologi/.

April, July, and October 1912.

The April number contains nothing of special interest to

South African ornithologists. There is an article on a col-

lection of Birds made by Mr. W. P. Lowe on the West
African ( /oast and outlying Islands, by D. A. Bannerman,

B.A. ; also a note on a^ beautiful new Shrike {Laniarius

mufumbiri) from the Mufumbiri Volcanoes, by Mr. W. U.
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Ooilvie-Grant. There is also an obituary note on the hxte

Mr. Eugene W. Gates, who died in November 1911. He
was Secretary of the British Orn. Union from 1898 till

1901.

July 1912.—On the Birds of Ngamiland by W. R. Ogilvie-

Grant, with Itinerary and Field-Notes by R. B. Woosnam.

—

This is an account of a collection of Birds made on a trip to

Lake Ngami by Messrs. Woosnam and the Hon. Gerald

Legge, the expenses of which were borne partly by the Royal
Society and partly by individuals—including the Duke of

Bedford and the late ^fr. Rowland Ward. The collector

says he could not obtain a complete or representative col-

lection owing to their hurried departure consequent upon
the illness of one of the party.

Four new species were discovered

—

Cisticola kahiJiarice,

Bradi/pterus bedfordi, CertJtilauda kalaharia', and Tracliy-

jyhonus nohilis—also one new subsi)ecies, Pycnonotus tricolor

ngamii. The Grey Lourie of Lake Ngami is referred to

Neumann's palUdiceps from Angola.

Mr. M. J. NicoU gives a long instalment of his " Contri-

butions to the Ornithology of Egypt (IIL The Birds of the

Wadi Natron)." In the account of the Annual General

Meeting we see that the British Ornithologists' Union then

consisted of 420 ordinary, 3 extra-ordinary, 9 Honorary,

6 Hon. Lady, 9 Colonial, and 20 Foreign Members. Dr. F.

Du Cane Godman was re-elected President, Mr. J. Lewis
Bonhote, M.A., Secretary. Mr. W. L. Sclater, M.A. (late

Director S.A. Museum, and one time President of the

S.A.O.U.) was appointed Editor for ihe 10th series of the

'Ibis.' A resolution was adopted to have a medal struck for

presentation for eminent services to ornithology. It was
decided to present medals to Mr. Walter Goodfellow, Dr.

Wollaston, Mr. G. C. Shortridge, and C. H. B. Grant— of

the New Guinea expedition organised by the B. 0. U.
October 1912.—This number contains a short paper by

our esteemed friend Mr. C. F. M. Swynnerton on the stomach-
contents of Birds. Mr. Swynnerton discusses the eating of

butterflies by birds, and the erroneous ideas obtained by
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casual examination. He found that in many cases butterflies

could only with certainty be located in the pellets and excreta

by the aid of the microscope. This number also contains

obituarial notices of Dr. W. Blasius of Germany, and Mr. A.

0. Hume, C;.B., of Indian ornithological fame. A. K. H.

2. The Game-Blrds and Waterfowl of South Africa. By
Major Boyd Horsbrugh, A.S.C., &c. With coloured

plates by Sgt. C. G. Davies, C.M.R., M.B.O.U.

(Witherby & Co., 32G High Holborn, London, W.C.)

We have already noticed Parts I. and II. of the above

work. As before, there is little fault to be found with

Sgt. Davies's beautiful drawings, nor Messrs. Witherby's

reproductions. Some of the pictures are a little too highly

coloured—notably those of the Rameron Pigeon and the

Maccoa Duck. As stated before, we regret exceedingly that

considering the expense and trouble of bringing out the work,

that there is not a much more complete and comprehensive

letterpress. Parts III. and IV. contain the following :—the

remaining two species of Button Quail, the Guinea Fowl,

the Sand Grouse, three species of Pigeon, the Geese and

Ducks, and the Hadadah Ibis. Major Horsbrugh adheres to

the validity of Plectropterus niger, but the bird figured is

obviously not an old one. The author states it is 5 years

old, but they take years to develop the white plumage. The

point is still, however, a moot one, but from our present

knowledge it would seem that niger was only one form of

many. Sportsmen and naturalists in South Africa will bo

very glad of this work, which tills a decided want. We
congratulate author^ artist, and publisher on its successful

completion.

3. Biid Protection in the United States.

Circular No. 87, issued by the Biological Survey Bureau

of the United States Department of Agriculture, gives an

account of the " National Reservations for the Protection of

Wild Life^' that have been established during the past forty

years.
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The laroest and best known of these is of course the

Yellowstone National Park, established by Act of Congress

in 1872, Older still, however, are several liohthouse reser-

vations, which have since become important refuges.

Of reservations, large and small, there are ninety-five in

all. Notwithstanding this large number, the combined area

is comparatively small ; the total area of the fifteen National

and " Military " Parks being less than five million acres.

This is little enough when compared with the extensive

preserves created in (Janada, or the still more extensive

reservations in British Africa.

During the last decade National bird reservations have

been established to afford protection to important breeding-

colonies of water-birds and to migratory species as they fly

North and South, These reservations are nearly all small

rocky islands, or marshland of no agricultural value.

On July 1st, 1912, there were fifty-six of these reservations,

grouped into six administrative districts, viz. : the Gulf,

Lake, Mountain, Pacific, Alaska, and Hawaiian.

Wardens are stationed in the more important areas ; and

the Audubon Societies actively co-operate with the Govern-

ment in the work of bird protection.

The principal birds protected in the different districts

arc :

—

In the Gulf district : Brown Pelicans, Gulls, Terns, Herons

of various kinds, and Ducks. In the Lake district :—Gulls,

Ducks, and White Pelicans ; the Michigan reservations con-

tain the largest known breeding-colonies of the Herring-

Gull on inland waters. Stump Lake, Dakota, is stated to

be the only place in the United States at which the White-

winged Scoter [CEdemia fusca?) is known to breed.

The Mountain district principally shelters Waterfowl and

Shorel)irds during the Spring and Autumn migrations, and

are develoj)ing into valuable breeding-grounds.

In the Pacific district, which naturally consists of coast

and island refuges, there are great "rookeries^' of sea-birds,

such as California and Pigeon Guillemots, Tufted PutfinSj

Cormorants of several sorts, Ashy Petrels, and ( 'assin's
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Auklets ; whilst ou the islands of the Washington reserve

the curious Rhinoceros Auklet nests in considerable numbers.

In the Alaska district, Forrester Island is specially men-

tioned, and the Yukon delta reservation includes some o£

the most important nesting-grounds of the Ducks and Geese,

amongst which is found the Emperor Goose {Philacta

canagica)

.

The foregoing notes may serve in some sort as a com-

mentary to Mr. Buckland's interesting paper, quoted in the

last number of this Journal, and to show that something, at

any rate, is being done to repair the senseless slaughter of

the past.

4. ' Aquila '
: the annual ornithological periodical of the

Royal Ilangarian Bureau of Ornithologij.

This number is of course like its predecessors, mostly taken

up by the reports on the migrations in Hungary, and that of

the preservation of Birds in that State. There are, however,

a few smaller pajjers of general interest, including one by

the Rev. R. Godfrey on the wintering over of the White

"Stork in South Africa. One by Haagner on the same bird

has been reproduced herein.

5. JSovitates Zoological, Vol. xx. No. 1. Edited by W.
Rothschild, E. Hartert, and Karl Jordan.

This interesting publication contains a lengthy paper on

an Expedition to the Central Western Sahara by Dr. E.

Hartert, who details the ornithological collections, while

Mr. Oldfield Thomas describes the mammals collected. A
considerable number of species of Larks appear to have been

met with in the desert, as also 3 species of Pipit and

4 Wagtails, ('ommon European migrants to South Africa

such as several of the Warblers, the Roller, the European

Bee-eater, &c. were met with. The European White Stork

was first met with near Biskra on the 9th February. The

paper concludes with an interesting series of '' conclusions,"

and a chapter on Bird migration. In the latter Dr. Hartert
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says that Lis observations in Algeria conlradict the popular

belief and Professor Newton^s statement that northern

migrants towards the end of summer (when food gets scarce

in the most northern limits of the range of a species) begin

to press upon the haunts of other individuals ; these in like

manner upon that of others, and so on until the movement
begun in the north is communicated to the individuals

occupying the extreme range of the species at that season.

He considers that the contrary takes place, and that the

northernmost individuals migrate farthest South.

In this number C-ount Zedlitz also gives us his account of

the ornithological results of Paul Spatz/s journey in the

Algerian Sahara in the summer of 1912.

Both of these articles aforementioned are of orreat interesto
to ornithologists, but we must refer the reader to the

periodical in which they are printed for more information.

IX.— Obituary. Dr. J. W. B. Gunning, F.Z.8., &c.

(Plate.)

Dr. Jan Willem Boudewyn Gunning, M.D., Chevalier du

Merite Agricole, Director of the Transvaal Museum and

Zoological Gardens, passed away quietly in his sleep at his

residence in Pretoria on Monday morning the 23rd June,

1913.

Dr. Gunning was born on 3rd September, 18G0, at Hilver-

sum, in Holland. He was the second son of the late Dr. J.

H. Gunning, of the Universities of Lej'den and Amsterdam
;

he was educated in Holland, France and Germany, and

attended the Universities of Amsterdam, Leyden and Jena,

taking his degree of M.D. at the hist named University. In

1884 he came to South Africa, and in the same year married

Miss Suzanna Ncethling, daughter of the late Hon. M. L.

Neethling, of Stellenbosch. In 1888 his wife died, leaving

him three sons. In 1889 he married Miss Ellen Dobbin,

daughter of W. H, Dobbin, of Bethulie, Orange Free State,
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and ho leaves a widow, three sons, and two daughters to

ijiourn his loss.

Dr. Gunninor practised medicine at BethuHe and Smith-

field and in the (/ape Colony until 1892, when he came to

Pretoria and was appointed Director o£ the then newly

formed Museum. It was ovvino- to his great efforts that the

Pretoria Zoo was established in 1898, of which he was made

Director in addition to his control of the Museum. A year

later suitable ground was obtained for the establishment

of proper Zoological Gardens, and it is largely due to Dr.

Gunnino's enthusiasm and hard work that the Transvaal

Zoological Gardens occupy their present high position in

South Africa.

Dr. Gunning was largely interested in Agriculture, and

was Vice-President of the Transvaal Agricultural Union, of

the Pretoria Agricultural Society, of the Transvaal Kennel

Club, and of the Pretoria Homing Society. He was a hard

and enthusiastic worker, and popular with every one, his

kind heart making him many friends.

Dr. Gunning was one of the supporters of the writer's

project in founding the South African Ornithologists' Union,

and with Mr. W. L. Sclater of the S. A. Museum, Mr. John

A. Bucknill, M.A. (then of Pretoria), enthusiastically helped

to launch the new ship, which has been quite a successful

undertaking. He was first a Vice-President, and had been

President of the S. A. 0. U. for the past three years till his

death. He was on several occasions President of the Trans-

vaal Biological Society (afterwards the Transvaal Philo-

sophical Society). Of a cheerful, kindly disposition, he will

be much missed in Pretoria, not only amongst his fellow-

workers in science, but to a large section of the public.

A. K. H.
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Xotes on Euplectes xanthomelas, Rilpp.

By L, Beresford Mouritz, M.B.O.U.

The Black-thighed Bishop Bird. Zwartdij KafFervink

of the Dutch ;
" Isikwe " o£ the Matabele.

This is tlie commonest Bishop Bird occurring in Southern

Rhodesia, and has been found in the following localities :

—

Melsetter, Salisbury, Fort Chiquaqua, Sipolilo, Sinoia,

Gwelo, Hartley, Bembesi, Sebungwe, Wankies, Bulawayo,

Matopos, Balalema-Mangwe, Gvvandn, &c. It would there-

fore ap})ear that it is found practically throughout the

country and is a resident.

The breeding male has the edge of the wing and axillaries

golden-yellow ; lesser and median wing-coverts brilliant

golden-yellow
;

greater wing-coverts deep bhickish-brown

edged with brownish
;

primary-coverts, bastard-wing, and

quills black ; secondaries black, slightly edged on their

outsides with brownish ; under wing-coverts brown, streaked

with blackish and tingcid with yellow ; the rest of tho

plumage deep velvety black, with the exception of tlie

elongated, erectile, fluffy feathers of the lower back and

rump, which are deep golden-yellow. The majority of

adult males have. also a broad vertical streak of pure white

on the lower breast. The change from the sombre winter

VUL. i\. 6
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Sotes on

garb takes place gradually, but first becomes evident in the

veldt early in November, and they are generally to be seen

throughout that month in various transitory stages, whilst

towards December an odd one here and there is seen in full

dress. In the autumn, about the first week of May, the

return to the winter })lumage takes place, but this time,

I think, it is more a matter o£ abrasion and reabsorption

than of a moult. The adult female resembles that of the

southern Kupledes capens'is approximans very closely, but

has less o£ a yellowish tinge throughout. In old females a

few black hair-like filaments are often found projecting

considerably from the nape-h'eathers, but I have never found

these present in younger birds. Like most polygamous

species, I fancy, the hens breed very early, and I have

shot one off' the nest still showing a yellow gape—this is

whitish in adults. The soft parts of the male are : irides

dusky ; maxilla l)lack, sometimes with a white line running

up on each side from the commissure to the nostrils;

mandible white ; legs and feet reddish. Of the female :

irides dusky ; maxilla brownish-pink ; mandible paler

brownish-pink ; legs and feet pale brownish-pink. Measure-

ments of specimens collected :

—

Sex. Locality. Date. Lenoth. Wing. Tail. Tarsus. Culmen.

c?. Sipolilo. 18/2/10.

J. Bulawayo. 25/1/11.

cJ . Matopos. 20/;V12.

c?. Matopos. 21/3/12.

J. Matopos. 27/3/12.

$ . Sipolilo. 17/2/10,

$. Sipolilo. 17/2/10.

Imm. breeding.

5. Bulawayo. 29/1/11.

$ . Matopos, 20/3/12.

In spring, when courting, this Bishop Bird is very notice-

able in its conspicuous bhick-and-yellow [dumage, and at

this time of the year spends a lot of its time making amorous
and demonstrative flights, with his golden erectile plumes

standing out from his body at right angles, before the

5-7o
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crouching females, which remain concealed in the under-

growth somewhere. From a distance at such times, with his

peculiarly direct but " quivering " flight, he appears like a

ball of feathers propelled by some unseen agency, and

presents the most bizarre appearance.

The favourite nesting-site is a vlei, where there is good

stout long grass growing ; but it is somewhat of a cos-

mopolitan, and I have found it breeding in the aquatic

situations favoured by its relative, the I{ed Fink ; and, in

the Matopos, even noticed it nesting in tall grass close to the

summit of a high kopje. In the Lomagundi District during

1910 I had these birds breeding within a few yards of my
hut, and therefore had ample opportunity for watching them.

It would seem that each cock has three or four mates (if not

more in many cases), and that these all build separate

habitations, albeit kee^nng within a restricted area. As

regards their lord and master, I found that he usually

frequented a clump of trees some 50 yards distant, every

now and again paying brief visits just to see how things

were going on. At other times he would be swaying in the

breeze on the topmost bough, uttering his harsh apology for

a song, or darting down, giving chase and driving forth from

his domain any intruder that happened to catch his eye.

Within a short distance of this colony there was an establish-

ment of Collared Widow Birds

—

Coliopasser aniens—and

naturally, the cock used to frequently invade the territory of

his neighbour, always, however, with somewhat disastrous

results and loss of jirestige to himself. For, hampered by his

long tail, he was at a disadvantage, and invariably was com-

pelled to beat a hasty and undignified retreat before the

vigorous onslaught ol' the indignant Fink. In the event of

anyone approaching the nesting-site, the male Bishop Bird

would immediately be in evidence, and, after warning his

harem of danger, would occasionally escort each hen in turn

to a place of safety—but more often leaving ihe hens t,o look

after themselves—wuuhl hastily return to the aforementioned

clump of trees and there parade himseli' with considerable

perturbation.

G*
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This species readily deserts its nests if they are interfered

with before laying has commenced, and in fact 1 have always

found it very touchy on this point. Once I inadvertently

intruded where some females were busily engaged con-

structing a nest (as in the case of the Weaver Birds, one

gets inside directly there is a shell, and they thread back-

wards and forwards to one another quickly and cleverly),

and happening to return some little time later, I found the

cock had come on the scene, and was, with the help of two

hens, lustily pulling the half-finished nest to pieces.

Three eggs are an average clutch, although only two are

frequently found ; they are pale bluish-green in ground-

colour, with markings of brown and pale slatish—more or

less in the form of mottlings—which exceptionally take the

form of a confluent zone towards the obtuse end, but they

vary considerably both in coloration and dimensions. As

one would naturally expect, the eggs laid l)y innnature birds

are diminutive. JGggs taken at Sipolilo measured 20 to 22

by 14 or 15 mm , but I have also found them only 18 nun.

in length. Fresh eggs are to be taken from February to

early in April in Mashonaland, and I think there is only one

brood reared annually ; in Matabeleland, however, they nest

earlier, h iving usually flocked l)y the middle of March or

the first week of April, and are then to be seen frequenting

the cornfields, where, in company with Red Finks, Doves,

and other birds, they do considerable damage to the crops.

The harm done to the crops is to some extent balanced by

the insectivorous diet upon which they feed their young,

and upon which they not infrequently themselves subsist.

In spite of this mitigating circumstance, however, they

are undoubtedly a great pest to growers of Kafir corn

("mabele"j, and Makorikori natives have informed me that

they ceased to grow this grain simply on account of the

depredations of these birds.

Tyi)ical nests measure 5" > 3", but are sometimes larger,

and appear to be made somewhat flimsily of grass, but in

reality they are very neatly and strong!}' woven together
;

they are domed, with a lound entrance-hole at the side, but
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this is generally somewliat concealed 1)Y projecting stalks,

forming a sort of porch. The lining appears to invariably

consist of very fine dry grass. The nest is attached on its

front side to, and slnng to, upright grass stems about 3' 6"

or 4' 6" from the ground, and is sometimes placed very near

the top of the grass, and the tops are occasionally bent

down over the nest, presumably as a protection against the

elements. Inculcation lasts from fifteen to sixteen days

as a rule.

XI.— On a Pair of Tame Grmmd- ffornJtiUs (BucoraK cafer,

Boc). By C. F. M. Swynnerton, C.M.B.O.U.

Pat and Biddy were given to me on Di cember 8th, 1910,

by my friend Senhor E. Sacadnro, the Secretary of the

neighbouring Portuguese district of Mossurise. A charming

and versatile man, a keen sportsman and a good shot, and

overflowing witli energy and enthusiasm, he had already

taken up with zest the collecting of the butterflips of the

rubber-forests of the Madanda, and would perhaps have lived

to do excellent work in this and kindred directions if he

could have been persuaded to cease work and lie up quietly

during the attack of blackvvater-fever that proved fatal

to him.

He had obtained the two Hornbllls on the lower Buzi

during the preceding season, and was, I believe, greatly

attached to them ; but his return with them to headquarters

on the high veld was followed, not extraordinarily, by a

mortality amongst his chief's chickens, and it seemed better,

for the sake of the Hornbills' own health, to place them

under lock and key. Sacaduro had frequently to be absent,

ami their Kafir gaoler on one of these occasions appeared to

have been interested in seeing how many arrows he could

feather from their quills. Their resulhng appearance when
they came to me may bo imagined. Each had the wings of

a penguin and a highly ornamental tail of only one fi'athei',

their remaining quills being cut l)ack short. Biddy recovered

her featliers, and is now a fine.looking biril. But of Pat's
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quills relatively few have grown, and when Biddy is so

inconsiderate as to fly, he has to be content to carefully mark

her down and race hard on foot to rejoin her.

The names may prove wrong, Biddy was till quite

recently far rustier, more " decomposed," and more shaggy

in plumage than Pat, and the bare skin of her throat did

not turn red till nearly a year later—in fact, is not completely

red now. This, with Pat's glossy black plumage, his brilliant

red throat, and his courtly manner to her, made me suppose

that he was a male and Biddy a female. But at this late

hour " he " has most inconsiderately developed a fair amount

of blue on the throat (from the corners of the bill down-

wards), while " she '^ is certainly the larger and slightly

tlie broader-casqued. Nevertheless to me Pat is likely to

continue to be " he " and Biddy the lady till either " he "

lays an egg or that evil day comes when I shall be forced

to tell the truth on labels tied to their respective legs I

The main difference in plumage now is that Biddy has

still got longer feathers on the crown and nape and tends to

hold them raised, those of the centre of the crown in par-

ticular sometimes forming quite a crest. Pat has shorter

feathers, and keeps them well and glossily " brushed down.''

The far greater difference that existed till relatively lately

was conceivably in part a matter of age. Senhor Sacaduro

himself believed them both to be about a year old when he

gave them to me, and it did not strike me to enquire closely

as to their respective size and appearance when he obtained

them.

In character they differ still more widely. Mr. W. L.

Sclater's description of his tame individual of the same

species (' Fauna of S. Africa,' vol. iii. p. lOG) fits Pat :

—

" A charming and delightful pet ; it is very sociable, and

loves to come and squat close to one and be caressed . . .

and when given" (or finding) "a specially dainty morsel,

will take it in its beak and come with wings uplifted and

wattle })uffed out and show it to its master'"—or to Biddy.

Biddy, on the other hand, is indep(;ndent almost to nujrose-

ness, does not display her captures, is a more diligent—and
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selfish—food-liunter than Pat, lacks iimch of his playfulness,

and, if caressed, sometimes bears it with patience, at others

wriggles away and marches off in the most unsociable

manner. It is, I must admit, "she" rather than Pat who
would be gnilty of the callous sentiments attributed by the

natives to the male—*' FTamha, Kaducho !

"" (Go, 3^ou have

been threatening to for a long time !)—and, when the young

one is reported as lost, " JWZico, ndidzongera tsherol^^ (That's

good, I economize in food-finding).

Pat seems to have quite a sense of humour. With a better

memory, or time to rack it, I could probably give many
anecdotes in support of this statement, but the following

must suflfice :

—

" April 21, 1911.—Pat . . . ate one of the large silver-

spined larvae of the Saturniid moth, Gynanina et/ira, Westw.

He accepted a second, and ran it through his bill, but instead

of eating it, he dashed off with it to the guinea-fowl run.

Ariived there, he placed liis head on one side in his most

enticing manner and, bowing to the inmatps, offered them

the larva. Both guinea-fowls at once rushed forward,

craned through the meshes of the wire netting, and struggled

desperately to seize it. Patrick was most courtly and

generous in demeanour, and had the air of saying, ' Why on

earth don't you take it then ? '
; but he continued always to

keep it a fraction of an inch beyond their reach. Finally,

tiring of this, he ran back to [)lay the same trick on Biddy,

but she was too quick for him, and, after a tug of war,

wrested the larva away and swallowed it."

Whetlier Pat's measurement of a kitten was merely

humorous or of a more severely practical nature, is

doubtful, but it was extremely ludicrous to watch. We had

just been given a kitten, and on meeting it for the first

time, Pat eyed it well, and then, using his widely-opened

bill after the fashion of a pair of compasses, and bowing

each time in coming into position, measured it across, down-

wards, and ("h.b." of mammal-collectors) approximately

from the head to the base of the tail, then looked at it

bard for the second time, and marched awav. Had the
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kitten been much smaller the termination of ihe incident

might have been diiferent ; two Hornbills belonging to my
friend Mr. J. Ballantyne used, I understand, to eat his

kittens.

Our guests love not the Hornbills. When we have any,

the latter descend to earth well before sunrise, and almost

invariably march straight to the guest-hut door, and Pat raps

loudly many times with his hill. An unaccustomed guest, after

vainly shouting " C/ome in I" a dozen times, often at last

gets out of bed and opens the door, to find himself con-

fronted, not by his coffee, but only by two very large and

very disreputable-looking birds.

Both birds delight in "holding up^^ any small Kafir.

Only a few days ago I heard a great outcry not far away.

Lions were about, and evidently the " boys," who were all

in, having food, were seized by the same idea as myself.

At any rate, we all picked up our weapons and rushed to

the spot. On arriving, we found only a very diminutive

" piccanin,'' with a note from a neighbour, shrieking in

abject terror at the two Hornbills, which were very quietly

" holding him up '"' with w^ide-open but unused bills. Soon

after the youngster had been sent back to his master, there

was a second and similar outcry. This time, naturally, it was

a case of " wolf !

'' and no one troubled to go to the rescue ;

but it turned out, from an examination of the spoor, that this

time he had actually met a leopard in the path.

The coffee-picking girls are the Hornbills greatest source

of delight. The birds have only to approach for the whole

gang of from a dozen to twenty young girls to scatter and

run ; and they promptly pursue the hindmost with great

zest. Pat has learned, too, that when a girl won't run, or

is unaware of his presence, a very gentle nip from behind to

the hare calf of lier leg, will infallibly make her run, with

many a loud " niai w^l" and " mai baho ! '' Both hirds

also attend the putting out of the sheep each morning, arid

tollow them for some distance. The spectacle of the sheep

running down the slope, as they sometimes do, with the two
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extraordinary birds running after them and apparently

chasing them, is a very ludicrous one.

Pat, as I have indicated, is the ringleader in all Tun ; but

he is also capable of showing temper on occasion. Two very

small boys had just come into the work and showed the

usual initial fear of the Hornbills, One, on being cornered

by Pat inside a hut, struck him. Pat at once flew at him,

seized him viciously by the hand, and damaged one or two

fingers rather considerably. I tried to separate the com-

batants, but Pat refused to desist, and finally, as he was

giving the two youngsters a real bad time of it, and pre-

venting their working, I gave them a harmle.'^s roll of paper

and told them to put him to flight with it and pursue him

till lie had no more inclination to go for them. They had

difficulty in this, and when they did finally drive him into

the open and pursue him, Biddy, hitherto an apparently

impassive spectator, flew at them with \igour, landing on

their backs and " pegging in " hard at them with her bill.

Needless to say, the pursuers promptly became the pursued

—

by both birds—and have remained so since.

Final points of diflerence between the two birds are

(1) that their lower, rather whining note is uttered literally

incessantly by Biddy, but only when being chased or re-

ceiving food by Pat ; (2) that the former is more inclined

to swallow things down recklessly without waiting to taste

them thoroughly than Pat, and is therefore rather less

useful for food-experiment.

I have purposely avoided feeding them at the house

excepting just at first, and now in times— as very cold

weather in the dry season—when they do not seem to be

finding much. This is partly because when I have fed them

they have depended too much on it, and have tended to

remain hanging about the verandah. They have thus not

only got thoroughly hungry themselves between whiles—for

their digestion seems to be rapid—but they have always,

when no one was present, at once set to to break open the

cages of my other birds and kill their inmates. It is also in

part because, intending to experiment on them in order to
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ascertain their natural jn-eferences, I have wished them to

lead as nnartiticial a life as possible.

They seem, as a rule, to find plenty of food : they always

follow the plough for Avhat it may turn up, and when no

ploughing is toward, tliey keep most commonly with the

working-gang, liaving evidentl}^ learnt that where work is

going on food is likely to be turned up. They are (to judge

by results) exceedingly close searchers. They walk along in

casual fashion, it is true, and without much of tliat air of

intentness of peering that so often characterizes, for instance,

the search of a White-eye. Yet they seem to miss relatively

little. In walking along wnth them myself I have seldom

seen their better-hidden prey before they have actually

attacked it themselves, and in, I should say, the majority of

cases it has been tossed down iheir throats before I have

even had time to recognize what it was. Biddy once readily

found me my forceps, lost among herbage and already

searched for l)y me there in vain ; but I had great dithculty

in recovering them from her! Both birds are particularly

fond of going off with anything bright or glitteiing, and are

at once accused ])y the natives if these mislay their orna-

mental snuff-boxes, bottles, beads, knives, &c. They thus,

in common with Jackdaws and Bower-birds, demonstrate

that it is not only humans that are attracted by bright

inanimate objects !

They seem to be, above all, ground-searchers, but they

certainly take a very great deal from the herbage too, and

I have even sometimes seen one or other suddenly turn aside

and pick, off a flower on relatively high foliage, in some

cases juiii}>ing up to do so, an insect that I have supposed

was being passed by unnoticed. They are also great diggers,

and fre(]uently go to a depth of seven or eight inchf\s for a

return that, in spite of the ra[)idity with which their strong

bills perform the excavation, has often seemed io me quite

inadequate. On April :50th, 1911, I wrote : "The Hornbills

must extract a good deal of their sust(Miance from under the

ground or the dehris covering its iunnediate surface. Grass

Ivino- on the ground is at once separated out or tui-ned over
;
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dry leaves are knocked hither and thither by sidelong blows

o£ the bill. I saw a large insect taken from amongst the

gnava leaves in this way only to-day—or picked up and

turned over ; and the birds dig at the slightest excuse— to

enlarge a small hole or to explore a piece of loose earth,

and so on. I have often watched them extract edible objects

from holes made in this way.^' I might well have added

that the surface indications that show them where to dig

have often been to me quite invisible. 1 remember that Pat

once entered the storeroom when I was there, looked hard at

the floor and began to dig. " You're really rather an idiot,"

I thought, but sure enough he brought up a Sphingid larva.

I have frequently seen the same sort of thing happen out of

doors, and i-egard it as another indication of their great

sharpness. They sometimes dig at the roots of plants, such

as mealies and beans. They are " death " on cutworms, and

most usefid to us in the kitchen-garden on that account^

although, when they indulge, as they sometimes do, in

wdiolesale and repeated pulling-up of freshly-transplanted

onions, cabbages, &c., my wife is inclined to disagree with

my view that their usefulness more than outweighs the

inconvenience caused by their little occasional vagaries !

They are capable, however, of pulling up larger things than

small cabbage-plants, and I have seen Pat tackle (but without

success) quite a good-sized shrub-stump that was rather loose

in the ground—possibly through his having dug round it

already. He held it in his bill and moved round and round

it, leaping into the air with every pull. But before leaving

the cutworms I may as well quote from a note describing an

involuntary confession by Biddy of what she once found in

the garden :

—

''Juhj 15th, 1911.—This afternoon Biddy ejected a

quantity of undigested food. Some of it looked like lumps

of uncooked swe(!t potato, and it was probably this (whatever

it was) that had disagreed with her, for both she and Pat

at once set to work to pick out the numerous cutworms and
the weevils and grasshoj'pers that were mingled with it, but

severely left the [)otato-like fragments alone. I examined a
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small portion of the ejecta that I was ahle to rescue. It

included (apart from the cutworms, which T left to the hirds)

the remnants of a suiiil, of two weevils and another beetle

(not yet identified), and of seven species of orasshoppers,

includino- a variety of Catantops siiIj>J>ureus, Walk., also a

coffee-bean, a liarieot-bean, a Cape gooseberry, and a small

triangular piece of hoof."

T have on several occasions seen the birds split, by dint

of repeated blows, fairly thick and moderately woody stems
and extract larva? from their interior. I have not actually

seen them try to extract Antlwres from cofFee-stems. The
latter are presumably too woody, and even were it not so,

the Hornbill's method is, I fear, rather too drastic to admit
of their employment for the })urpose in coffee-growing

districts ! But, in common with my other birds, they have
eaten with apparent relish such of the larvse as I have
myself extracted and given to them. And they do find and
eat the mature beetle. They are also the only one of my
birds that seem to sometimes find room for our highly

nauseous coffee-bug {Antest'ia varh'(iata) . I have occasionally

seen them pick one off the bushes, and on one occasion

(April 7th, 1911) Pat ate 193 that I offered him in quick

succession, capping them with an Anvmrus allnmarulata,

Butler, while Biddy ate all I had left (about 90 or 100).

Normally they refuse Acrcvina' and Davaiua', as well as

such low-grade insects of other orders as the bug just men-
tioned, Mylahris, EpilacJma, Lycus, Lentula, Zonoeeros, &c.

It is true that when they are hungry they will (very

naturally) eat such insects in far larger numbers than will

my small birds under the same conditions ; but, apart from
this, I have found them fairly discriminating, their actual

preferences (which I hope to publish more fully later) differ-

ing but little from those of the various other birds that I

have tested. An incident worth quoting in the above con-

nection is the following:—Pat (on Feb. 19th, 1911) had

refused a Zonoeeros elegana^ Thunb., ? , but Biddy was
apparently hungry enough to eat it. "Every time Biddy

l)icked up the grasshopper he took it from her, erushed it or
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played with it and threw it right away : and it was only at

the fifth or sixth attempt that she succeeded in eating it."

This is not the only instance I have seen of a probable

attempt at dissuasion. A Wood-hoopoe (Irrisor erytliro-

rhynclius. Lath.) that I possessed in 1909 went to great

trouble to dissuade a younger bird in the same cage from

eating a Danais c/wi/slppus, L.

Grasshoppers of various species certainly form a very

hirge proportion of their food. Frequently they leap into

the air just too late to catch one of these insects (or a

butterfly), and on many other occasions I have seen wary

grasshoppers baffle them repeatedly by springing away each

time just before the bird came within range : but a very

large proportion seem to be detected and caught before they

spring at all. A method that Biddy, I think^ in particular,

is very expert in, is that of a monkey, a lemur, or a mantis

—

a slow and stealthy ap[)roach crowned by a lightning-like

nipping of the insect at the very last. I have also seen

it used successfully, against resting butterflies, by a wild

Dryosco'pus gitttatus, Hartl., and it is certainly a very

effective method. The two Hornbills are best at it if they

first see the prey when it is within reach, the slow approach

being then made simply by the bird's head and neck, held

near the ground and commonly on one side. At any rate,

when I have actually seen them detect insects at some

distance away and go up to them, the approach {})y the

whole bird) has sometimes been so hasty as to frighten the

insect. The following was a case in point :

—

"Jj^7n7 30^/;, 1911.—Shortly afterwards Pat and Biddy

arrived on the scene and commenced to systematically search

the fallen guavas along the entire length of both sections

of the row. It was quite evidently a thing they had done

before. Yet even now Pat was evidently by no means sure

which was the vital end of a butterfly : for, watching care-

fully, I saw him stalk up quickly to a Charao-es brutus

natalens/'s, Rothsch. & Jord., utterly absorbed in its feast,

and seize it by the ' eye-spots ' of the hindwing. To make
quite sure T extracted the pieces of wini;-, still in the tip of
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the bird's bill : they included the larger anal-angle eye-spot

and one 'antenna' (as Pat might have called it) o£ each

hindwing and practically nothing else. I then saw Biddy
miss two of the butterflies : she incautiously put them up by
stalking too rapidly up to them : but made excellent shots

at them as they rose. And I saw Pat seize a rising Charaxes

brutiis and actually capture at its guava and swallow a

Charaxes candiope, Godfc. The first butterfly was held only

by a wing and broke away." Later in the observation

comes an allusion to the birds' sharp-sightedness :
'' I had

seen them pass nothing over, and they had in addition found

and eaten two Cetoniid beetles (Pat a Pachnodes impressa,

Goldf., and his lady a Keptamdes pol^chrous), neither of

which I had seen at all, though very keenly on the look-

out."

From an enfomohn/ieal point o£ view the successful misdirec-

tion by the anal-angle " head,'' the infliction l/i/ birds of

the type of damage that is so commonly seen in butterflies'

wings, the sharp-sightedness of the birds, and the unwariness,

when thoroughly absorbed in feeding, of the otherwise highly

wary larger species of Charaxes, are all of interest. Mr. C
G. Davies has, if I remember rightly, alluded to the last

point lately in ' The Field.'

At a later period the Hornbills took to perching on the

balustrade of the verandah close up to some bunches of

bananas that were tied there, and seizing the Charaxes that

were feeding on them. Here they appeared to be i'av more

dexterous and successful than w^here they had to first get

within range. They show great swiftness and accuracy, too,

in the capture of ra})idly moving insects : 1 have seen three

individuals of the active Carabid beetle, Polijhirnia tenignia^

Dohrn, seized in quick succession in this way.

Nothing seems too small for llicm— an exaggerated state-

ment, perhaps, when I remember how they left alone the
*' micros " that were destroying my cabbages ; but size may
not have been the only factor here, and, in any case, it is

wonderful what small things these huge bii-ds— that thiidv

nothing of swallowing a large rat or a large snake or
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chamseleon— will condescend to. As an instance of their

minuteness I will mention that 1 saw Biddy the other day

catch a large Acridmm Ihieatum, Stoll, crush it well, break

off and drop each hind-leg, and swallow the insect. I

thought she would now pass on ; but no, she picked up each

hiud-Ieg in turn, crushed the hard chitin that covered the

femur, and swallowed the leg ! Each leo- was larger than

some whole insects I have seen them ca})ture, but contained,

for so large a bird, almost nothing in the way of food. But

this is nothing : for what can you say of a bird that will

swallow bits of grainless mealie-cob, chips of wood and bits

of bark, on the off-chance, perhaps, that they may contain

something in the way of nourishment ? Their rule has

always seemed to me to be :
" When hungry examine and

break open everytldng, and when in doubt swallow." There

is method in this apparent maduess, and I have no doubt

that it is this mania for tasting everything that has made
them so sharp as they are in detecting, for instance,

the presence of larvse in rough lumps of earth or dung.
'' Aug. 31s/, 191.1.—Early this morning the two Hornbills

were as usual attending the workmen, and I noticed Pat

pick up three or four chips of wood, try each carefully and

throw it away. As he was trying one of them I called the

attention of Makobana, an old and observant native, to it.

' Yes,' he said, 'and he'll eat it too. Every early morning,

when they are still hungry, we see them trying pieces of

earth, bark, sticks and leaves, and sometimes swallowing

them.' In this case Pat did not carry out Makobana's pre-

diction, but that the latter was correct in his general state-

ment is shown by an examination of a number of their

pellets. Pieces of wood, bark, string, &c. are not in-

frequently present.'-'

Rubber coagulating in a basin, soap, a piece of roughly

twisted native cord, a small piece of crumpled-up paper, the

stone of a mango, a large withered-looking rose-hip, a piece

of onion, leaves, straws, sticks, stones, earth, and bits of

dung arc amongst the very many things I have seen these

birds try. Such incidents have seemed to me to be in line
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with Professor Llo}^^ Morgan's conclusion tliat^ so far as he

had tested them, birds did not seem to know by inherited

instinct what was suitable for food and what was not.

In reducing their harder food to an edible condition my
Hornbills mostly simply crush it between the points of their

mandibles. But a very bulky object, such as a very large

rat, is made the more easily swallowable by being laid on

the ground and tlien vigorously pounded with the point of

the bill. Or rather its points. For I have noticed that

whether in pounding prey or in digging holes the bill tends,

Crateropiis-Vike, to be held slightly open, even at the point.

It is always open further back, though vastly less, of course,

than in Anastonius. Mr. Gronvold shows this opening clearly

in his figure in the 'Fauna of S. Africa' (vol. iii. p. 103),

but, if my birds are typical, he might perhaps have accen-

tuated it even more. The Hornbills are at this moment

roosting on the roof, and, in spite of my lower position, I

see quite a broad line of light separating their mandibles,

excepting at the extreme base and tip. In Biddy the space

^measured) is a fifth of an inch in width, in Pat a quarter.

Two other small points of the kind may perhaps be just

worth touching on : (1) it is mainly, but not entirely, the

hind toe the basal three-fourths of which are commonly

raised from the ground so as to give the foot the arched

appearance so well described by Mr. Sclater (the basal joint

of the other toes is often raised as well) ; and (2) the eye is

always wide open and well rounded^ and the expression, in

consequence, wide-awake, good-temiiered, and very intelli-

gent—never sleepy, "gorged," orvulturine. The wonderful

broadened eyelashes, heavy and black, are a very prominent

feature.

Like most other insectivorous and carnivorous birds that

I have kept, the Hornbills reguhirly bring up pellets con-

taining the undigested portions of their food. Until they

became difficult to find, owing, 1 think, to the rats discover-

in <>• them, I used to collect these pellets, and I hope that it

may be possil)le some day to work out their contents in

detail. One. perfectly typical I should say, that is before
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me at present, measures just three inches by 1-25, is well

studded with largo and small fragments of chitin, and is

somewhat pointed at the ends. Various beetles which
I have not mentioned above figure fairly largely in the

pellets. Meat is more or less enjoyed^ and even carrion

attacked, charily, when the birds are really hungry,

but they are by no means fond of it, and are, in any
case, no good at tearing meat to pieces. They trv to do
so by merely dragging it about and "worrying" it.

When hungry they will also eat fruits of various kinds, and
even mealies and other grains and coffee-berries and coffee-

beans. I believe, however, that their depredations in the

latter direction are not large, otherwise I should hardly feel

justified in keeping them. In any case, though so useful,

they are no unmixed blessing. They spoil the thatch in their

search for insects, they icouhl kill the chickens if we kept

them, and they make it necessary for me to hedge about with

precautions the sunning of my other birds and any breedino-

or other experiment that I may wish to conduct out of doors:

and many a serious loss they have caused me. Seed, too

put out to dry, is at once scattered, and they take a delight

in getting onto the mealie-stands and picking off and
dropping to the ground the tied-together cobs until they are

detected and chased. Even when chased, nothing—sticks

clods, close personal pursuit—will induce them to do more
than saunter along in the most unconcerned manner—notliino-

except a certain small dog who sometimes lends her aid. At
the same time they are thoroughly intelligent, and beoin to

slowly move off as soon as they hear one of us call the

kitchen-boy, whose duty it usually is to dismiss them. But
the moment the pursuit ceases back they come at once.

This sluggishness quite possibly accomiDanies qualities calcu-

lated to deter the species' enemies, as does the sluggishness

of many insects ; but my ex[)erience is that of Mr. Sclater

with regard to the absence of any "evil stench. '^ My birds

smell very slightly indeed, and not offensively even when
one puts one's nose to them. They certainly cannot bo

compared to a Wood-hoopoe in this respect.

VOL. IX. 7
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In spite of the various drawbacks ennmerated—and others

—I wouid be sorry to lose Pat and Biddy. As for the wild

birds, if they at all resemble my own in their tastes, they are

certainly likely to take the young- and eggs of game-birds

whenever they can find them, and I now realize far better

than in 1908 how active they are in relation to their prey

('Ibis,' 1908, p. 404). T have heard this point urged againsk

their present special protection by law. But this is, after

aU, of very slight importance compared to the immense

amount of good they certainly do. I have already described

in the ''Ibis' {loc, cit.) how four of these birds (wild) used to

patrol my tobacco-field, apparently for cutworms and grass-

hoppers ; and their more usual patrolling of the veld is

simply a patrolling of future " tobacco-fields '^ and of the

sources of insect-supply to present fields. Quite apart from

their grasshopper- and snake-killing propensities, the two

facts— (1) that they are, when hungry, ready to eat such of

our more indigestible pests as Zonoceros and Aritestia in far

larger numbers than any other bird I have tried them on
;

and (2) that possibly not one of our other birds subsists so

largely on underground insects as they appear to or is so

skilful at unearthing them, are alone enough to constitute

them one of our most useful birds.

I have only once seen what seemed to be a combat between

the birds and a really large snake, and, outwardly at any

rate, it was not a very strenuous affair. I was not sure of

the snake^s identity (it was a green Colubrine), and I unfor-

tunately failed to secure it after its death ; but I think that

it was simply an unusually large specimen of J^/sjJiolidtis

typus. Smith. Whatever it was it faced the birds boldl}-,

and from beginning to end made no attempt to escape. The

birds in turn were obviously treating it with some degree of

caution. I find no actual note on the encounter, but it was

not long ago, and I can trust my memory to the following

extent :

—

The snake's head was kept poised very high, higher than

that of either bird, although the reptile was itself on lower

ground than Bidd}-. The two birds, with the snake, formed
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the paints of a riglit-anfrled triangle, the snake at the right

angle. Between them the Hornbills seemed to be keeping

it in a state of complete indecision. AVhen it feinted forward

(for that was the most its movements amounted to) towards

one bird, the other leaned forward, and the snake had to

draw back and face round for fear of being taken at a dis-

advantage. As it faced round, the first Hornbill would

come forward—and so on. Evei'y now and then a Hornbill

(but it was always I think Biddy), watching its opportunity,

would follow up an advance by a definite attempt to seize

the snake's head with the point of the bill. It was always

successful, and she at once nipped sharply : then quickly,

but without flurr}^, withdrew. Finally, a nip of this kind

resulted in an audible cracking, presumably of the skull, and

the bird (Biddy) this time did not let go again, but threw off

all reserve, and, continuing to hold the head, crushed and
crushed it. Finally she ran the whole snake throuoh her

bill, biting it well and possibly dislocating the vertebras. I

saw no attempt to use the wings oi- to peck. The Hornbills

appeared as ludicrously unconcerned and leisurely as in

everything they do, and there was not a hurried movement
throughout, unless the lightiiing-like nip that sometimes

followed the slow pushing up of the bill right into the

reptile's face. At the same time I felt little doubt that what
appeared to be indifference masked, actually, as it so often

does in these birds, a very great deal of watchful collected-

ness.

All this difTers, of course, from Mr. Ayres's account, but

in the first place his snake may have been a far more highly

dangerous one ; in the second it is doubtful, of course,

in the absence of definite information as to their age when
captured, whether Pat and Biddy had any parental education.

I should be sorry, therefore, to claim that cmijtMng is neces-

sarily done by them in the way a wild l)ird would do it !

Since I wrote the above Mr. Ballantyno has paid me a

visit. Ho kept his two Hornbills, he tells me, for ei<>hteen

months, and ho seems to have been chiefly struck by their

7*
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immense fooJ-capacitj and apparent rapidity of digestion ;

by the minute size o£ the insects they condescended to eat

—

very often, indeed, as small as or smaller than a honse-fly ;

and especiall}' by their extraordinary swiftness and accuracy

in seizing moving objects. His main observations in the

latter direction were in connection with rats. He often had

considerable quantities of grain on hand, and had to keep a

large number of cats to keep the numerous rats in check.

The cats used to be called whenever sacks had to be moved ;

but the Hornbills rendered this proceeding quite superfluous

as soon as they learned, as they quickly did, what the moving

of sacks portended. With cats and Hornbills present

together, the birds were easily first every time. As an

instance of their almost incredible swdftness, he states that

where a sack would be taken out from amongst others a

Horubill, standing back at least four and a half or five feet,

would every time catch a rat darting across the small space

thus left. Doubling, too, availed nothing. He described

far better than I have done the ludicrous nonchalance that

is so characteristic of the birds :
—" Rats ? ! No-o-o—that

wasn't what they were there for : they just happened to have

arrived—accidentall}'—didn't know even now that anyone

was moving sacks. One would be gazing abstractedly at

the roof, the other perhaps seemed interested in the view.

They had an air of utter indifference—complete detachment.

Nevertheless, let a rat appear—and he was had ! Each bird

w'as at once transformed into a streak of lightning."

His natives used to bring him in rats of all kinds for the

birds, and in illustration of the point I mentioned first, he

states that he has seen a Hornbill eat no less than ten good-

sized house-rats one after the other, walk about for a time

with the tail of the last hanging out, but bo back again in

an hour for more. This 1 can well believe from the quantity

of meat that my own birds will sometimes swallow before

they have even satisfied their hunger sufficiently to begin to

refuse " nauseous" insects. He, too, found that when fed

much at the house they neglected to hunt for food for them-
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selves, and only hung about, getting hungry and getting into

mischief. Tainted rats were usually rejected.

Mr. Ballantyne's birds both uttered the " whining " note

incessantly, and showed the entiiusiasin I have already

referred to for glittering objects. It Wiis vastly more dilticult

to make them relinquish these than any dull, plain object.

He, too, saw them seize plants in their bills and dance round

and round them. They twisted off the stems of a number of

his young tre«s in this way. AVitli regard to the eating

of kittens^ he stated that three litters, totalling thirteen, at

one time disappeared. He hiinself saw the Hornbills swallow

one of the kittens, and his boys reported seeing them eat

others. The kittens were already just old enough to be

moving about the place unattended by their mothers when
the disappearances began. Mr. Ballantyne also mentioned

a point I had forgotten to—namely, their apparent courting.

As he puts it : " They squat down on the ground together,

hold each other's bills and go through ceremonial move-

ments." His birds started when they must have been about

two years old. Pat and Biddy were at it last season if not

before, and I have seen them doing it again lately (early

June 1913), but so far no definite breeding operations seem

to have been attempted.

Perhaps the most interesting points concerned the age of

his Hornbills when they came to him. In the first place one

of them seemed to be very much older than the other. This,

with the probably parallel case of Pat and F)iddy, suggests

that all the eggs are not necessarily laid at once. Secondly,

neither bird, he considered, could have been very much less

than six months old. The native who captured them had, as

usual, removed most of the quills, but there could be no

doubt that the birds had already been capable of flying and

of fending for themselves for quite a long period. It is

interesting here to add the fact that a native in my employ

found me this season a Ground-lIornbilPs nest containino-

one very bighly addled egg (it exploded almost at once), and

stated that on his going u)) to the hole two birds flew out

—
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an old bird and a young one, the latter flying strongly. I

have instances of adult and apparently several-months-old

young birds of Irrisor eri/tlirorlujnclius being iaken roosting

together in what had probably been the nesting-hole, and it

seems just possible that something of the same kind may
occur in the case of jBacorax.

XII.

—

Some Ramhling Notes on Birds, lo'dJi the description

of a new species. By Austin Hoberts.

During the course of the last two years I have had very

little time to devote to field work in ornithology ; but there

are several notable features of my observations which are

worth recording.

During a holiday spent at Wakerstroom in January, 1912,

I was fortunate enough to find a nest of Antlms chloris.

The bird flew up from a nest, and, in marking the spot, I did

not get a good view of it, so left the eggs undisturbed and

came back a couple of hours later. I then got a good view

of the bird, followed it, and, when it settled, made quite sure

of its identity. The nest was situated under the shelter of a

tuft of grass, where it was growing fairly thick, on the steep

slope of the hill above the village ; in structure there was

nothing unusual about it, and it did not diflPer from that of

the commoner species. The eggs are quite distinct from

those of other species with which I am acquainted, being in

colour exactly like some lightly marked eggs of Macrontjx

capensis in the collection of the Transvaal Museum ; but they

are much smaller, measuring 20"7 x 15"G, 20"9xl5*5, and

21 X 15"5 mm.
During the following January I spent some considerable

time in searching for a nest of Heteronijx riiddi, as the males

were particularly noisy at the time and appeared to have

nests. One day I noticed a bird fly up, and, in passing

a particular spot, utter a peculiar cry ; it flew a little

way and then stood regarding my movements suspiciously.

AValking at an angle towards it so as to pass near where I
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suspected its mate to he, I startled the hen-bird, which flew

up and settled near her mate. Dropping a handkerchief to

mark the s[)ot, I went after the pair and easily secured both.

Returning th^n to the handkerchief, I had very little

dithculty in finding the nest, which was half concealed in

a slight depression under some overhanging tufts of old

grass. The three fresh eggs it contained are pinkish (white

when blown), raih«er thickly marked with pale brown, and a

heavy ring of slate round the thickest part, and measure

20'7-20-9x 15-15-2 mm.
In the course of these excursions I also turned my

nttention to the open veld frequenting Grass-Warblers, and

was able to uote several points of interest. The species

which I described in the Annals of the Transvaal Museum
for 1912 ([)ublication of which was delayed until January ©f

the following year), namely Ilemipteri/.c egrer/ia^ was found

to be very scarce and local, frequenting only the long grass

in the valleys and the borders of vleis. Two specimens

(both males) were secured, but one was so badly damaged

that I did not preserve it, thinking that I should be able to

get more later on. They were both exactly like the type,

llains were unusually late, and in consequence the grass was

delayed in growth, this making the nesting-season for the

birds later than on my previous visits, and I left before eggs

were laid. The call of the male is a metallic " klink, klink,

klink," which it utters when flj^ing about in loop-like jerks

above the vleis. This species belongs to the typical group

of the genus, building a peculiar nest with the entrance

facing skywards through the points of growing grass which

surround the chamber. I was in error, however, in my
recent paper on the genus in stating that members of this

genus soar to a great height, as the birds which do so appear

to belong to the genus Cisticola.

This species does not rise much higher than 200 feet

from the ground, and does not renuiin for a great length

of time on the wing, being rather loss active than the

following smaller species recently placed in the genus.

IIe))i'q)teryx niinula was very common in the open, rolling
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grass-vekl. The male rises to a great height, usually

starting its notes when about 50 feet from the ground,

the notes becoming clearer the higher the bird rises, until

it remains hovering, often quite out of one's sight in the

glaring light. The notes may be likened to two clicks

followed by '• hihihi, hihihi, hihihi,^^ only the last part of

which reaches the ear when the bird is a long way off.

The males seemed always to be in the air overhead^ for a

female was seldom flushed at this time without its mate

coming down uttering some angry clicking notes and either

driving it to shelter or perching on a tall grass stem near

at hand. No nests were found, and I think they would

have been made at the end of January or in February.

Cisticola terreslr'is was found on the border of the vleis,

and a nest with a single egg was found about the 7th ; but

when I visited it a few days later to secure the birds I found

that it was deserted.

On my return to Pretoria I set to work in my spare time

to make a study of the local species, but encountered so many
difficulties that not much resulted, considering the labour

expended. At the " Fountains "" I found a nest and saw the

birds of a species belonging to the true Ilemxpterijx group
;

but the nest was in the course of construction when found,

and a hailstorm passing over the spot seemed to have scared

the birds, as I did not see them again. Here I also secured

s))ecimens of //. m'uiida^ confirming my former identification

of specimens in winter-plumage. The colour is not quite the

same on the head of a male secured as in other specimens

from the Drakensberg range and Zoutpansberg ; but it is

difficult to say whether this is not due to a difference in age,

and more specimens are required to judge by. In any case

the difference can hardly be more than a local one. A
specimen of Cisticola terresUis was shot when sitting on

the top of a thorn bush
;
just before this I had noticed it

hovering in the air and trying to imitate the call of the

true IJemipteryx, uttering a weak "kliiik^' now and then,

A sjiecimen of Cisfievia /((roidiihr was shot after it had
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darted swiftly past me, uttering an angry series of rapidly

repeated, creaky, clicking notes. Here, also, Anthus

hracliyurus was found to be fairly common ; but owing to

its habit of remaining concealed in the long grass^ and its

erratic flight when flushed, I had great difficulty in procuring

a specimen. It agrees exactly with Shelley's figure of the

species. When disturbed this bird either flies swiftly off

and settles sharply in the grass, or rises in the air, hovering

in a circle overhead and uttering a quiet chirp. It invariably

runs after it has settled in the grass, and one can never be

sure where it will fly up. I have twice seen it at Wakker-
stroom, but on both occasions failed to secure the bird,

althouo-h I pursued them for a Ions; time.

At a jdace in the grassy valley, opposite the Leper Asylum,

to the west of Pretoria, I found two nests of a species of the

true Hemipterijx, and watched them from the time they were

being built until they contained four and two eggs respec-

tively. On this last occasion (24th January) I was pressed

for time and intended to spend the following afternoon in

trapping the parents, but such was my misfortune that I got

caught in a terrific hailstorm a few minutes later, and the

nests were completely smashed and all but two of the eggs

broken by the hailstones. I did not subsequently see the

birds and think that they must have been killed in the

storm. Near the same spot I secured a specimen of Cisticola

terrestris. In the open veld Hemipteryx minnta seems to be

replaced in this valley by a larger species, and I spent the

whole of an afternoon trying to secure specimens. I found

a nest, which was Cisticoline in shape and structure, con-

taining three young birds ; one of these I took, and then

went in search of the parents. After wandering about in

the vicinity for some time without seeing them, I returned

to the nest and found that the other young ones had left it.

A clicking note arrested m;y attention, but I could not locate

it for some time. At last I saw a bird fly u[), just skinnning

the grass in its flight, and I followed in pursuit ; but it

])rovod to be a " AVill-o'-the-Wisp,'' for, after hunting it up
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and down for two hours^ I had perPorce to give up tlie

pursuit. Sometimes I would lose sight of the Lird as it

flitted along the grass, and even when it did settle in view

it would never let me get nearer than fifty yards. When I

lost sight of it I had but to wander away for a few minutes

and then return to the nest, when (me or other of the parents

was sure to be found not far off. Durino; the course of this

chase of the parents the male would repeatedly rise sky-

wards, singing its peculiar notes as it did so ; these sounded

somethinu; like " Ko ko killino; killin<); killin<r." When
uttering these notes the male keeps up a steady fluttering

of its wings at a great height and then drops swiftly down,

uttering a rapid succession of notes. At times it makes a

pretence of coming down, but suddenly arrests its course and

starts rising and singing again. After having given up the

pursuit of the parents, and whilst on my way back to the

place where I had left my bicycle, a male bird came down
quite close to me and I succeeded in securing it. It proved

to be an old male in worn summer-jilumage, and, as expected,

proved to be of a species closely allied to minuta, but much
larger in size. During numerous observations of these

])uzzling birds I had previously noticed that the owners of

the peculiar nests with thin walls and the entrance facing

u[)wards were easily recognized by certain characters of

structure; but although I had never been able satisfac-

torily to identity nests of Ilemipteryx minuta, I felt certain

that its nest was unlike that of the true Ilemipteryx. My
observations in the present case seem to support this, for the

nest was distinctly Oisticoline. Should this prove to be the

case, then minuta and the present species must bo placed in

the widely-varying genus Cisticola. This is an extraordinary

instance of divergence from the habits and structure of other

members of the genus. Their habit of rising in the air has

its analogy in the case of C. natalensis ; but it has developed

the habit to an even greater extent, the result showing in tlie

extreme shortness of the first primaiy and tail. It is a com-

paratively easy matter to pick out sjiccimens of migratory
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species when mixed with specimens of a closely-allied resident

species^ if we know the governing percentage of difference

between the lengths of the first and second primaries, of

which the following may l)e taken as examples :

—

Per cent.

{Fiscus coUaiis, Resident 58

Lanius minor, M.\gva.nt 2S

(A Iseonax adusta. Resident 45

Muscicapa grisola, Migrant 27

J Ileterocorys hreviungius, Resident 46

\_Pinarocorijs nigricans, Migrant 27

rBradijpterus hrachypterus, Resident 62

' Lusciniola gracilirostris, Resident 50

I
Acrocephalus bceticatiis, African migrant 2G

^ „ arundinaceus, European migrant 17

Where comparisons are made between more active species

and those of less active habits, we find it proportionately

r(?flected in the first primary. In some birds the first

primary has entirely disappeared as a result of the great use

to which the wings are put. Even in such cases we can

judge, though with less certainty, by the comparative length,

breadth, and stiffness of the first primary-covert. Whether

what appears to be the first primary-covert is really the first

primary in a new position I cannot say, not having examined

young birds to find out ; but in any case, when speaking of

the outermost primary in such cases we should call it- the

second and not the first primary. However, to return to the

Grass-Warblers, an application of this principal of measure-

ments for diagnosing the different species greatly simplifies

the difficulty, for, if we take, say, adults in summer-plumage,

we find that the length of the first primary coincides with

the power of flight of the species. All the species we arc

here concerned wath live in the open veld, and they have

therefore a short primary less than half the length of the

second. As there is also a difference in the length of the

tiiil as compared with the wing (though this may not have
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XIII.— The Secretari/ Bird (Serpentarius serpentarius

{Miller)). By Alwin Haagner, F.Z.S., Colonial Member
B.O.U., &c.

The Secretary Bird is perhaps one of the most interesting,

as well as one of the strangest forms amongst the Accipitres,

or Birds of Prey. The genus Serpentarius was founded by
Cuvier in 1798, for the reception of this single species,

which is found spread over the greater portion of the

African Continent, but there is another (fossil) form known
from the Lower Miocene deposits in France.

The Secretary Bird derives its trivial name from the tuft

of long feathers at the back of the head, which is supposed

to resemble the pens behind the ears of a clerk. To the

Boers it is known as the Sekretaris vogel or, more commonly,

as the Slangvreter (Snake-eater). " Mxanxosi " of the

Amaxosa and " Mtungunono " of the Zulus. The generic

characters may be summarised as follows :

—

Beak hooked and with a rounded culmen ; cere narrow

and nostrils oval. The sides of the face round the eye bare

of feathers. Occiput furnished with a long crest. Tail con-

sisting of twelve feathers, the central two being lengthened,

and the remainder graduated. Legs long and brittle.

Adult bird. Ashy grey above, the wing-feathers being

black. Lower back black, narrowly barred with white.

Ui)per tail-coverts white. Tail very pale grey, with a sub-

terminal black bar and a white tip. Below white and pale

grey. Upper portion of legs and sides of abdomen black,

which accounts for the saying of the Cape Hottentots, viz.,

that the bird wears trousers. Iris pale hazel brown. Upper
mandible bluish white, lower yellowish. Cere greenish

yellow. The naked skin round the eye ranges from a dirty

yellow to a bright orange. Legs lead-colour to pale flesh-

colour.

Total length 4 feet G inches to 4 feet 9 inches. Wing
26 to 28 inches. Tail about 2 feet long. The females are

usually slightly larger and perli;ii)S a little darker than the

males.
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The young bird is duller in tone, the tail-coverts, both

upper and lower, and the upper wing-coverts being marked

with subterminal brown spots. Abdomen and thighs barred

with whitish. Iris pale. The nestling is covered with a

white down.

These birds are not easy to rear, owing to the brittleness

o£ their legs. Even with great care in feeding, and no

handling at all, the legs will be found set at all angles, or

variously deformed. Even when just full-grown, their legs

seem liable to break for no apparent reason—perhaps merely

from a startled run against wire-netting.

The following are amongst the recorded localities where it

has been seen in South Africa :

—

Cape Province : Bredasdorp and Middelburg [S. A.

Museum), Queenstown [Haagner), Kingwilliamstown [Pym),

Hanover (Shortridf/e), Matatiele and Pondoland (Davies),

Albany (Haagner' Sf- Ivy).

Natal : Balgowan (^4. Roherts in litt.), CUiarlcstovvn

(Flaagner S,- Dr. Briscoe in litt.).

Orange Free State : Kroonstad {Dr. Symonds'), Moroka

District and Brandfort (^Haagner).

Transvaal : Irene [L. E. Taylor), Indhlovodwalilie (Swazi-

land Border, C. II. Taylor), Potchefstroom [Roherts), Volks-

rust (Haagner), Johannesburg, Modderfontein, and Pretoria

(Haagner)

.

Hhodesia : Zambesi (Soiverhy), Bulawayo (Chubh).

The Secretary Bird is a resident, at times migrating from

one locality to another in search of food, &c. It may
generally be seen stalking solemnly about the open veld,

singly or in pairs, in search of its food. This consists of

snakes, lizards, tortoises, frogs, small rodents, young birds,

and large insects, especially grasshoppers and locusts. It

was at first rigorously protected by law on account of its

snake-eating habits, buL latterly sportsmen have been raising

an outcry against this, on the ground that the Secretary Bird

devours more young quail and francolin than snakes.

They kill their prey by stamping on it with the foot,

holding their wings outspread as a sort of shield. Two birds
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ill the Transvaal Zoological Gardens would immediately set

upon any living snakes thrown to them, and kill them in the

manner described. Small snakes are swallowed whole, but

the larger reptiles are torn to pieces and swallowed piece-

meal. Even dead snakes were stamped upon repeatedly,

and the cautious manner in which the Secretary Birds

approached and went through the performance of " killino"

these dead- reptiles, was ludicrous to behold, and showed
that they fully appreciated the chances of being bitten.

Mr. C. H. Taylor records that the stouiach of one killed by
him contained 2 large rats, 1 small snake, 2 chamseleons,

and 2 lizards. Dr. Symonds gave their food as consisting

of lo.custs, lizards, and young birds. Mr. Claude Taylor also

states that the wings are outspread when any food is beino-

caught, and the action therefore is not confined to the

practice of killing snakes.

The Secretary Bird is not a strong flyer, but runs easily and
well. On horseback and with a pack of greyhounds we once

chased an individual for over 5 miles. The bird would run

along at a great pace, with wings outstretched, its feet only

just touching the ground at each enormous stride, then rise

and fly for about a hundred yards or so, settle, and continue

running. The speed and endurance of the dogs was, how-
ever, too much for it, and they brought it to bay against the

bank of a shallow rut or donga, where it defended itself

with beak, wings, and claws, emitting a strange gruntino-

sound.

The nest is a largo, untidy structure of sticks, roughly

lined with grass, horsehair, twine, &c., and measures from

3 to 5 feet in diameter. I found two nests—both situated

in thorn trees (^Acacia Jiorrida)—about 6 to 8 feet from the

ground, one at Moddorfontein, Transvaal, and the other at

Brandfort, O.F.S. The former was not used by the birds

after the second year, having been commandeered by a pair

of large African Kestrels, who laid their eggs therein.

Usually, however, the nest is utilised year after year, being

added to until it becomes a ponderous structure. The usual

complement of eggs appears to be two: they are of a bluish-
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white or dirty white colour, generally plain, but sometimes

marked with brownish blotches. The shape is a pointed

oval, and they measure about 3x2'25 inches. The nestinfr-

season is late winter and early spring (generally the months

of July and August). Dr. Stark found two nests in Upper
Natal in yellow-wood trees, 60 and 120 feet above the

ground.

XIV.— Ohituarij. P. L. ScLATER and T. Ayres.

Philip Lutley Sclater, D.Sc, Ph.D., M.A., (fee.

[The following, from tlie pen of Mr. A. II. Evans, appeared in the

August 13 number of ' British Birds.']

We greatly regret to announce the death, on June 27th,

1913, as the result of a carriage accident, of Philip Lutley

vScLATER, D.Sc, F.Tx.S., at the age of eighty-three years.

The loss of so eminent an ornithologist will be dee[)ly felt by

all bird-lovers, and by none more than the members of the

British Ornithologists' Union, and the British Ornithologists'

Club. He was one of the founders of the former, and the

first Editor of its journal, ' The Ibis
'—a labour of love which

he undertook, with only one break, until a year ago ; of the

latter he was Chairman from its institution, while he took

the greatest interest in its proceedings, and was seldom

absent from its meetings. As Secretary of the Zoological

Society, from 1859 to 1902, animals in general became his

care, while his able conduct of the publications of the Society

and careful building-up of its magnificent library, will never

be forgotten by zoologists. In this important position he

was able to exercise a great and beneficial influence over the

welfare of Zoology, and many a young man has owed his

start in life to Sclater's kindly assistance. To all who applied

to him, his help was freely given in the promptest and most

efficient manner, and Science owes him a deep debt of

gratitude, as most of us have reason to remember. More-

over, the loss will be felt—not oidy in our country, but
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abroad— by his many friends and correspondents, and

perhaps most of all in America, with the avifauna of which

he was so familiar.

As is well known, the special branch of the subject to

which Sclater devoted his earlier years, was the study of

Central and South American birds, of which he made a very

fine collection, now in the British Museum. Many of his

writings of that time had reference to them, and his volumes

of the British Museum Catalogue dealt with them alone. But

our space will not allow us to give a full list of his in-

numerable papers, or even larger works, for which the reader

must be referred to Bulletin No. 49 of the United States

National Museum ; shorter details will be found in the

Jubilee Volume of ' The Ibis,' and in the forthcoming

number of that periodical. He was always a keen observer

of British birds, both at his home in Hampshire and else-

where, and a warm supporter of any project for their

preservation. Sclater's greatest claim to the gratitude of

posterity will by many be considered his work on Geo-

graphical Distribution and Classification. As early as 1858

he began to consider the first of these subjects, and before

long formulated his views, suggesting the division of the

world (from ornithological considerations) into the six

regions now very generally accepted : Palrearctic, Ethiopian,

Indian, Australian, Nearctic, and Neotropical. Later he

wrote, with his son William, on the geographical distribution

of mammals, while in 1880 he propounded a Classification of

the Class " Aves " in the pages of ' The Ibis.'

Sclater was born at Tangier Park in Hampshire, in

November, 1829, and belonged to the old county family

now represented by his nephew, Lord Basing ; he was

educated at Winchester and Oxford, where he was a Scholar

of Corpus Christi (college, and took a first class in Mathe-

matics. At Oxford he made the acquaintance of Strickland

and Gould, but after obtaining his Fellowship he soon left

for a prolonged tour in America and Canada, including the

backwoods from Lake Superior to the Mississippi. He met

on this occasion the great Now World Ornithologists, Cassin,

VOL. IX. 8
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Bairtl, and Lawrence, while previously in France he had

become a great friend of Prince Charles Bonaparte. Visits

to North and Soiith Africa and ihe Continent generally, took

place later in his life. In 1860 Sclater received the

honorary degree of Doctor of Philosophy from the University

of Bonn, and in 1901 was made a Doctor of Science hy the

University of Oxford. He was one of the Greneral Secre-

taries of the British Association for five years, and presided

os'er Section D at Bristol in 1875. He was elected a member

of the Royal Society in 1861 and twice served on the

Council, and was a member or fellow of many othei' learned

societies at home and abroad ; but in the midst of all his

work he found time for country pursuits (especially hunting),

and held the position of an active magistrate at Odiham,

where he spent the latter part of his life.

He leaves a widow, three sons, and a daughter.

(A. H. Evans.)

To the above I would like to add an appreciation of the

point mentioned by Mr. Evsins, viz., that the late Dr. Sclater's

help and advice was always available to any young naturalist

who asked for it. The writer has much to thank some of

the older zoologists for, and especially the late Dr. Sclater,

whose friendly advice and information was of the greatest

assistance on more than one occasion. It was always freely

and unreservedly given, for which I—amongst others—will

be ever grateful. I shall also not forget the Doctor's words

of encouragement and praise at the Annual Meeting of the

S.A.O.U., in Johannesburg, in 1905, when we had the

honour of his presence in our midst. Although his ornitho-

logical energies were mainly devoted to America, South

African ornithologists will not soon forget one of the most

renowned men of their particular branch of Zoology, and we

tender to his children our sincere sympath}^

Alwin Haagner.
Zoological Gardens, Pretoria,

October 20th, 1913.
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Thomas Ayres, Hon. Member B.O.U.

Thomas Ayres, the well-known S. African naturalist and

ornithologist, died at Potchefstrooni, where with little inter-

mission the last 48 years of his life had been spent, on the

31st of July last, at the ripe age of 85 years.

The greater part of the following information we have

gathered from an interesting article by " Verlam " in the

' Illustrated Star : Town and Country Journal ' for

Aug. 23rd, 1913.

The parents of Thomas Ayres with their family of six

came to Natal, from Hereford, in 1850 with the first real

influx of English settlers.

The terms offered were poor enough, and it is to the credit

of the early settlers that they rose superior to all difficulties

and successfully planted themselves in Natal.

The settlement could not have been very thriving, and in

1852 Ayres and some fellow settlers left for the Australian

gold fields.

After a few years Ayres returned, without having made

a fortune, married, and endeavoured to settle down to a

planter's life near Pinetown. In this neighbourhood there

was still sufficient wild life to afford interest and adventure

to a man of his tastes.

Much of the big game had disappeared, but Hippopotamus

and Leopards were stiil to be seen. Thirty of the former

were seen on one occasion in the Sea Cow Lake, and on

another Ayres beheld the rare sight of Hippos at sea passing

from one river-mouth to another off the Pondoland Coast
;

a habit which has earned for the hippopotamus the name of

" Sea Cow." Ayres was keener as a naturalist than a planter,

and admitted that ho was always ready to stop work to look

at a bird.

He soon became a regular collector, first of birds, and

afterwards of insects, etc. By degrees he went farther and

farther afield, and by 18G2 had reached the Transvaal

borders.

Most ol: his specimens were sent to J. H. Gurney, of
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Norwich, always a good and generous friend, and were

published by him in papers which appeared in ' The Ibis
'

from 1859-1868. Amongst his discoveries were the very

rare Thrush {Turdus gurneyi) and the Natal Long-tailed

Sugar Bird (Promerops gurneyi).

On coming to Potchefstroom in 1865, Ayres and a brother

took to trading, following the " trek '' Boeis to the hunting

veld on the Marico and Crocodile Kivers, and collecting and

hunting in their spare time.

This trading business apparently did not last long, and in

the "seventies^' gold drew Thomas Ayres to Lydenburg,

where, having no luck at digging, he turned again to

collecting.

Though without commercial aptitnde, Ayres, like most

pioneers, was a resourceful man, and both at Lydenburg and

afterwards at Potchefstroom, his knowledge of brewing

stood him in good stead. Ayres returned to Potchefstroom,

and in 1880 was appointed naturalist to an expedition to

Matabeleland.

From a collector's point of view, the expedition was very

successful, and the birds collected (with field-notes by Ayres)

were enumerated in ' The Ibis ' by Captain Shelley.

Thenceforward, Ayres resided in Potchefstroom, then full

of attraction for a naturalist, making short collecting-trips

in the neighbouring districts.

In the vleis bordering the Mooi River, he made his

interesting discovery of the White-winged Crake {Coturniceps

ayresii). In a quiet street Ayres purchased ground and

built, what from its quaint a})pearance became known as

" The Ark," and here he disj)ensed his simple hospitality to

his many friends.

The results of Ayres's bird-collecting in the Transvaal were

recorded in 'The Ibis' in a serie5 of articles contributed

between 1859 and 1886 and afford much interesting reading.

As time went on the weight of years, the enclosure of

waste lands, and the development of the town, not only

deprived him of much of his favourite occupation, but made

life harder in many ways. Yet in spite of all, his continual

cheerfulness was the admiration of all who knew him.
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XV.

—

Proceedings of the Union.

Account of Annual General Meeting,

The Annual General Meeting of the S. A, 0. [J. was held

in the house of the Hon. Secretary, in the Transvaal Zoolo-

gical Gardens, on 7th June, 1913, at 8.30 p.m. There was a

poor attendance.

Mr. B. C. R. Langford was voted to the Chair.

The Secretaky stated that the meeting called in May-

was so poorly attended that it was decided to postpone it,

and it was then suggested if it was called in the CA^ening

there would probably be a better attendance.

The minutes of the last Annual Meeting were then read

and passed.

The Secretary and Treasurer then read his report

and statement of accounts, which were adopted.

Alteration to Rules : The rule for Associate Membership

was amended from being open only to school-teachers, to

anybody interested in ornithology, but that " such Associate

Members shall have no say in the affairs of the Society nor

be eligible to serve on the Council or as officers." Rule 10:

Mr. Haagner proposed that this should be amended to read

two Editors instead of three, the latter number being too

many. This was seconded by Mr. F. E. 0. Mors, of Brits,

and carried.

Office bearers : these were elected as follows :

—

President Dr. L. Peringuey, Director S. A. Museum, Cape
Town.

f Dr. A. Theileb, C.M.G., for Transvaal.

I C. McG. Johnston, for Free State.
Vice-Presidents

• • • -^ g. C. Chubb, for Natal.

'^C. F. M. SwYNNERTON, C.M.B.O.U., for Rhodesia.

f Mr. Langford remains by virtue of Rule 10,

I the other two retiring. Mr. Haagner was

Editors of Journal. ,-{ unanimously re-elected on the proposal of

j

Mr. Mors, seconded by Mr. E. M. Skea, of

t. Johannesburg.

Mr. A. K. Haagner was once more re-elected
Hon. Sec. and iiUr.

A. IV. iiAAGNER was once more re-eieciea

to fill this office, on the proposal of Mr. Lanu-
,11 AT K 1.

FORD, seconded bv 3Ir. A, Kobkuts.
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Members of Council.

For Capo Colony C. G. Davies, M.B.O.U., Matatiele.

„ Orange Free State Roland Chambers, Lindley.

„ Basutoland J. P. Murray, Maseru.

„ Natal Dr. J. E. Briscoe, Charlestown.

„ Transvaal Austin IIoberts, Pretoria.

„ Port. S.E. Africa P. A. Sheppard, Macequece.

„ Rhodesia Rev. S. S. Dornan, M.A., Bulawayo,

New Members.— The Q\eci\o\\ oi the following new Mem-
bers were duly declared confirmed :

—

B. A. Masterson Ilumansdorp, 1912.

L. B. MouRiTZ Queensland, 1912.

Dr. Jacottet Matatiele, 1912.

J. Morton Springs, 1913.

The following Associates were elected :

—

D. P. Odendall, Melsetter, Rhodesia.

A. K. Eastwood Woodbush.

Wall Pictures.—Coloured wall pictures drawn by Mr.

Egersdorfer, and printed by the Govt. Printing Works,
were then exhibited by Mr. Haagner. These pictures were

done under the supervision of the latter gentleman, and

although not as true as they might be, will be a valuable aid

to the schools in identifying some of our more useful and

interesting migratory birds. Resolved to write a lelter

of thanks to the Director and Secretary of the Education

Dept. for so ably carrying out the suggestion of the

S.A.O. U.

South African Ornithologists' Union.

Secretary's Report.

Gentlemen,—
I am very sorry to inform you at the outset that

things have not gone well with the Union during the past

two years. For one thing our President has been seriously

ill, and at the time when our Annual Meeting should have

been held last year, he was unfortunately forced to go

to Europe on sick-leave, l)Ut I am glad to say his hoalih
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improved, and he was able to return to our midst. As I

thought our President would be back by October, I put off

the meeting with the consent of several members of the

Council, but as so often happens with something which has

been postponed once, it was postponed on two successive

occasions and then abandoned altogether, and we now have

a report for two years instead of one.

Memhersldp.—Six Mem1)ers have resigned during these

two years, several of which have not paid their subscriptions

for three years and one not for five years. Owing to the

bad state of the Members as regards their subscriptions, a

circular appealing for more active support M'ns sent out, and

I am glad to say that many of the Members have responded

in the right spirit. The total membership at date is 91

ordinary and 9 honorary.

Four new Members seek election into our ranks.

I would appeal to our Members to become a little more

active in trying to enlist new Members, especially amongst

the school teachers, for which an Associate Membership rate

of subscription (IO5. 6f?.) was specially formed in 1911, but

so far no one has taken advantage of this.

Migration.—This has also slackened off during the last two

years, but with the issue of the coloured Wall pictures to

schools, of some of our commoner migrants, by the Education

Department of the Transvaal, we hope to enlist a good many

more observers in the near future, and I have prepared a

new circular accordingly. These pictures should have been

issued nearly a year ago, but were held back owing to the

delay in obtaining millboard from Europe.

Journal.—During the past two years four numbers of this

were issued, containing fifteen papers on South African

Ornithology, besides other matter. Vol. VII. for 1911

contains 123 pp. letterpress and one photo plate, Vol. VIII.

for 1912 contains 147 pp. and one photo plate.

I must really appeal to the Members for more support iu
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this direction. I am sure many of them conld, if they likecl,

give us a paper on birds occasionally. It has been some-

times in the past, a matter of difficulty to obtain manuscript
;

the Journal would be all the better were it larger.

Pretoria,

June 1, 1913.

Yours obediently,

A. K. Haagner.
Hon. Sec.

South African Ornithologists' Union.

Statement of Receipts and Payments for 1911-12.

1911. £ s. d.

Jan. 1. To Balance 6111
£ s. d.

Subscriptions 1911 24 3

Do. 1912 44 2

— 68 6

Sales of Journal (less agents'

Commission) 11 19 8

By Printing and issuing Journals, 1911

mo
//

-*

Illustrations

Postage and Stationery

Commission and Bank Charges. . . .

Sundries and Indexes

Other Publications

Witherby & Co

By Balance

£ s.
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XVI.— Occasional Notes.

1. Apology to Mr. J. Buckland.—We reoret having to

announce that the article appearing in the December 1912

number of tliis Journal, being Vol. viii. No. 2 (" The Value of

Birds to Man "), was inserted without the Author's knowledge

or consent, owing to a misconception, and we hereby tender

a public apology to the Author thereof, Mr. James Buckland,

and have agreed in respect of our infringement of his copy-

right in such work, to pay the sum of £5 ds. i)d. to the

West London Hospital, Hammersmith, as a Donation, and

also to pay his costs.

2. On Faico rujicollis and F. horshrugln.—To my note in

the last number of the Journal (December 1912), on the

New Falcon (^Falco Iwrsbrughi) you add a footnote to the

effect that, as the type and only known specimens of this

species were shot at the nest, it is to be presumed that they

are adults, not young as I suggested. If they were shot at

the nest, i. e. sitting on it or feeding the young, this is no

doubt true, as, so far as I know, few, if any, of the Falconidce

have been found breeding in young plumage ; but in the

original description it is stated that " these two specimens

were shot by Mr. Horsbrugh near a nest, discovered by us a

few minutes later, in which there were three newly-hatched

young and an egg . . .
." This is no proof that the two

birds belonged to the nest; it is possible that they may have

been the young of a previous brood or of another nest. I

have examined both these specimens carefully, and the

plumage has all the soft appearance of birds in the first or

nestling plumage. Another point is that it seems to me
most unlikely that a new species of Falcon should be dis-

covered in a locality like Pretoria, where numerous collections

have been made by naturalists for many years. However,

this is only my opinion, and I would be only too glad to see

another species of Falcon added to the S. African Avifauna.

I have done coloured drawings of both tho type specimens,

VOL. IX. 9
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^vhich I am £or\YarJing to England to be compared with the

young of Falco ru/icoUis.

In my " Conclusion " of the above notes re my remark on

the making o£ a geographical subspecies of Cxictdus canorus,

page 81, 3rd line from the bottom of page, I wrote the word

icings not visage. I must apologize for my bad writing.

C. G. Dayies.

Matatiele, East (iriqualaiid,

21. 8. V?,.

3. Messrs. Witherby & Co. have been appointed European

Agents for ' The Emu,' the organ of the Royal Australasian

Ornithologists' Union, and copies of that publication can

now be obtained at 32G High Ilolborn.



NAME I N D E X.

Acrocephdhft arundinaceus, lO-j.

bceticatas, 43, lOo.

Actophilus ufricanus, 57.

African Buzzard-Eagle, 18.

• Tlawk-Eagle, 18.

Hoopoe, 2'y.

Jacana, 57.

Reed-Warbler, 43.

Alcemon sendtorquatus, 10.

Alseonax adustus, 26, 105.

Amadina enjthrocephala, 34, 48.

Anomnlospiza imberbis, 36.

Ant-eating Chat, 64.

Anthreptes coUaris, 02.

hypodilus, 62.

Anthropoides paradisea, 9.

Anthus sp., 37.

brachi/urus, 103.

caffer, 37, 38.

chloris, 100.

leuco2)hri/s, 37.

vaalensis, 10.

nicholsoni, 10, 37.

riiftdus raalteni, 7, 11.

Apalis, 1 1

.

Apalodenna narbui, 47.

Apatis thoracica, 60.

Asia leucotis erlanr/eri, 19.

nisuella, 19.

Astur polyzonoides, 18.

tachiro, 47.

B.

Jjiibbler, Jardiue's, 28.

, Pied, 44.

, Tit-, 41.

Banded Sand-Martin, 11.

Barbatida extoni, 22.

pusilla, 22.

Barbet, Exton's, 22.

, Pied, 21, 22.

, lied-collared, 22.

, Zoniba, 58.

Barboza's Flycatcher, 59.

Barn-Owl, Cape, 19.

Barred Wren-Warbler, 42.

Bateleur Eagle, 18.

Batis molitor, 26.

Bearded Woodpecker, 23.

Bee-eater, Carmine-brea.sted, 59.

, Little, 24.

Bennett's Woodpecker, 22.

Bishop Bird,Thick-thighed, 79.

Black Crake, 57.

Cuckoo, 20.

Sunbird, 39.

Tit, 40, 62.

Widow Finch, 48.

and-grey Cuckoo, 20.

checked Waxbill, 34.

chested Wren-AVarblar, 43.

crested Cuckoo, 20.

crowned Redwing Shrike, 28.

headed Oriole, 30.
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Black-headed Spari'ow, 28, 36.

throated Seed-eater, 36.

Blue Crane, 9.

Korhaan, 60,

Booted Eagle, 50.

Boror Redwiug Grass-Warbler, 62.

Bower-Finch, 13, 32,

BradorniA mariquensis, 26.

Bracfypterus bedfordi, 72.

hraclnipterus, 105.

Brown-headed Parrot, 58.

throated Bush- Warbler, 44.

Brubru Shrike, 28.

Buho cajjensis, 47.

ladeus, 19.

maculostis, 19.

Bucorax, 100.

cafer, 83.

Buffixlo Weaver, 18, 31.

Bulbul, Layard's, 39.

, Swahali Bristle-necked, 61.

Buntino-, Rock-, 37.

, Yellow-breasted, 37.

Burchell's Courser, 06.

Glossy Starling, 31,

Bushveld Lark, 38.

Bush-Shrike, Yellow-spotted, GO.

Warbler, Brown-tliroated, 44.

—
, Dusky- faced, 44,

Btiteo desertorum, \S.

Button-Quail, Kurrichaine, 15.

Buzzard, Honey, 05.

, Steppe, 18.

• Eagle, African, 18,

C.

Cabanis' Weaver, 32.

Calamonastes fasciolattis, 42,

Cape Barn-Owl, 19.

Eagle-Owl, 47.

Longclaw, 8.

Spotted Eagle-Owl, 19.

White-eye, 49.

Caprimnlgtis enropams, 48.

• rvfujcna, 25.

Cardinal AVoodpeclcer, 23.

Carmine-breasted Bee-eater, 59.

Cerchneh rupicoloides, 9, 19.

Certhilauda albofasciata, 9,

halaharice, 72.

sc'iiiitorquata, 46,

Ceri/le maxima, 59.

Chalcomitra amethystina, 39.

Chanting Goshawk, 17,

Chat, Ant- eating, 64.

, South African Stone-, 63.

Chizaerhis concolor, 20.

(Jhromiceps ay resit, 114.

Chrysococcyx cupreiis, 20, 33.

Cinnamon Roller, 58.

crowned Grass-Warbler, 42.

Cinnyricinclus verreauxi, 30, 61,

Cinnyris afer, 40, 62.

amethystinus, 40, 62.

c.halyhceus, 49.

yutturalis, 62.

U'Hcuyaster, 40.

mariquensis, 40.

Circaetns pactoralis, 18.

Circus macrurus, 47.

Cisticola, 101.

chiniana, 41.

cisticola uropyyiulis, 49.

kalahari, 42, 72.

Iave7idu/cs, 42, 49, 102, 106.

minuta, 1 06.

mysiica, 106.

natakmsis, 104.

ruficapnUa, 42.

riifilata, 11.

terrestris, 49, 50, 102, 103, 100.

tinniens, 37.

Clamator cafer, 20.

Jacobinus hypopinarius, 20.

serrutus, 20.

Culiospasser albonotatus, 33.

ardens, 81

.

Colius indictis, 23.

Coly, Red-faced, 23.
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Common Waxbill, 48.

Coracias iceiyalU^ 08, 50.

C'orythornis cyanostiynm, 59.

Cossypha hurneralis, 4o.

CotHe cincta, 11.

Courser, Biircliell's, 66.

, Temminck's, 9.

Crake, Black, 57.

, Spotted, 65.

, Wliite-wiuyed, 1 14.

Crane, Blue, 9.

Crateropus bicolor, 44.

jardinei, 28, 45.

Jdrki, 6.3.

Creatophura caruncidata, 30.

Crimson-breasted Shrike, 29.

Crombeck, Fleck's, 43,

Crowned Francolin, 03.

Cuckoo, Black, 20.

» and-Grey, 20.

1 -crested, 20.

, European, 20.

, Golden, 20, 33.

, South African, 47.

, Stripe-breasted, 20.

Cucuius cmiorus, 20, 112.

clamosiis, 20.

yularis, 47.

Cursorius rufus, 66.

temmincki, 9.

D.

Damara Turtle-Dove, 15.

Uendrojnus hennetti, 2\, 22.

Diamond Sparrow, 61.

JJiutropura prome, 34, 48.

Dicrurus afer, 13, 30
Dove, Damara Turtle-, 15.

, Laughing-, 10.

, Long-tailed, 10.

Drongo, ].3, 30.

Dryoscopus cubla, 29.

Dusky Flycatcher, 20.

I'ucod Bush-\N'arbk'r, 44.

123

E.

Eagle, African Buzzard-, 18.

> Hawk-, 18.

, Bateleur, 18.

, Booted, 50.

, Wall 1 berg's, 18.

Owl, Giant, 19.

, Cape Spotted, 10.

Eastern Province Grassbird, 49.
Egret, Great White, 46.

Egyptian Kite, 18.

Vulture, 47.

Emberizaflaviveiitris, 37.

Eremomela baumyarti, 44.

scofops, 44.

usticoliis, 44.

Erythropygia leihcophrys, 45.
pcena, 45.

zambesiana, 63.

Estrilda astrilda, 34, 48.

erythronota, 34.

subflava, 48.

Euplectes capensis approximans, SO.
xanthomelas, 79.

Eurocephalus anyuitimens, 27.
European Cuckoo, 20.

Nightjar, 48.

Swallow, 25.

Eurystomas afer, 58, 59.

Exton's Barbet, 22.

F.

Fairy Flycatcher, 27.

Falco horsbruyhi, 119.

rujicollis, 119.

Fawn-breasted Roller, 58.

coloured Lark, 10.

Finch, Black Widow, 48.

, Bower, 1.3, 32.

, Little Bar-brea,sted, 48,

, Quail-, 8.

Lark, 7, 38.

Fiscal Flycatcher, 26.
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FiscNs coif(iris, 105.

Fleck's C'rombelv, 43.

Flycatchei-j Barboza's, 59.

-^, Dusky, 26.

, Fairy, 27.

, Fiscal, 20.

, Mariqua, 26.

, Paradise, 00.

, Spotted, 26.

, Wattle-Eye, 60.

, AVliite-flanked, 26.

Francolin, Crowned, 63.

, Red-wing, 06.

Francolinus coqui, 13, 17, 18.

(/nriepoisis, 66.

kvaillanti, 17.

sephcena, 63.

Frinyillaria tahupisi, 37.

G.

Gabar Goshawk, 18.

Garden-Warbler, 41.

Geocichla litsitdrupd, 45.

Giant Eagle-Owl, 19.

Kingfisher, 59.

Ghmcidhim perlafinn, 19.

Golden Cuckoo, 20, 33.

Oriole, 50.

Goose, Pigmy, 16.

Goshawk, Chanting-, 17.

, Gabar, 18.

, Many-banded, 18.

, South African, 47.

Grassbird, Eastern I'rovinco, 19.

Grass Owl, 47.

Warbler, Boror Kedwing, 62.

, Cinnamon-crowned, 42.

, Levaillant's, 42.

, Pale Wren, 42.

•
, Kufou.s, 11.

, Smith's, 41.

Great White Egret, 46.

Greater Double -collared Snnljird,

40.

(Jrcater Iloneyguide, 20.

Great-tailed Widow-Bird, 48.

Grey Lonrie, 20, 72.

Tit, 41.

collared Lark, 10.

headed Sparrow, 36.

Ground-IIornbill, 83.

scraper Thrush, 45.

Guinea-fowl. Transvaal, 16.

II.

JIalcijon c/ieliciiti, 24.

Ilamnierkops, 19.

Harrier, Montagu's, 47.

Hawk-ICagle, African, 18.

lieliolais kirhiji, 62.

Heliospiza noomei, 37.

Helotarsiis ecaudatus, 18.

Hemipteryx eyreyia, 101, 106.

minutn, 49, 101, 102, 103, 104.

Hevodias alba, 46.

hrachyrhynclms, 46.

Ileron, White-backed, 65.

Hetevocorys hreviungnis, 105.

Heteronyx ruddi, 100.

Hieraetus pennafiis, 50.

Sju'loydster, 18.

waJdheryi', 18.

Ilirundo ulbiynlaris, '25, 59.

dimidlata, 25.

montciri, 59.

piiella, 25, 59.

rustAca, 25.

seminifa, 25.

Ilonoy Buzzard, 65.

Iloneygiiide, Greater, 20.

, Lesser, 21.

Hoopoe, African, 25.

, Wood, 59, 91.

Ilornbill, Ground-, 83.

, South African Grey, 23.

, Yellow-billed, 24.

'

Ilyliota barhozce, 59.

ITypochera funcrea, 48.
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Ibis, Wood, Bo.

Icterine Seed-eater, 36.

Indicator indicator, 20.

minor, 21.

Irrisor crythrorhynchus, 59, 91, 100.

Jacana, African, 57.

Jardine's Babbler, 28.

KanpifaJco munogrammicics, 18.

Kestrel, 9.

, Large African, 19.

Kingfisher, Giant, 59.

, Malachite-crested, 59.

-, Striped, 24.

Kite, Eu-yptian, 18.

, Yellow-billed. 57.

Korhaan, Blue, 66.

, Red-crested, 15.

, Vaal, 9.

Kurricbaine Button-Quail, 15.

Lar/onosticta hrunneiceps, '54.

rubricatft, .34.

Lamjjrocolius airstralis, 3 1

.

phocnicoptenis bispccn/rtris,

Laninrius atrococcineus, 29.

ferrugineus, 46.

major, 46.

mossamlticus, 60.

miifumftiri, 71.

rujlventris /ii/hridiis, 28.

Zatiius collurio, 30.

minor, 30, 105.

Ivarge African Kestrel, 19.

Short-tailed Pipit, 37.

Lark, Bu^iveld, 38.

, I'awn-coloured, 10.

, Finch-, 7, 38.

, Gray-collared, 10.

, Latalioe, 6.

, Pink-billed, 6.

, Red-capped, 6.

, Rufous, 6.

, Long-billed, 9.

, naped, 5, 38.

Latakoe Lark, 6.

Laughing Dove, 16.

Layard's Bulbul, 39.

Lesser Black-headed Oriole, 01.

Double-collared Sunbird, 49.

Grey Shrike, 30,

Honeyguide, 21.

Masked Weaver, 33.

Red-slioiddered Glossy Star-

ling, 31.

Levaillant's Grass-Warbler, 42.

Limnocorax nir/er, 57.

Little Bar-bi'easted Fincb, 48.

Bee-eatev, 24.

Collared Sunbird, 62.

Longclaw, Cape, 8.

Long-tailed Dove, 16.

Shrike, 1.3, 30.

Widow-bird, 34.

Lophoceros leuconielan, 24.

nasirtus cpirhijuis, 23.

Lourie, Grey, 20, 72.

Lui^c.iniola yracilirostris, 105.

Li//jins tor'/untus, 22.

zomJicr, 58.

M.

Mncr(myx cajyensi^, 8, 100.

Malachite-crested Kingfisher, 59.

Many-banded Goshawk, 18.

Mariqua Flycatcher, 26.

Marsh-Owl,' 19.

Martin, Bandetl Sand-, I 1.

MeUera.v canonic, 1 7.
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Melittophayiis meridiouaUs, 24.

Merops nuhicoides, 59.

Mesopicus griseocephnlus, 47.

f/uineejisis, 23.

namaquus, 23.

Micronisus i;nbar, 18.

Milvus (egyptiiis, 18, 57.

Mirafrd africana, 38.

trdngi'ctalensis, 5.

• africanoides, 10.

chiniana, G.

fringillaris, 38.

rtifipilea, 6.

sabota, 38.

Montagu's Harrier, 47.

Monticola 2}refon(s, 45.

Mozambique Puff-back, 60.

Muscicapa grisoJn, 26, 105.

Myrmecocichla fonnickora, 64.

N.

Natal Button Quail. 46.

Long-tailed Sugar Bird, 1 14.

Narina Trogon, 47.

^ectarina famosn, 49.

Keojyliron percnopferus, 47.

JScttapus (lurifus, 46.

I\ic(dor i/ulnris, 60.

Nicholson's Pipit, 10.

Nightjar, European, 48.

, Rufous-cheeked, 25,

Ntlaus brubi'u, 28.

Northern Bed-necked Pheasant, 1 7,

18.

Bufous-bellied Shrike, 28.

Kumida coronata transvaalensis, 16.

Kycticorax leuconota, 65.

O.

Oom cnpensix, 16.

Olive Woodpecker, 47.

Orange-breasted Waxbill, 48.

Oriole, Black-headed, 30.

Oriole, Golden, 50.

, Lesser Black-headed, 61.

Oriolus galhuJa, 50.

larvatus, 30.

rolleti, 61.

Ortygometra porzana, 65.

Ortygospiza polyzona, 8, 48.

Ostrich, 55.

, Southern, 14.

Otis ccenilescois, 66.

ludwigi, 9.

rujicrista, 15.

Owl, Cape Barn-, 19.

, Eagle, 47.

, Spotted Eagle-, 19.

, Giant Eagle-, 19.

, Grass, 47.

, Marsh-, 19.

, White-foced, 19.

Owlet, Pearl-spotted, 19.

Pale Wren Grass-Warbler, 42.

Paradise Flycatcher, 60.

Parisoyna 2Jlu}7ibeum, 27.

subc(sruleuin, 41.]

Parrot, Brown-headed, 58.

, Red-crowned, 58.

, Transvaal, 20.

Parus afer, 41.

niger, 40, 62.

Passer griseus, 36.

melanurns, 28, 36.

Pearl-br asted Swallow, 25.

spotted Owlet, 19.

Pernis apivorus, 65.

Peters' Thrush, 63.

Petronia svperciliaris, 36, 61.

Pheasant, Northern Red-necked, 17,

18.

, White-ringed, 57.

Phyllasfrephus capensis swiJielicus,

61.

PJn/I!oxcopns frochtliis, 44.
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Pied Babbler, 44.

Barbet, 21, 22.

Pigmy Goose, 46.

Pinarocon/s niyricnns, 105.

Pink-billed Lark, 0.

Pin-tailed "Widow-bird, 84.

Pipit, Large Short-tailed, 37.

, Nicholson's, 10.

, Tawny, 7.

, Transvaal, 10.

Ptatysteira pcltata, fiO.

Pleetropterus iiii/er. 73.

Plncepasser mahali, 11, 13, 32, 41.

Ploceus auricapillus, 32, 33.

cahanisi, 20, 82, 88.

stictifrons, Gl.

Plum-coloured Starling, 80, Gl.

Poicephalus fuscicapilhis, 58.

meyeri transvaalensis, 20.

robustus, 58.

sucihelicus, 58.

Poliospiza yxlaris, 49.

transvaalensis, 36.

Pomaiorhyiichus australis, 28.

se7ieyalus, 28.

Pratincola torquatus, 08.

Pn'nia, 11.

Jiavicans, 43.

mystacea, 43.

Prionops, 60.

talacoma, 28.

Promero2)s (jurneyi, 49, 114.

Pseitdotautalns ibis, 65.

Pternistes, 13.

humboldti, 57. ^

sivainsuni, 17, 18.
""

Puff-back, ]Mozambique, 60.

Shrike, 29.

Pycnonotus layardi, 89.

tricolor nyamii, 72.

Pyrrhvlauda australis, 7.

• sinithi, 7.

I'ytilia vielba, 34.

VOL. IX.

Q.

Quail, Kurrichaine Button-, 15.

, Natal Button, 46.

Finch, 8.

Quelea sanyuinii-ostris, 33.

R.

Eandall's Seed-eater, 36.

Pted-backed Slirike, 80.

breasted Swallow, 25.

capped Lark, 6.

collared Barbet, 22.

crested Korhaan, 1.5.

crowned Parrot, 58.

faced Ooly, 28.

headed Weaver, 48.

wing Francolin, 66.

Reed-Warbler, Ai'rican, 43.

Robin, Smith's Ground, 45.

, White-browed Ground, 45,

, Zambezi Ground, 63.

Rock-Bunting, 87.

Roller, Cinnamon, 58.

, Fawn-breasted, 58.

Rufous Grass-Warbler, 11.

Lark, 6.

Long-billed Lark, 9.

cheeked Nightjar, 25.

-naped Lark, 5, 38.

S.

Sand-Martin, Banded, 11.

Saxicola mo7iticola, 45.

pileata, 9.

Scaly-featliered Weaver, 82.

Scopus uinbretta, 15, 19.

Secretary Bird, 17, 107.

Seed-eater, Black-tiiroated, 86.

, Tcterine, 86.

, Randall's, 36.

, Streaky-headod, 49.

10
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Serinus angolensis, 36.

icterus, 36.

Serpentarius secretarius, 17.

serpentarius, 107.

Sliaft-tailed Widow-bird, 35.

Sbrike, Black-crowned Redwing,

28.

, Brubru, 28.

, Crimson-breasted, 29.

, Lesser Grey, 30.

, Long-tailed, 13, 30.

, Northern Rufous-bellied, 28.

, PufF-back, 29.

, Red-backed, 30.

, Smith's Wood-, 27.

, South African Plelmet, 28.

, Three-streaked Redwing, 28.

, Yellow-spotted Bush-, GO.

, Zambesi Helmet, 60.

Siyelus silens, 26.

Sigmodus retzii tricolor, GO.

Smaller Stripe-breasted Swallow,

25.

Smith's Grass-Warbler, 41.

Ground Robin, 45.

Wood-Shrike, 27.

South African Cuckoo, 47.

Goshawk, 47.

Grey Hornbill, 23.

Helmet Shrike, 28.

Stone-Chat, 63.

Southern Bifasciated Sunbird, 40.

Ostrich, 14,

Pink-billed Weaver, 33.

Sparrow, Black-headed, 28, 36.

, Diamond, 61.

, Grey-headed, 36.

, Yellow-throated, 36.

Sphenoacus interjnedius, 49.

Spizaetus hellicosus, 18.

coronatus, 18.

Spizocorys conirustris, 6.

Sporopipes squnmifroyis, 32.

Spotted Crake, 65.

Flycatcher, 26.

Spotted-headed Weaver, 61.

Starling, Burchell's Glossy, 31.

, Plum-coloured, 30, 61.

, Lesser Red-shouldered Glossy,

31.

, Wattled, 30.

Stenostira scita, 27.

Stt^ppe Buzzard, 18.

Stone-Chat, South African, 63.

Stork, White, 52.

Streaky-headed Seed-eater, 49.

Stripe-breasted Cuckoo, 20.

Striped Kingfisher, 24.

Swallow, 59.

Stri.v capensis, 47.

flammea macrdnta, 19.

Struthio australis, 14.

Sugar Bird, Natal Long-tailed, 114.

Sunbird, Black, 39.

, Greater Double-collared, 40.

, Lesser Double-collared, 49.

, Little Collared, 62.

, Southern Bifasciated, 40.

, White-breasted, 40.

Swahali Bristle-necked Bulbul, 61.

Swallow, 66.

, European, 25.

, Pearl-breasted, 25.

, Red-breasted, 25.

, Smaller Stripe-breasted, 26.

, Striped, 59.

, West-Coast, 59.

, White-throated, 25, 29.

Swempe, 13, 17, 18.

Sylvia simpler, 44, 46.

Sylviettajlcchi, 43.

Tawny Pipit, 7.

flanked Wren-Warbler, 45.

Tchi'rea jmrxpicillafa, 60.

Teniminck's Courser, 9.

Tephrncorys cinerea, 6,

Tetreenura regia, 35.
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Textor 7i{(/er, 11, 18, 31.

ThaninolcEa shelleyi, 63.

Thick-thiolied Dishop Bird, 79.

Three-streaked Redwing-Slirike, 28.

Thrush, Ground-scraper, 45.

, Peters', 63.

, Transvaal Rock, 45.

, White-shouldered Robin, 45.

Tit, Black, 40, 62.

•

, Grey, 41.

Babbler, 41.

Trachyphonus cafer, 19, 22.

nobilis, 72.

Transvaal Guinea-fowl, 16.

Parrot, 20.

Pipit, 10.

• Rock Thrush, 45.

Trichokcma IeucoineIa7i, 21, 22.

TrochocercHs cyanomelas, 27.

Trogou, Narina, 47.

Turdus gurneyi, 114.

lihonytinus tropicalis, 63.

TurtiLv lepurana, 15.

nana, 46.

Turtle-Dove, Damara, 15.

Turtur capicola damarensis, 15, 16.

senegalensis, 16.

u.

Upupa africana, 25.

UragintJius anyolensis, 34.

(jrnnatimis, 34.

Urolestes melanoleucus, 13, 30.

Vaal Koihaan, 9,

Vidua serenn, 34, 37.

Vinayo oricntalis, 57.

Vulture, Egyptian, 47.

W.

Wahlberg's E.'gle, 18.

Warbler, Afiicau Reed-, 43.

43.

Warbler, Barred Wren-, 42.

, Black-chested Wren-, 43.

, Boror Redwing Grass-, 62.

, Brown-throated Bush-, 44.

, Cinnamon-crowned Grass-, 42.

, IJusky-faced Bush-, 44.

, Garden-, 44.

, Levaillanfs Grass-, 42.

, Pale Wren Grass-, 42.

, Rufous Grass-, 11.

, Smith's Grass-, 41.

, Tawny-flanked Wren-

Wattle-Eye Flycatcher, 60.

Wattled Starling, 30.

Waxbill, Black-cheeked, 34.

, Common, 48.

, Orange-breasted, 48.

Weaver, Buffiilo, 18, 31.

, Cabanis', 32.

, Lesser Masked, 33.

, Red-headed, 48.

, Scaly-feathered, 32.

, Southern Pink-billed, 3

, Spotted-headed, 61.

West-Coast Swallow, 59.

Wheatears, 9.

White Stork, 52.

backed Heron, 65.

breasted Sunbird, 40.

browed Ground Robin,

ej'e, Cape, 49.

faced Owl, 19.

flanked Flycatcher, 26.

ringed Pheasant, 57.

shouldered Robin Tiirus

throated Swallow, 25, 59.

winged Crake, 114.

— Widow-bird, .'i.'{.

Widow-Bird, 81.

, Great-tailed, 48.

, l>ong-tailed, 34.

; I'in-tailed, 34.

, Shaft-failed, .35.

, AVliite-winged, 33.

Willow-Wren, 44.

45.

^h. 45.
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Wood Hoopoe, 69, 91.

Ibis, 65.

Shrike, Smith's, 27.

"^^'oodpecliel, Bearded, 23..

, Benuett's, 22.

, Cardinal, 23.

, Olive, 47.

Wren, Willow-, 44.

Warbler, Barred, 42.

, Black-chested, 43.

, Tawny-flanked, 43.

Yellow-billed Hornbill, 24.

Yellow-billed Kite, 57.

breasted Bunting, 37.

spotted Bush-Shrike, 60.

throated Sparrow, 36.

Zambezi Ground Robin, 63.

Helmet Shrike, 60.

Zomba Barbet, 58.

Zosterops capensis, 49.

virens, 49.
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